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Falcons begin CCHA playoffs tonight; see page 7. 
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Panel 
scathes 
Reagan 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Tower commission yesterday 
blistered President Reagan for 
failing to control his national 
security staff and said the presi- 
dent's concept of his arms-to- 
Iran policy "was not accurately 
reflected ui the reality" of the 
operation. 
The sale of arms to Iran's 
Khomeini government "re- 
warded a regime that clearly 
supported terrorism and hos- 
tage-taking," the panel said in a 
report released yesterday morn- 
ineto Reagan and to the public. 
The panel, chosen by Reagan 
himself, provided sharp and 
sometimes detailed criticism of 
key aides, including chief of 
staff Donald Regan, former CIA 
Director William Casey, former 
National Security Adviser John 
Poindezter and National Secu- 
rity Council staffer Oliver 
North. 
Regan, expected to resign 
within days, bears "primary 
responsibility for the chaos that 
descended upon the White 
House" after the affair was dis- 
closed, and Poindezter "failed 
grievously" by not telling the 
president about the diversion of 
arms money to Nicaragua!) re- 
bels, the report said. 
The board estimated that Iran 
overpaid $3 million for arms in 
1985 and nearly $20 million in 
1966, and said, "Sizable sums of 
money generated by the arms 
sales to Iran remain unac- 
counted for." 
THE PANEL traced the ori- 
G See Report, page 3. 
_    ... .. BG News/Rob Upton Setting the scene 
Allen Moyer, a visiting artist from New York City, spreads plaster on a wall that will be used as part of the 
set of the the upcoming opera. "The Marriage of Figaro." Moyer Is being employed by the University as 
the set designer for the production. 
Progress policy 
applies equally 
to all students 
Dismissals to last five years 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
The University legal counsel 
has determined that the Univer- 
sity's new unsatisfactory pro- 
gress policy will apply to both 
new and continuing students, 
Norma Stickler, assistant to the 
vice president of academic af- 
fairs, said yesterday. 
The policy states that if a 
student s grade point average 
falls beneath a certain level, he 
will be dismissed. The dismissal 
will result in the student being 
unable to reapply to the Univer- 
sity for five years. 
When the policy is imple- 
mented, probably next fall, all 
students will start with a clean 
slate. Stickler said. 
If a student already has one 
suspension, it will be discounted, 
she said. 
The policy was brought before 
the Undergraduate Council in 
November 1985 by the Univer- 
sity Program Advisers Council, 
consisting of college office ad- 
visers. 
The idea came about because 
students were having difficulties 
understanding the current pol- 
icy which is based on quality 
points, said Jane Wood, chair- 
man of the UPAC in 1985. 
The new policy bases unsatis- 
factory progress solely on GPA, 
she said. 
The main rationale behind stu- 
dents being unable to return to 
the University for five years is 
that this policy fits right into the 
University's academic forgive- 
ness policy, she said. 
THE ACADEMIC forgiveness 
policy states that if a student is 
gone from the University for 
five years, he can return with a 
fresh start, she said. 
"Without that (feature), poor 
grades will hold you down indefi- 
nitely," she said. 
Each time students reapply 
and get dimissed from the Uni- 
versity, they are losing money, 
she said. 
The new policy prevents a 
revolving door of dismissal and 
readmission which saves the 
student money, said Duane 
Whitmire, acting registrar and 
director of records. 
"Students get themselves fur- 
ther in the hole every time they 
come back." Wood said. 
Whitmire said a five year dis- 
missal could discourage stu- 
dents from returning to higher 
education. 
"If I was a student, I would 
think the five year limit ex- 
treme," he said. 
Hearing to decide 
voting procedure 
for classified staff 
by linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
A March 4 hearing has been set at the State Employee Relations 
Board in Columbus to determine whether only certain classified 
employees or the entire classified staff will vote on union represen- 
tation by the Communication Workers of America. 
The CWA, ordered to stop using the University seal on its 
promotional literature by Lucas County Common Pleas Judge 
George Glasser on Feb. 6, is seeking to represent food service 
workers, custodial workers and telephone operators. 
The University's position is that the entire classified staff would be 
the appropriate unit, Philip Mason, executive assistant to University 
President Paul Olscamp, said. 
"Our position all along has been that the classified staff will make 
their own decision with regards to organizing for the purposes of 
collective bargaining," Mason said. "I Know tney will take the time 
to collect the information and make an informed decision." 
If there is a decision to be made, it should be made on a campus- 
wide basis, he said. 
PAST DECISIONS of the State Employee Relations Board have 
come down on the side of smaller collective bargaining units at other 
universities, he said. 
KeUey said, "I've got full confidence that the bargaining unit we 
(the CWA) filed for is appropriate." 
If the bargaining unit is deemed appropriate, elections will be held 
at the University to determine whether the CWA will repesent 
University food service workers,, custodial workers and telephone 
operators. 
If they are held, the elections will probably take place next fall, 
KeUey said. 
Ohio universities brace for cuts 
by Mike Amburgey 
staff reporter 
State-supported universities 
across Ohio expressed reactions 
to Governor Celeste's proposed 
budget ranging from "disap- 
pointing" to "a wait-and-see" 
attitude as the cuts brought by 
the budget leave many universi- 
ties facing substantial fee in- 
creases. 
Students at the University 
could face fee increases of 25 
percent or more, unless changes 
are made in the budget. Other 
universities are also feeling the 
crunch. 
Chuck Harrington, assistant 
provost for budget and planning 
at Ohio University, said his of- 
fice is developing different plans 
of action in response to what- 
ever adjustments the legislature 
makes to the budget. 
"If the governor's budget 
stays the way it is, we'll have fee 
increases of up to 21 percent," 
Harrington said. 
Students at Ohio University 
currently assume 36 percent of 
the cost of their education, Har- 
rington said. He said the way the 
budget stands now, students at 
the Athens school would be ac- 
countable for 42 percent of their 
educational expenses. State sub- 
sidies make up the rest of the 
cost of a state college education. 
HARRINGTON said Ohio Uni- 
versty's overall budget for this 
academic year is approximately 
$92 million, which is up $4.8 
million from the 1985^6 year. He 
said he did not know exact bud- 
get figures for next year, but 
said the operating budget in- 
creases about $5 million a year. 
"We don't have a lot of signifi- 
cant program reductions, but 
the size of our planning pool for 
new ventures would be fairly 
modest under the current bud- 
get," Harrington said. 
"A lot of us are holding our 
breath and hoping for the best," 
he said. Harrington said he 
hopes the Legislature in Colum- 
bus can reach a solution which is 
better for higher education. 
Ohio University has an enroll- 
ment of 15,000 undergraduates 
and 2,800 graduate students, 
Harrington said. 
He said the instructional sub- 
sidy budget for the entire state 
that was prepared by the Ohio 
. Board of Regents and submitted 
~ to the state budget office called 
for about $1.2 billion, before it 
was trimmed. 
Harrington said that the 
amount was extremely opti- 
mistic, and the educational bud- 
get for the state is now $992 
million. 
RICHARD DUNN, vice presi- 
dent for business and finance at 
Kent State University, said he 
doesn't think instructional fee 
"If the governor's budget stays the way it 
is, we'll have fee increases of up to 21 
percent... A lot of us are holding our 
breath and hoping for the best." 
Chuck Harrington, assistant provost for 
budgeting and planning, Ohio University 
increases will be as great as 
predicted. 
"I just can't envision raising 
fees that much," he said. "The 
amount of money in the gover- 
nor's budget for different insti- 
tutions varies considerably." 
While the University has lost 
$1.9 million in instruc- 
tional subsidy money for 1987-88, 
Kent State has lost $132,000 in 
subsidies. 
Kent has an enrollment of 
18,000 full-time undergraduates 
with a current budget of $150 
million, which includes funding 
for their eight branch campuses, 
Dunn said. 
"We're hoping for a better, 
alternative budget (at the state 
level)," Dunn said. "We're not 
putting a budget together yet." 
Dunn said he had no idea of 
how much fees might increase 
at Kent State because his office 
is awaiting legislative action 
before working on a budget. 
JOHN ROSS, spokesman for 
the  University   of Cincinnati, 
said that the university will see 
a moderate increase in state 
funding. He said the University 
of Cincinnati operates on a basis 
of one-third of funding coming 
from the state, one-third from 
student fees, and the remaining 
one-third obtained by other in- 
come, donations and gifts. 
Chris Dalton, acting vice pres- 
ident for budgeting and planning 
for the University, said Ihe mod- 
els used by the Ohio Board of 
Regents to allocate instructional 
subsidies favors colleges with 
technical emphasis, such as Cin- 
cinnati. 
He said the theoretical models 
used by the Ohio Board of Re- 
gents are based on the number 
of students enrolled at the col- 
lege, along with the mix of 
classes students are enrolled in. 
Eleven different levels of 
classes are in the models, with 
enrollment in 100 and 200 level 
classes being the lowest level, 
Dalton said. 
C See Budget, page 4. 
Friday News in brief 
0 Campus buildings shape up in a strange 
way — all it takes is a little Imagination: See 
story, page 4. 
QThe  Soviet  Union  explodes   its  first 
nuclear test in 19 months, while Gorbachev 
blasts the U.S. for not going along with a 
test moratorium: See story, page 6. 
Q The Falcon icers go for a CCHA play- 
off   championship   this   weekend   with   a 
best-of-thrte series against Ferris State: See 
story, page 7. 
Saint tribute starts tomorrow      -A Hatful of Rain (1957)" and "North by North-     Weekend weather watch 
west (1959)" will be shown Sunday, and "The 
Stalking Moon (1969)" and "Loving (1970)" will 
A retrospective film tribute to actress and     be shown Tuesday.                                                     Mostly cloudy and breezy today. Breezy with a 
University alumna Eva Marie Saint begins to-       Since graduating from the University in 1946,        60 percent chance of rain tonight. Lows in the 
morrow at Gish Film Theater.                              Saint has appeared in numerous screen, stage        mid 30s. An 80 percent chance of occasional rain 
Three double feature programs will be shown     and television productions.                                       tomorrow. Highs in the mid 40s. 
tomorrow, Sunday and Tuesday, beginning each        Her latest movie is "Nothing in Common,"           A chance of rain or snow Sunday, a chance of 
night at 7 p.m.                                                      which also starred Jackie Gleason and Tom        flurries Monday and fair Tuesday. Highs in the 
Saint's first film, "On the Waterfront," for     Hanksjn 1966. She starred with George C. Scott        upper 30s to mid 40s Sunday and in the 30s 
which she won an Oscar for best supporting     in the TV movie "The Last Days of Patton" and        Monday and Tuesday. Lows in the 30s Sunday, 
actress in 1954, and "That Certain Peeling     with Richard Kiley in "A Year in the Life," and        the 20s Monday and the teens Tuesday. 
(1956)," with Bob Hope, will be shown tomorrow,     recently was a guest star on ABC-TV's "Moon-            - Associated Press 
lighting" series. 
Editorial BG News/February 27,W8? 2 
New bill ineffective 
Hostile takeovers of corporations. The mere 
mention could make a targeted company 
cringe. The mere attempt could leave thousands of 
workers on the streets. 
Gov. Richard Celeste signed a bill yesterday 
which would help corporations fight takeovers. But 
we believe the new law is ineffective and ignores 
one of the major reasons for takeover attempts in 
the first place - profit. 
When someone makes a hostile takeover bid of a 
corporation, they do so by offering more money per 
share to stockholders. The corporation, in order to 
thwart the takeover, must try to offer its own 
attractive package so they will not sell. 
This costs money and, in most cases, workers 
foot the bill. 
One example is Toledo's Owens-Corning. In try- 
ing to battle a takeover bid by Wickes Lumber last 
year, the corporation incurred a debt of $2.6 billion 
and cut its employment by 25 percent nationwide, 
including 650 workers from the headquarters in 
Toledo. 
The new law makes it easier for targeted cor- 
porations to offer high-priced preferred shares to 
groups that support them, such as employees. It 
also allows them to borrow money to finance part of 
those preferred shares, making them more attrac- 
tive to buyers. The rationale is that an employee or 
other people who support the corporation would not 
sell the stocks, knowing it would lead to a takeover. 
But the law ignores the fact that many times, a 
hostile takeover attempt is made by a company or 
person that already holds a considerable number of 
shares in the targeted corporation. By making the 
bid, and thus forcing the corporation to offer its 
shareholders more, they make a profit. 
The new law actually makes this easier. 
The problem is that nothing, short of unfair, 
restrictive and arbitrary laws making them illegal, 
will stop hostile takeovers. If a bidder has the 
money, he will most likely mount a strong hostile 
takeover campaign. 
Maybe the true point of debate is that those who 
make hostile takeover bids, and corporations who 
lay off workers by the hundreds to save their 
profits, don't care about the little guy. Employees 
always lose out. 
Before we worry about changing laws we must 
change attitudes. 
Ron needs his own space 
by Mike Royko 
It's becoming increasingly 
clear that we should change the 
working habits of our presi- 
dents. 
A president shouldn't live and 
work in the White House. In- 
stead, he should have a home 
somewhere out in the suburbs, 
and get up in the morning ana 
commute to his job like most 
people do. 
With that system, we wouldn't 
have all this bickering and snip- 
ping between Nancy Reagan, 
the president's spouse, and Don- 
ald Regan, the president's chief 
of staff. 
And the world would be spared 
the embarrassing sight of a 
president caught in the middle 
and looking as henpecked as 
Dagwood Bumstead. 
The problem is caused by the 
whole crowd being under the 
same roof - one big, unhappy 
family. 
I'm not saying it's Nancy Rea- 
gan's fault, although someone 
might remind her that she 
wasn't elected to any office. 
But like any executive's wife, 
she's interested in her husband's job. That's only natural. 
What is unnatural is that she's 
right there in his place of em- 
ployment, practically looking 
over his shoulder, picking up the 
office gossip, talking to her 
snitches and tattletales, and 
plotting against Don Regan. 
Imagine what the American 
business community would be 
like if every chief executive's 
wife spent the day hanging 
around outside of his office. 
"I think that young second 
vice president looks too ambi- 
tious ... why does your secre- 
tary spend so much time alone 
with you... the comptroller and 
the personnel director were 
whispering again ... I'm sure 
they're plotting against you ... 
How many martinis for lunch 
... I didn't know she was so 
Why language should be law 
by Vince Barr 
There currently is a big de- 
bate over the proposed state law 
which would make English the 
"official" language in Ohio. Pro- 
ponents of the bill, most notably 
State Sen. H. Cooper Snyder (R- 
Hillsboro) and State Rep. Dale 
Van Vyven (R-Cincinnati), ar- 
try, they should want to learn 
the language of their adopted 
country. Furthermore, a lack of 
effort on their part to learn the 
language of their new country is 
an insult to the citizenry already 
residing in their adopted coun- 
try. 
By instituting an "official" 
language  here in the United 
Everyone is talking about democracy 
for immigrants, what about democracy 
for native-born Americans? 
gue that the bill would "bring 
Ohio in line with a national 
movement to make English the 
official language of the coun- 
In an editorial that recently 
appeared in the News, a point 
was made that "to write a law 
whereby the language people 
speak is "officially declared' cre- 
ates a compliance system that 
violates the basic tenets of de- 
mocracy." I disagree. 
I think that the law is intended 
as a motivational force to get 
immigrants to learn English, 
the language the majority of 
Americans (native or natural- 
ized) speak. 
For example, if we (Ameri- 
cans) could go to France know- 
ing full well that we could speak 
English there and be fully un- 
derstood, who among us would 
learn French? I know I 
wouldn't. 
I think when a person chooses 
to emigrate    to another coun- 
States, we could possibly temp ;r 
the growing bilingualism that is 
rapidly developing in some 
parts of the United States. 
In Arizona and California, for 
example, the Hispanic popula- 
tion is growing so fast that it will 
outflank the black population by 
the 1990s and become the largest 
minority in the US. In fact, cities 
have been developed there 
where English is rarely spoken! 
This is reprehensible. 
Everyone is talking about de- 
mocracy for immigrants, what 
about democracy for native- 
born Americans? Have we gone 
so far in our quest for "liberty 
and justice" so as to ignore our 
own population? I certainly hope 
not. As to the immigrants, I 
would like to say this: Put your- 
self in our shoes. 
How would like it if (in certain 
parts of your country) you could 
not be understood by speaking 
your own native tongue because 
of a high concentration of for- 
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eign-speaking immigrants? 
I think I know the answer. You 
would be outraged and demand 
that they (the foreigners) learn 
your language. 
Many of you may be wonder- 
ing why it is so important that 
Ohio (where, for example, the 
Hispanic population comprises 
less than one percent of the 
statewide population) make a 
law in which English is declared 
the "official language." 
In a word, the answer is mo- 
mentum. As more and more 
states adopt similar laws, an 
amendment may be adopted to 
the Constitution declaring that 
English is the official language 
of the US. 
The dangers of a bilingual 
country are great. One needs 
only to look north to the Ca- 
nadian province of Quebec for 
an example. Quebec is predomi- 
nately French-speaking. The 
rest of Canada speaks English. 
It's no secret that Quebec is 
isolated, literally and figura- 
tively A few years back, the 
animosity between Quebec and 
the rest of the Canadian prov- 
inces became so great, Quebec 
wanted to break off and form a 
new nation-within Canada it- 
self. 
A similar thing could happen 
here. Adopting the measure will 
increase national unity and may 
even decrease animosity and 
discrimination toward foreign- 
ers in the long run. 
Barr is a sophomore account- 
ing major from Xenia. 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
Letters to the editor and guest 
columns should be typewritten, 
double-spaced and signed. Let- 
ters should be no longer than 200 
words and columns should be no 
longer than 500 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject submissions we consider 
to be in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
All submissions are subject to 
condensation. Please include ad- 
dress or on campus mailbox 
number and telephone number 
with all letters ana columns. 
Opinions expressed on the edi- 
torial page do no necessarily 
reflect those of the staff. 
Send submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
211 West Hall 
young..." 
It would be disastrous. Across 
America, executives would be 
shouting: "Confound it, woman 
... constant meddling . .. pry- 
ing ... put me on the spot... 
can't get anything done ... 
mind your own ... won't take it 
anymore ... you get the house 
... I get the car... goodbye." 
That's what seems to be hap- 
pening in the White House, with 
the president's wife telling tat- 
tletale George Will that she's 
going to get rid of Regan, and 
Regan leaking stories that she's 
nagging the presidnet. 
With ner lurking about, it's a 
wonder any real work gets done. 
But all this could be avoided if 
she remained at home and the 
president went to work in the 
morning. 
I'm not taking the male chau- 
vinist position that a woman's 
place is in the home. But her 
proper place clearly isn't to be 
peering through Don Regan's 
transom. 
If Nancy remained at home in 
the morning, while Ron went off 
to his job, she wouldn't know 
from minute to minute who is 
saying and doing what to whom. 
Instead, she'd have to wait until 
Ron came home in the evening, 
so she could ask: 
"How did it go today?" 
"Ah, you know how the Rus- 
sians are." 
"Busy day?" 
"Ah, you know how Congress 
is." 
"Anything interesting hap- 
pen?" 
"Ah, you know how the Demo- 
crats are." 
"Want to watch 'Hill 
Street?*" 
Sure, she could phone him 
during the day. But it's not the 
same as being there and rifling 
through Don Regan's wastebas- 
ket. 
And if the president didn't 
want to be bothered, his secre- 
tary could always say: "He just 
stepped out of the office." 
But if the secretary says that 
now, Nancy can respond: "What 
do you mean he's out of the 
office? I'm right outside of his 
office calling from the closet 
phone,   and   I   know  he's  in 
Nor am I saying that she 
should be nothing more than a 
stay-at-home drone. But there 
are other things she could be 
doing, besides plotting her latest 
White House coup. 
Pottery. Tennis lessons. Take 
the car to the shop. Pick up the 
cleaning. Get her mind off Poin- 
dexter and North. 
And if she insisted on worry- 
ing about something, having a 
commuter husband would allow 
her to ask: 
"Did you stop somewhere on 
the way home? 
And it would give the hen- 
pecked president a chance to 
say: "Just for a fast one." 
If this keeps up, he'll need it. 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
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Letters 
Government wrong 
to cut education 
I'm outraged at what is hap- 
pening to education. Not only is 
the state government moving 
toward budget cuts to state 
schools (like BGSU), but the 
federal government has made it 
more difficult than ever to get 
student loans and grants. It 
seems as if education has taken 
a back seat to such projects as 
roads, bypasses, prisons and, of 
course, nuclear arms. Don't 
government officials see the 
long-term results of reducing 
education funds? 
If education becomes off-lim- 
its to individuals who depend on 
financial aid and loans, these 
are the same people who will 
end up in prisons or on welfare. 
Wouldn't it be more beneficial to 
give people an education, and 
not only cut down on prison and 
welfare costs, but also give 
young people a purpose in life? 
Education can help to solve 
many problems; by educating 
young people, perhaps nuclear 
arms may be unnecessary in the 
future, perhaps fuel shortages 
can be solved, and perhaps natu- 
ral resources can be salvaged 
SOCICDV 
before it is too late. Education is 
an institution which cannot af- 
ford to decline in importance. 
Rather, it needs to become even 
more important and more ac- 
cessible in the years to come. 
Bev Hoffman 
348Darrow 
Support wildlife 
through donations 
This is to inform students, 
faculty and the Bowling Green 
community of the Ohio Natural 
Areas Tax Refund Checkoff Pro- 
gram. 
Established in 1983 the Check- 
off Program asks Ohio citizens 
who file a state tax form to 
donate a portion of their state 
refund to one of two funds. 
The natural area, endangered 
species and scenic river protec- 
tion fund establishes ana main- 
tains state natural areas and 
scenic rivers, and provides fund- 
ing for research on endangered 
species. 
The nongame and wildlife 
fund provides research and al- 
lows for publication of educatio- 
nal material concerning Ohio's 
wildlife and nongame (wildlife 
that is not huntedor trapped). 
The individual donation is 
made right on the 1986 state of 
Ohio tax form. A simple check 
on Line 20 or 21 will allow an 
individual to make his donation 
to the nongame and endangered 
wildlife fund or the nature pre- 
serve, scenic river and endan- 
gered species fund respectively. 
According to the Ohio Depart- 
ment of Natural Resources, less 
than 1 percent of Ohio's land and 
water remains undeveloped or 
unmodified by man. 
Native plants and wildlife spe- 
cies are losing habitat, and the 
Checkoff Program allows 
Ohioans to support efforts to 
protect the remaining habitat - 
thus protecting the endangered 
species. 
In the three years of the pro- 
Eam, over one million dollars 
ve been donated. These con- 
tributions have made a notice- 
able increase in the 
effectiveness of the efforts to 
Eotect natural areas and wild- 
e. 
For further information, con- 
tact the Division of Natural 
Areas and Preserves, or Divi- 
sion of Wildlife, Fountain 
Square, Columbus, Ohio 43224. 
John Holden 
MOM. S. Main 
by Dovid Horn's 
AEROBICS, zo-Mihium 
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Pulitzer writer talks in Toledo 
by Diane M. Doris 
reporter 
As part of Planned Parent- 
hood of Northwest Ohio's 50th 
anniversary celebration, Pulit- 
zer prize-winning columnist El- 
len Goodman spoke in Toledo 
Wednesday on the connections 
between women's rights and 
family planning efforts. 
Goodman, whose column "At 
Large" is syndicated in 250 
newspapers, said the single 
greatest change in her lifetime 
has been the women's 
movement which she defined as 
women's literal movement from 
one life pattern to many. 
Women were able to have a 
range of choices because of the 
efforts of family planningagen- 
cies such as Planned Paren- 
thood, she said. 
"If anatomy is no longer des- 
tiny, it is because of birth con- 
trol," she explained. 
However, Goodman said the 
Reagan administration has set 
back women's progress by limit- 
ing their reproductive freedom, 
noting the administration's lack 
of support for family planning 
services. 
"It's a brave act to show up at 
this birthday party of subver- 
sives," she jotted. "By tomor- 
row morning the Reagan 
administration will have sent a 
letter to my mother telling her I 
was here,' she added, referring 
to the squeal law which would 
require agencies to contact the 
parents of minors seeking birth 
control or abortions. 
"Don't be afraid to be 
yourself. The only man 
you'll scare off is your 
future ex-husband." 
Ellen Goodman, 
syndicated columnist 
GOODMAN SAID people in- 
volved in Planned Parent- 
hood are the real pro-family 
movement. 
Before Goodman's speech be- 
fore 600 people at the Medical 
College of Ohio, three members 
of the Toledo Pro-Life Action 
League were arrested for tres- 
passing on MCO property as 
they handed out anti-abortion 
literature. They were later re- 
leased on their own recogni- 
zance. 
Despite progress in their 
struggle for equality, Goodman 
said women have won more 
equal responsibility than equal 
rights. 
Women have taken on more 
of the old male roles than men 
have taken on of the old female 
roles," she said. "We've had 
more success in adapting to 
male values-power, competi- 
tion, achievement - than getting 
men to adapt to female values - 
caretaking, nurturing, cooper- 
ation." 
Goodman said women are still 
socialized to believe their happi- 
ness depends on their 
relationships with men. She 
noted the negative impact of the 
report stating that women over 
25 have dramatically reduced 
chances of marrying. 
"Although the statistics were 
ultimately debunked, they were 
still able to reinforce the idea 
that uppity women end up 
alone," she said. 
Goodman preferred the ad- 
vice a friend gave to her daugh- 
ter: "Don't be afraid to be 
yourself. The only man you'll 
scare off is your future ex-hus- 
band." 
SHE SAID she had mixed feel- 
ings about young women who 
don't feel they need to work for 
women's rights. 
"I think it's great that they 
are able to grow up to a certain 
extent not knowing discrimina- 
tion," she explained. "On the 
other hand, I know they're going 
to be hit with it one day." 
She said she hoped young 
women would organize to fight 
the (liscrimination when they 
faced it. 
Goodman said she understood 
why today's students are less 
politically active than their six- 
ties counterparts. 
Not only are students going 
into a different economic envi- 
ronment, but there are few so- 
cially conscious role models for 
them, Goodman said. 
In addition, she said such is- 
sues as the arms race and the 
threat of nuclear war are so 
massive and frightening that 
students are overwhelmed. 
Students across the country 
have focused their efforts on 
university divestment because it 
is a moral cause and an issue 
they can affect at a local level. 
Goodman also discussed her 
thoughts on topics ranging from 
"Amerika" to AIDS. 
D On the Reagan administra- 
tion: "The administration cares 
about life from the moment of 
conception to the moment of 
birth.'' 
D On the ABC miniseries 
"Amerika:" "It was a chicken 
thing to do. It was a complete 
sell-out piece of garbage." 
G On AIDS: "Hopefully peo- 
ple will begin worrying the mo- 
ments before rather than the 
morning after." 
Report 
Q Continued from page 1. 
gins of the Iranian initiative to 
Israel, saying that nation 
wanted to promote its arms ex- 
port industry, strengthen Iran 
against Israel's adversary, 
Iraq, and establish Israel as the 
only real strategic partner of the 
United States in the Middle 
East. 
"With such a complex, high- 
risk operation, and so much at 
stake, in the Iran dealings, 
"the president should have en- 
sured that the NSC system did 
not fail him. He did not force his 
policy to undergo the most crit- 
ical review of which the NSC 
participants and the process 
was capable. At no time did he 
insist on accountability or per- 
formance review," the report 
stated. 
"The president made mis- 
takes," said former Sen. John 
Tower, R-Texas, the chairman 
of the special review board that 
spent three months investigat- 
ing the secret sale of weapons to 
Iran and the diversion of profits 
to the contra rebels. 
On Capitol Hill, lawmakers 
said the report provided evi- 
dence of the weakness of Rea- 
fan's management style and 
ower, responding to a question 
at a news conference, said, 
"You can say this president 
holds himself a little too aloof 
from the implementation of pol- 
icy." 
REAGAN WAS "poorly ad- 
vised and poorly servea" by 
many of his aides, Tower added. 
Marine Lt. CoL North was de- 
scribed as working practically 
in isolation on both the Iran 
policy and on efforts of question- 
able legality to raise funds to 
support the Nicaraguan contra 
rebels. The Tower commission 
said Iranian arms funds were 
diverted to the contras, and that 
North's reliance on "private in- 
termediaries, businessmen and 
other financial brokers, private 
operators and Iranians hostile to 
the United States ... invited 
kickbacks and payoffs." 
Reagan's policy of selling 
arms to Iran created an incen- 
tive for further hostage-taking, 
violated the U.S. arms embargo 
and threatened to upset the mili- 
tary balance between Iran and 
Iraq, the board concluded in its 
inch-thick report. 
A University student was 
charged with possession of 
marijuana after a city police 
officer observed her and two 
others with drug parapherna- 
lia in the parking lot next to 
Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main 
St., yesterday morning. 
Kelly McTernan, 510 Ridge 
St., had in her possession a 
small bag of marijuana, po- 
lice said. 
She was seen with two oth- 
ers, one of whom had what 
police described as a "mari- juana pipe," at 1:18 a.m. yes- 
terday. When the officer 
searched all three, the bag 
was found in McTernan's coat 
pocket. 
McTernan was released on 
her own recognizance. 
D Two tires, valued at $57 
each,   were   slashed   on   a 
Bickup truck parked at 214 
apoleon Road sometime 
Tuesday night or Wednesday 
morning, police said. The 
car's owner, who made the 
complaint at 9:40 a.m. 
Wednesday, said that two 
tires were also slashed on a 
Corvette belonging to a 
friend. 
D A pinball machine was 
broken into and change stolen 
at Quick Clean Laundry, 1420 
E. Wooster St., sometime 
Tuesday night. The person 
making the report said that 
whoever broke into the ma- 
chine suffered a cut hand. 
G City police reported an 
assault early Wednesday on 
the top floor of an apartment 
building at 334 N. Main St. 
According to police, Wil- 
liam Jackson, who lives on 
the top floor of the building, 
said he returned home about 
2:10 a.m. Wednesday, and the 
residents of another apart- 
ment across the hall, who 
were waiting for him, as- 
saulted him. 
Jackson told police that he 
was able to get a stick from 
his own apartment and strike 
one of his assailants across 
the back. 
A friend of Jackson's, who 
was with him at the time, 
confirmed his story. 
Police made no arrests. 
City prosecutor Michaelle 
Crowley said that two people 
in the tight had been to her 
office Wednesday to file com- 
plaints against each other. 
One of those filing com- 
plaints was the person Jack- 
son claimed to have struck 
across the back, and Jackson 
was expected to file a com- 
plaint later, she said. 
D A blue Panasonic men's 
10-speed bicycle was reported 
stolen from outside the apart- 
ment building at 134 Univer- 
sity Lane Wednesday at 12:01 
a.m., police said. 
The bicycle, valued at J150, 
was sitting unsecured outside 
the building because the 
bike's locking cable had been 
broken earlier, the owner told 
police. 
□ An employee of Ball 
Plastics, 1142 N. Main St., 
reported to police Tuesday 
that $150 in cash had been 
stolen from her purse in the 
employees' locker room. 
She told police she thought 
another employee might have 
taken it. 
CA garage was broken 
into sometime Monday night 
at 1002 Mourning Dove Lane, 
police said. It was not imme- 
diately known if anything was 
taken. 
D Police said Tuesday that 
a painting which was said by 
its owner to be worth $1,200 
was taken from Trade Winds. 
104 S. Main St., when the 
restaurant, which is closed, 
was broken into over 
Christmas vacation. 
The painting was in an an- 
tique frame. 
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The Brothers of Delto Tou Delto 
Would Like To Congrotulote 
Our New Pledges: 
Matt Frey Mike Gades 
Steve Dobo      (id Groybill 
Todd Robinson Brian Walters 
Todd Weaver   Jack Fox 
Pledge €ducatorsi 
Mark Freund    ' 
Tim Oine 
D6LTS 
FOR fi CHFING6 
AlPba Xi Delta's 
Xi Big Chill 
February 27. 1987 
Spring 1987 
Joy & John 
Ami & Rich 
Jenny & Chris 
Jayne & Ben 
Kathy & Karl 
Michelle & Eric 
Karen & John 
Gina & Darin 
Becky & Jamie 
Trayce & Andy 
Gabby & Carl 
Mary & Mark 
Lisa & Randy 
Leslie & Ken 
Amy & Date 
Chrys & Dave 
Zink & Al McGuire 
Timar & Spud 
McCormick 
Lisa & Steve 
Connie & Gordon 
Kim & Dave 
Kim & Doug 
Stacy & Dave 
Teenie & Dave 
Bubbly & Dave 
Amy & Greg 
Jean & Dan 
Kathy & Tony 
Tracey & Bobby 
Yana & Brad 
MicheUe  &     < 
Miami Boy §1 
Laura   & 
Miami Boy #2 
Pam&Mike 
Laurie & John 
f' 
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Julie & Mark 
Kelly & Gus 
Mark & Kathy 
Kris & Date " 
Sarah & Tim 
Shelly & Shaun 
Erin & Jeff 
Jeni & Craig 
Debbie & Phil 
Shelly & Steve 
Tracy & Mike 
Kris & Bif 
Diana & Bobby 
Joy & Scott 
Amy & 
Missy & John 
Cecilia & Mike 
Fuzzy & Hap 
Pam & William 
Kathi & ex-boy 
friend 
Lisa & Gregg 
I Libbey & Gary 
Monica & Bru (Kerry & Tom 
Jay Anne & Gregg 
Barb & Bob 
Paulette & Pat 
Amy & Stuart 
Lisa & Greg 
Wendy & Bachelor 
No.l 
Nancy  & Bachelor 
No.2 
Jenni   &   Bachelor 
No.3 
^§pwfen 
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Campus buildings 
provide illusions 
An aerial view of University buildings 
by BUI Frandscy 
reporter 
To your right, it's a nine- 
story set of bookends! To 
your left, it's a giant slide 
projector! A little farther 
over stands an enormous pi- 
ano!  Is this a scene from 
"Land of the Giants"? 
No, it's just another day on 
the University campus. 
For years, many have be- 
lieved that various buildings 
on the campus were designed 
to represent certain objects. 
The Student Services Build- 
ing is supposedly a slide pro- 
jector and the Jerome 
Library a pair of bookends 
with five books in between. 
The Moore Musical Arts Cen- 
ter is said to be a piano and 
the Student Recreation Cen- 
ter a falcon. 
Lisa Collet, junior technical 
communications major, said, 
"I always heard that the mu- 
sic building is in the shape of 
a grand piano." 
Another rumor is more no- 
torious. 
"I heard somewhere that 
the quads were in the shape of 
a swastika,"said Bev Cox, 
senior sociology major. 
Where do these ideas start? 
Aside from simple obser- 
Photo courteiy/The Key 
vation, some students learned 
about the unusual designs 
through serving as orienta- 
tion leaders. The leaders then 
pass on the information to 
freshmen orientation groups. 
"I LEARNED by being an 
orientation leader that the 
Rec Center is in the shape of a 
falcon," said Heidi Leikala, 
Junior nursing major. "I also 
ieard that the library was 
designed to be bookends with 
books in between." 
But were any of these build- 
ings actually designed to look 
like any of these objects? 
University Architect Ro- 
land Engler said no. He said 
that, to his knowledge, the 
designs were not intended to 
be anything other than func- 
tional buildings. 
He did say, however, that 
the Rec Center was said to be 
in the shape of a falcon 
merely as a selling point" of 
the architect who designed it. 
Gregory DeCrane, assis- 
tant vice president for stu- 
dent activities and 
orientation, disagreed. He 
said there is no doubt that the 
Rec Center is meant to be a 
falcon. 
"It's always been that 
way," DeCrane said. 
We HAVE 
What YOU Want! 
JOBS 
Elder-Beerman, Ohio's fastest growing 
department store, Is coming to Bowling Green1 
We need people committed to excellence to 
help make shopping in our newest store 
convenient and tun. 
That's where you come in. 
We have jobs... a whole 
storeful of jobs. ..in 
■ SALES ■ STOCK 
■ ALTERATIONS   BLOSS PREVENTION 
■ GIFT WRAP        ■COSMETICS 
■AND MORE 
APPLY NOW 
It you have a desire to work hard, as part of a 
company where fashion and service come first 
you'll learn and grow with us 
■ FULL OR PART TIME 
■ FLEXIBLE HOURS 
■ SUBSTANTIAL BENEFITS 
■ REGULAR SALARY REVIEWS 
■ PROMOTION FROM WITHIN 
APPLY IN PERSON ONLY 
March 2 thru 27 * 
City Parks and Recreation Center, 
in Veteran's Memorial Building. 
City Park Drive 
Applications will be accepted 
Monday thru Friday from 9 a.m. 
to noon, and 1 to 3:30 p.m. 
AND 
Thursday evenings. 6 to 8 p.m 
* no interviews March 11 
We Want What YOU Want 
and WE WANT YOU! 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
CPR skills saved child's life 
by Valerie Lonero 
reporter 
Children screaming, splash- 
ing and swimming are a com- 
mon sight around the pool for 
people who are lifeguards. But 
on Aug. 5, 1986, one University 
student experienced a day at the 
pool that he will never forget. 
Greg Arpajian, senior health 
care and management informa- 
tion systems major, and life- 
guard at the Seneca Hills pool in 
Broadview Heights, saved Rob- 
bie, a 4-year-old, from drowning 
that summer day. 
"It was the greatest feeling to 
S;et Robbie breathing again. I 
earned a lot from the experi- 
ence," Arpajian said. 
Arpajian said he had been the 
only lifeguard on duty that day 
when he turned his back to the 
pool to attend to a little girl who 
had scraped her knee. 
"I heard someone say very 
quietly, 'Where's Robbie?' " he 
said. "I turned to the pool and I 
saw Robbie ... he was floating 
about 10 feet from the edge and 
about 1 foot under the water, 
face up, with his eyes wide open. 
"I immediately jumped into 
the water to pull him out. Robbie 
didn't have a pulse but luckily, I 
didn't panic at all," he said. 
Arpajian, who has had cardio- 
eulmonary resuscitation (CPR) ■aining since he was 16, said 
this was the first time he actu- 
ally had to administer his life- 
saving skills. 
"WHEN I first pulled him out 
of the water, Robbie looked 
really blue ana his stomach was 
very bloated from swallowing so 
much water," he said. "There 
was another man who knew 
CPR, so while I gave Robbie 
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, 
the other man administered 
chest compressions. 
"We couldn't get any air to 
come out of Robbie's mouth, so I 
turned him over to get the water 
out of his stomach and began 
CPR again. ... It worked," he 
said. 
Arpajian said that an ambu- 
lance showed up at the scene 
about two minutes after the ac- 
cident. 
"The paramedics said that if I 
wouldn't have gotten Robbie to 
breathe again, he wouldn't have 
made it," ne said. "It was such a 
wonderful feeling to save a per- 
son's life. Someone must have 
been watching over me to get 
me through it all calmly and 
carefully. 
He said the experience has 
changed his career goals. 
"I used to be an accounting 
major, but now I'm in health 
care ... I want to help people 
and little kids." he said. 
Arpajian, who is a lifeguard at 
the student Recreation Center, 
also teaches the handicapped to 
swim. He was honored with a 
lifesaving merit certificate. Gregory Arpajian 
BG News/Pete Fellman 
Time away helps some students 
Pressures of university life are main reason  for taking a break 
by Debbie Rogers 
staff reporter 
what you couldn't do if you didn't have a 
college education," he said. 
Finances, internships, work and pressure 
are some reasons students take a semester 
off from school. 
The real problem is, however, whether or 
not it is really worth the time and money to 
miss a semester. 
Jeff Keim, a sophomore finance major at 
the University of Toledo, first attended 
Bowling Green his freshman year. 
Keim, who is from Toledo, lived in Bowl- 
ing Green during his first two semesters and 
commuted from Toledo during fall semester 
of his sophomore year. In the spring of 1986, 
he decided not to go back to the University. 
"I hated dorm living; it was too scuzzy," 
he said. "So I decided to transfer home and 
try to commute. I took a semester off to get 
my head together. 
"I got a restaurant job and found out how 
boring it was not going to school," Keim 
continued. "Two months after everyone was 
in school, I realized I wanted to go back." 
He said that he did a lot of thinking while 
he wasn't in school. 
"It made you look back at yourself and see 
A************************************}- 
* * 
*     *-^ Say 
KEIM FOUND out that skipping a semes- 
ter can set a person back in his studies. 
"I'm behind but I don't consider that a 
disadvantage," he said. "I want to take my 
time and get good grades." 
Kelly Clark, junior pre-law major, com- 
pleted her internship last semester instead 
of going to school. However, she did not lose 
much time in her studies. 
"It didn't really put me behind because I 
got six credit hours for it," she said. 
Clark worked 16 hours a day, Monday 
through Friday. She spent 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. at her internship and worked at a 
factory from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. She took the 
job at the factory because she needed to pay 
or her expenses during spring semester. 
"I took off for money, too," she said. 
Finances were also a contributing factor 
to Ramon Lianas' decision to discontin- 
ue his education at Bowling Green. 
"If I could do it again. I probably would 
have taken out a loan," said Lianas, an 
assistant manager at Pizza Hut in Maumee. 
"If I ever had the opportunity to go back I 
i; 
would." 
HE FIRST attended the University in 
January 1980, when he could not afford to 
stay at Ohio State University. "Finances are 
what put me at Bowling Green," he said. 
Lianas then worked at numerous restau- 
rant jobs in Bowling Green, his hometown, 
while he took classes at the University. He 
held jobs at Roy Rogers, Kaufman's and 
Friscn's. 
"While I was working at Frisch's, I got into 
their junior management program," he 
said. 'Making money became more impor- 
tant than going to school. I tried to work as 
much as I could." 
After Lianas stopped taking classes in 
June 1982, he moved to Florida and then to 
Louisiana. He has since married and moved 
back to Bowling Green. 
All three have advice for students consid- 
ering leaving for a semester or more. 
"What I would suggest is not to stop going 
to school," said Lianas. "If finances are the 
problem, look into a loan." 
Keim said he believes students who take 
off more than one semester will not return. 
Happy Birthday 
The * 
BaHoonman 
352-6061 
delivered by: Bunny, Lifeguard, Kilty, Clown, 
i***** Bellydancer, Mr. Wonderful, Flex, Gorilla***** 
In Honor of Black History Month 
Black Student Union Presents 
SHIRLEY CHISHOLM 
Budget  
D Continued from page 1. 
The 300 and 400 level classes 
make up the next levels, and 
those colleges with high science 
and technical enrollment and 
perhaps a hospital, score higher 
on the models, Dalton said. 
He said the higher model 
ranking for science and techni- 
cal classes is reflected by the 
cost experience across the state. 
Those classes are smaller and 
require laboratories and special 
equipment and therefore are 
more expensive. 
LES ROKA, spokesman for 
the University of Toledo, said 
that according to the fee as- 
sumptions of the proposed bud- 
Set, students there would face 
1.8 percent fee increases. But 
students enrolled at UT's techni- 
cal college would only expect to 
pay a 2.9 percent increase. 
Roka said this is only an as- 
sumption and that he could not 
comment on any actual fee in- 
creases for UT as the budget 
still faces the legislature's scru- 
tiny. 
Miami University students 
could pay 15 to 18 percent more 
in fees next year according to 
the fee assumptions imposed by 
the governor's budget, said Ed- 
ward Demske, vice president for 
finance and business affairs at 
Miami. 
Demske said Miami Universi- 
ty's subsidy allocation has been 
reduced by $1.2 million for 1987- 
88. 
"We're very disappointed 
with the budget," Demske said. 
He said officials from Miami 
have been lobbying in Colum- 
bus, and will continue to try to 
influence lawmakers to ease the 
burden brought about by the 
new budget. 
******************************** 
The First Black Woman to be 
elected to the Congress of the United States 
Friday, February 27 
7:00 pm 
115 Education 
Co-Sponsored by: 
BBCA   College of Arts & Science 
GSS     Student Activities & Orientation 
LSU     Womens Studies 
Women for Women 
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UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
A highly select enthusiastic and 
personable group of students who 
assist in extending BGSU's spirit 
of friendliness and hospitality to 
distinguished alumni, visitors, and 
presidential guests. Our functions 
include Commencement, President 
receptions, alumni functions, 
Homecoming, and Parents' Day. 
Applications will be available March 
2 thru March 13 at Mileti Alumni 
Center and 405 Student Services. 
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Powerlifter breaks 
state teen records 
Bechler new champion of 198-pound division 
by Tim Maloney 
reporter 
University student Adam 
Bechler recently proved himself 
to be one of the most prolific 
teen-age powerlifters in state 
history. 
Bechler, sophomore business 
management major, broke ev- 
ery record in the 198-pound teen- 
age division at the Ohio State 
Powerlifting Championship, 
held Feb. 15 at Kent State Uni- 
versity. 
The powerlifting competition 
was broken up into three types 
of lifts: the squat, bench press 
and dead lift. Bechler set teen- 
age records in all three for the 
198-pound division. 
In the squat, Bechler lifted 635 
pounds, breaking the record of 
567 pounds. Bechler then bench 
pressed 405 pounds, which 
eclipsed the record of 335. Fi- 
nally, he dead-lifted 615 pounds, 
breaking the record of 600. The 
total of Bechler's lifts was 1,655 
pounds, which shattered the re- 
cord for total pounds lifted, 
which had been 1,449. 
Bechler said he started lifting 
in high school to train for foot- 
ball. When he did not continue to 
play football in college, he de- 
cided that he would still like to 
lift weights and joined the 
Weight Club in Eppler South. 
"Ididn't all of a sudden decide 
I wanted to get strong," Bechler 
said. "I just kept gradually 
going up." 
BECHLER SAO) Vince Villa- 
nucci, a former linebacker at 
"It bothers me when people watch me. 
People who work out seem to be 
conceited - they're doing it to be better 
than everyone else. I don't want people to 
think I have that kind of attitude." 
Adam Bechler, champion powerlifter 
Bowling Green, had a strong 
influence on his involvement in 
powerlifting. Villanucci is 
Bechler's friend and trainer. 
"I wouldn't have gone to any 
competitions if it wasn't for 
Vince. I knew a little about lift- 
ing weights, but Vince taught 
me about powerlifting. I 
wouldn't have achieved any of 
those goals without him. He 
taught me everything I know," 
Bechler said. 
A stereotype of weightlifters 
bothers Bechler, and he is some- 
what embarrassed to have peo- 
ple watch him work out or 
compete. 
"It bothers me when people 
watch me. People who work out 
seem to be conceited -they're 
doing it to be better than every- 
one else. I don't want people to 
think I have that kind of atti- 
tude. It's something I like to do 
for myself," Bechler said. 
"I'm happy with what I've 
done for myself. I just want to 
keep getting better. The only 
way to get better is to keep 
setting your goals higher,' 
Bechler said. 
Bechler said he believes the 
only way to reach goals is 
through self-motivation. 
"THE HARDEST thing about 
the sport is to push yourself. It 
helps when you have people to 
push you, like Vince. It helps 
when friends say 'keep it up,' " 
Bechler said. 
Bechler trains four days per 
week with Villanucci. 
"The workouts take about two 
and one-half hours if we don't 
screw around," Bechler said. 
Bechler, who hopes to run for 
president of the Weight Club 
next year, said the club is in a 
bad situation with the limited 
membership controversy. 
"It's unfair to a lot of people, 
but it's reality that nothing can 
be done about it. There's a lim- 
ited supply and a huge demand. 
With free weights, there has to 
be a limited membership for 
safety reasons," Bechler said. 
Bechler's next challenge in 
powerlifting comes in April at 
the Ohio State Teen-age 
Championships in Cleveland. 
"My goals are to beat my own 
records or anyone else who's 
there. Maybe I can break na- 
tional records," Bechler said. 
Never Again to target high schools 
by John Meola 
staff reporter 
Never 'gain, the student or- 
ganization promoting alcohol 
awareness, has been spreading 
its gospel to area high schools 
recently, and the message 
seems to be heard. 
"Students get a lot out of 
this," according to Carol Evans, 
president   of   Never   Again. 
There seems to be a greater 
awareness of responsible alco- 
hol use, especially since many 
high schools have SADD chap- 
ters." 
Never Again tells teen-agers 
about the precautions to take 
when at parties or hosting par- 
ties. 
"We also want to promote 
awareness of the problems with 
drinking, such as designated 
drivers and substitutes for alco- 
holic beverages," Evans said. 
Evans said she and her orga- 
nization do not lecture teens, but 
discuss with them the issues of 
alcohol use. 
"We talk to them on their own 
level, sharing information with 
them as friends. 
"During the discussion ses- 
sion, we ask thought-provoking 
questions such as, 'If you were 
babysitting and the parents 
came home drunk, what would 
you do?' and 'If you are the 
passenger in a car and the 
driver nad too much to drink, 
what would you do?' We also 
talk about precautions to take 
for prom parties, since prom 
season will be here shortly," she 
said. 
These precautions include 
having a "designated driver" 
and monitoring one's drinking. 
Never Again hopes to speak to 
high schools within a 30 to 60 
mile radius of Bowling Green. 
But they may not speak with 
Bowling Green High School stu- 
dents this year. 
"We went last year, but we 
haven't been invited back be- 
cause we have not been in con- 
tact with them," Evans said. 
 1AKECARE"" 
OF YOUR LUNGS. 
THEY'RE 
ONLY HUMAN. 
1 AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION lr.O»«..v.>«il 
Let SmicklANd frame 
your prints, posters 
SAVE, SAVE, SAVE 
on aluminum frames 
12xlfr-$7.64 22x28-$10.50 
16x20-$8.68 24x36-$11.80 
one stop service - quality & savings 
glass, matboards, mats, foamcore 
SmicklANd 125 E. Oak 
FR^viFfiSHop Bowling Green 
GAII&V X>™™ 
ALLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES    \ 
ALUMNI BOOK SCHOLARSHIPS J 
|— 
Alumni Book Scholarship applications are now being accepted 
from students enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences. If you 
have earned less than 92 semester hours of credit at the end of 
spring semester, 1987, and your overall GPA is less than 3.77 but 
in the upper 20% of your class, you are eligible. The recipients will 
receive $150 which can be used at the rate of $75 per semester in 
the University Bookstore. The Alumni Book Scholarship is based 
on financial need and your academic record. 
Applications can be picked up in the College of Arts and Sciences 
Office, 205 Administration Building. Completed applications are 
due in the College Office by March 20, 1987. 
!3 
Adam Bechler BG News/Mike McCune 
IF SALES SUCCESS IS YOUR GOAL, 
BRING YOUR 
AMBITIONS TO LIFE 
WITH MINNESOTA 
MUTUAL LIFE 
WE OFFER A CAREER IN GROUP SALES 
Al Minnesota Mutual Life, success is a tradition. And it has been for over 100 years. With over $64 
billion of insurance in force and more than S3 billion in assets, we're in the top one percent of all life 
insurance companies nationwide. We serve more than 10 million people across the U.S. 
Our group sales representatives are among the highest paid salespeople in the nation. And they should be 
— they're responsible for marketing group insurance products to top executives in business and 
industry. Products created by one of the leading group insurers in the country: Minnesota Mutual Life. 
We offer our sales representatives an extensive training program, an excellent salary plus bonuses, a 
company car and reimbursement for business expenses. Group sales with Minnesota Mutual Life is an 
exciting career that affords maximum independence as well as continual growth and development, both 
personally and professionally. It's a chance to use your selling skills in one of our 27 regional offices, 
located in major metropolitan areas across the country. 
MINNESOTA 
MUTUAL LIFE 
lb learn more about our group sales opportunities, check with your placement office or make an 
appointment with one of our college representatives. They'll be at your campus on March 18. 
FIND      YOUR     FUTURE     AT     MINNESOTA     MUTUAL     LIFE 
-C ' 
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Soviets resume nuclear testing 
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union deto- 
nated its first nuclear explosion in 19 months 
yesterday and said it was forced to resume 
testing because the United States refused to 
go along with a Kremlin moratorium on 
weapons tests. 
The explosion under the steppe in remote 
Kazakhstan was announced by the Soviet 
news agency Tass. The rapid announcement 
was highly unusual and appeared intended 
to underscore the Kremlin s contention that 
continued American testing required a re- 
sumption of Soviet tests. 
"I want to stress once more that the 
termination of the moratorium was a forced 
measure dictated by security interests 
only," said Maj. Gen. Gely Batenin, a De- 
fense Ministry spokesman. 
But at a special news conference on the 
test, he said, "The resumption of nuclear 
explosions by the Soviet Union does not 
mean that it has abandoned its struggle for 
the complete cessation of such tests. 
"A historic chance for ending nuclear 
tests once and for all has been missed," 
Batenin added. 
In Washington, the U.S. government had 
no immediate official comment on the So- 
viet test. 
DURING THE 19-month freeze, Mikhail 
Gorbachev and other Soviet leaders have 
repeatedly called on the United States to 
halt testing and accused Washington of 
being unwilling to work toward arms con- 
trol. 
The United States has maintained that 
U.S. tests were needed to ensure the reliabil- 
ity of existing weapons and to modernize the 
nation's nuclear arsenal. 
The White House also says the blasts are 
necessary to develop the "Star Wars" anti- 
missile system based in space. 
Soviet officials stressed that the Kremlin 
was leaving the door open for a superpower 
test ban. 
Tass said the blast, the Soviets' first since 
July 25, 1985, had a yield of less than 20 
kilotons, the force of the U.S. atomic bomb 
dropped on Hiroshima, Japan, in 1945. 
The explosion at the Semipalatinsk test 
range, about 1,700 miles southeast of Mos- 
cow near the Soviet-Chinese border, fol- 
lowed a Soviet declaration late last year that 
it would no longer be bound by its unilateral 
moratorium on testing after the first U.S. 
test this year. 
THE UNITED STATES conducted two 
tests in the Nevada desert this year. 
The Soviet ban was declared on Auj>. 6, 
1985, the 40th anniversary of the Hiroshima 
bombing, and was extended four times. 
"We do not plan to compete as to the 
frequency of nuclear tests with the United 
States." Batenin said at a news conference 
after the blast. "Only a minimum number of 
tests will be held with the purpose of devel- 
oping munitions for maintaining strategic 
parity with the U.S.A. as regards nuclear 
armaments." 
He evaded reporters' questions about the 
exact type of device that had been deto- 
nated, but said it was not a nuclear war- 
head, and called the blast "just a test 
explosion for fundamental research." 
Tass said the explosion was conducted "to 
check the results of research into the phys- 
ics of a nuclear explosion," but did not 
elaborate. 
KSU graduate student sues school 
AKRON (AP) - A black Kent 
State University graduate stu- 
dent who was shot and par- 
alyzed in his dormitory last 
spring has filed a $10 million 
lawsuit against the university, 
claiming officials showed delib- 
erate indifference to his reports 
of racial threats. 
Thomas Watson, 37, of Akron, 
was shot by fellow student Ran- 
dal Enlow, 27, also of Akron. 
Enlow, who is white, lived on the 
same floor with Watson in the 
Terrace Hall dormitory. Univer- 
sity police said Enlow killed 
himself with a gunshot to the 
head immediately after firing 
four bullets into Watson's chest 
last April 26. 
Watson's lawsuit was filed 
Wednesday afternoon in U.S. 
District Court in Akron. 
Named as defendants are the 
nine-member Kent State board 
of trustees; campus police chief 
John Peach; director of plan- 
ning and special projects-resi- 
dence services Donald Kluge; 
and the dormitory's former resi- 
dent manager, Debra Plummer. 
Watson claims the defendants 
failed to enforce university reg- 
ulations in a timely manner, did 
not train employees to properly 
identify mentally unstable stu- 
dents and acted with "deliberate 
indifference" to his life and pro- 
tection. 
WATSON, WHO was a grad- 
uate student in political science, 
is paralyzed from the waist 
down. Two of the bullets lodged 
in his spine, said his lawyer, Ed 
Gilbert. 
Gilbert said Watson now is 
living with friends, but hopes to 
return to his studies in a few 
months. 
Watson is asking for $5 million 
in compensatory damages and 
$5 million in punitive damages. 
The case was assigned to Judge 
Alice Batchelder. 
Watson claims that from mid- 
January 1986, when he moved 
into the dormitory, to the day of 
the shooting, Enlow repeatedly 
harassed him with racial slurs. 
Enlow was an undergraduate 
senior student in business ad- 
ministration. 
Enlow poisoned Watson's food 
in March, the lawsuit states. 
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Constant complaints about 
Enlow's behavior to school ad 
ministrators and campus police 
failed to produce disciplinary 
action, Watson said. He claimed 
that university officials ignored 
the incidents and his claim that 
Enlow had a history of mental 
instability. 
After the shooting, a univer- 
sity spokesman said Enlow had 
been ordered by a student con- 
duct board to move from Ter- 
race Hall within 48 hours. The 
morning of the shooting, police 
were called to the hall when 
Watson reported Enlow was ha- 
rassing him. Campus police and 
dormitory officials talked to 
both men for nearly two hours 
and believed the situation was 
resolved. After they left, Enlow 
reportedly pulled the pistol and 
began shooting. 
'THE UNIVERSITY has not 
been served with the legal pa- 
pers, so we cannot comment on 
it. Once we have been served, 
our attorneys will prepare an 
answer to the lawsuit," Kent 
State spokeswoman Janet 
Graber said yesterday. 
Woodsy Owl says 
Injuries Hurt! 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
News Briefs 
Syrian commander says no 
to military hostage mission 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)- 
The Syrian commander in 
west Beirut yesterday ruled 
out a military mission to free 
Americans and other foreign- 
ers held hostage by Moslem 
extremists. 
Brig. Gen. Ghazi Kenaan, 
also chief of Syrian military 
intelligence in Lebanon, told 
a news conference he did not 
believe any of the 26 foreign 
captives were in Beirut's 
Moslem sector or other terri- 
tory under Syrian control. 
He said Anglican Church 
envoy Terry Waite was "ex- 
cessively courageous" and 
"too humanitarian" in visit- 
ing Lebanon in an attempt to 
free the hostages, eight of 
whom are Americans. 
Waite dropped from sight 
Jan. 20 after leaving his hotel 
in Moslem west Beirut to 
meet with Shiite Moslems 
holding Americans. 
Syria moved thousands of 
troops supported by tanks 
into west Beirut last Sunday 
to stop a weeklong war be- 
tween rival Moslem militias. 
At least 300 people were killed 
and 1,300 wounded in the bat- 
tles between the Shiite Amal 
militia and an alliance of 
other mostly Moslem mili- 
tias. 
Kenaan said his forces had 
closed all 70 Moslem militia 
offices, killed 23 pro-Iranian 
Shiite militiamen and 15 other 
gunmen and arrested 20 peo- 
ple in their effort to end both 
the battle and three years of 
militia anarchy in the Mos- 
lem sector. 
Military AIDS tests so far 
find 2,100 GIs exposed 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Pentagon, more than halfway 
through screening active- 
duty military personnel for 
AIDS, had identified about 
2,100 men and women who 
have been exposed to the 
deadly disease, knowledgea- 
ble sources said 
Those results, when added 
to the tallies from the testing 
of recruits, mean the Defense 
Department's 17-month 
screening program has now 
found more than 3,000 people 
who tested positive for expo- 
sure. 
Moreover, the department 
- which already runs the 
most extensive AIDS testing 
program in the world - is now 
debating whether testing 
should be extended to civilian 
employees, the sources 
added. 
The new figures on testing 
were compiled Wednesday 
when Pentagon officials 
agreed to discuss screening 
results for active-duty per- 
sonnel. 
The Pentagon now rou- 
tinely reports the results of its 
AIDS screening for new re- 
cruits. But the department 
has yet to release any results 
on the testing of personnel 
already on active duty, de- 
spite more than a year of 
testing. 
According to the sources, 
who asked not to be identi- 
fied, the Army, Navy, Air 
Force and Marine Corps have 
now tested almost 1.3 million, 
or 62 percent, of the 2.1 mil- 
lion men and women cur- 
rently on active duty. 
Of that total, 3ome 2,100 
tested positively for exposure 
to the disease, the officials 
said. 
Hostile corporate takeovers 
target of new Ohio law 
COLUMBUS (AP) - An im- 
mediately effective bill help- 
ing Ohio corporations fight 
hostile takeover attempts 
was signed into law yesterday 
by Gov. Richard Celeste. 
"(We) are sending a clear 
message to Wall Street (that) 
Ohio is a place to make honest 
money, not a quick buck," 
Celeste said at a brief 
Statehouse ceremony. 
The new law specifically 
authorizes all publicly traded 
companies to adopt share- 
holders rights plans. Such 
plans allow company direc- 
tors faced with a hostile take- 
over to issue preferred shares 
to groups that support them 
at a price high enough to 
discourage raiders or force 
them to negotiate. 
It also exempts directors 
from liability for making 
loans to an employee stock 
ownership plan, and permits 
directors to determine that a 
corporation's intangible as- 
sets have a fair value in ex- 
cess of the amount at which 
they are carried on the books. 
Sponsored by Sen. Roy 
Ray, R-Akron, the measure 
puts into permanent state law 
a series of provisions adopted 
on a temporary basis last 
year when the Goodyear Tire 
& Rubber Co. was fighting an 
unfriendly takeover hid from 
Sir James Goldsmith. 
Although Goodyear with- 
stood the challenge, Celeste 
said it did so at great cost. 
"If one looks at the short- 
term consequences for a 
Goodyear fighting off that 
hostile takeover Did. you'll 
see that even after selling off 
some $2 billion worth of as- 
sets, their corporate debt is 
doubled," he said. 
SPRING-SUMMER 
IS HERE 
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SLACKS                  1 P^S 
SKIRTS 
SHORTS 
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ACCESSORIES 
... and MUCH MORE 
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WHAT IS CPR? 
CPR. or cardiopulmonary resuscila 
lion, is an emergency lilesaving lee 
nique used by one or two people Ic 
artificially maintain another person's, 
breathing and heartbeat in the ever 
the lunctions suddenly stop CPR 
combines mouth-to-mouth breathing 
and chest compressions to keep 
oxygen-nch blood flowing to the 
victim's brain until an emergency 
service with advanced lile support is 
available. Contact your local Ameri- 
can Heart Association lor more 
information. 
STUDENT KOREA TION CENTER COUNCIL 
Applications are now being accepted for seats on 
the 1987-88 SRC Council. 
Any BGSU undergraduate student is invited to apply. 
Applications available in the main office of the SRC. 
Application Deadline: Friday. March 6 at 5:00 p.m. 
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BG-FSC open playoffs tonight 
by Tom SkernMlz 
sports reporter 
The Ferris State College Bull- 
dogs just don't seem to have 
much going for themselves. 
After all they finished eighth 
in a nine-team league and were 
the last team to qualify for the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- 
ciation postseason toununa- 
ment. 
THEY FINISHED the regular 
season 15-25 overall and 9-23 in 
the CCHA. The opposition out- 
scored them by 38 goals during 
the season. Their power play is 
ranked eighth in the league and 
penalty-killing unit, seventh. 
Their top scorer is ranked 19th 
in the CCHA. 
But, FSC has made it to the 
best-of-three quarter-finals se- 
ries against Bowling Green this 
weekend at the Ice Arena. And 
they have beaten the Falcons 
this season. And Falcons' coach 
Jerry York is worried about a 
repeat performance by the na- 
tives of Big Rapids., Mich. 
In the season's second meet- 
ing between the two teams, the 
Bulldogs took a large bite out of 
the Falcons. FSC's 6-3 win at the 
Ice Arena left a bad impression 
on the Falcons. 
"We've got films of Ferris 
taking a 6-0 lead that keep us 
from overlooking them," BG 
head coach Jerry York said of 
the 6-3 loss. "The playoffs give 
teams like Ferris State a chance 
to knock us off. We're just trying 
to keep our minds on the first 
round of the playoffs." 
YORK SAID the fact FSC had 
to fight off lowly Miami for the 
eighth and final spot in the play- 
offs doesn't diminish the quality 
of the Bulldogs. 
"Our league is so balanced it's 
hard to say who the eighth team 
really is, York said. "The 
sixth, seventh and eighth place 
teams were all pretty close. It's 
not like they're really that bad." 
Evidently some people think 
BG really is as good as its 30-6-2 
record indicates. 
The   NCAA's   Coaches   Poll 
rates the Falcons second in the 
nation going into this weekend's 
series. BG, which has already 
! i See Hockey, page 8. 
Cagers end regular 
season against OCJ 
The Bowling Green basket- 
ball team will conclude its 
regular season tomorrow af- 
ternoon when the Falcons 
face Ohio University in 
Athens. 
The Falcons will enter the 
game, riding the crest of a 
three game winning streak. 
BG, 13-13, M in the Mid- 
American Conference, logged 
an 84-72 win over Western 
Michigan, Wednesday. 
Meanwhile, the Bobcats 
took a brutal 75-50 beating at 
Central Michigan, Wednes- 
day night. The Chippewas 
victory snapped a three-game 
winning streak. 
Oddly enough, the Bobcats, 
14-12, 7-8, have played well 
over the last 'several weeks 
despite losing sophomore 
Paul "Snoopy"'Graham. The 
multi-talented Graham was 
leading the MAC in scoring 
(22.2 ppgi, until he was sus- 
pended for academic reasons. 
"OU is playing good ball 
right now, ' BG guard Joe 
Gregory said. "That team 
has come together in the ab- 
sense of Snoopy. It's not going 
to be a breeze. It's going to be 
a good game." 
OU center Rich Stanfel is 
eighth in the MAC in rebound- 
ing (6.7 rpg). He scored 15 
points Wednesday night. 
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Make us an offer! 
No reasonable offer refused 
Top Dollar For Your Trade 
Financing as low as 3.9% PLUS 
Rebates up to $60000 on '86   '87 
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Escort Tempo Mustang 
Cellular one Phone for $395 
See us for details 
00 
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Maumee Car Source • 1369 Conant St 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
NCAA COACHES POLL 
North Dakota (2) 57 
BOWLING GREEN (1)  55 
Boston College (1) 
Harvard 
Michigan State 
Minnesota 
Lowell 
Yale 
Lake Superior 
Maine 
54 
50 
42 
42 
35 
31 
28 
26 
FINAL CCHA STANDINGS 
1. BGSU (30-C-2) 244-2 SO 
2. Mich. State (26-9-2)23-8-1 47 
3. L Super. (21-14-2) 19-11-2 40 
4. Ill.-Chic.(20-15-1)   18-13-137 
5.W. Mich.(21-17)     16-16432 
6. Ohio St. (16-21-1)   12-19-125 
7. Mich. (14-23-1)      11-20-123 
8. Ferris State (15-25)9-23018 
9. Miami (8-31) 8-24-016 
Hockey 
C Continued from page 7. 
posted 10- and 16-game win- 
ning streaks this season, has 
now won three in a row after 
last week's destruction of 
Michigan. 
BG scored 14 goals in that 
series with the Wolverines 
and received consistent goal- 
tending from Gary Kruzich 
who had been injured only a 
week earlier. 
"I feel good about the club 
right now," York said. "I 
think we've played pretty 
consistent throughout the 
course of the season. Our 
objective is to play well in 
every game. We didn't want 
to play super one game and 
not so well in the nert." 
Leading BG's scoring pa- 
rade last week was junior 
center Paul Ysebaert. After 
slumping somewhat in the 
second half of the season, 
Ysebaert has erupted for five 
goals in the last three games 
including a six-point series 
last week. 
"Paul is real important for 
us," York said of this week's 
CCHA Player of the Week. 
"Right now he is playing the 
best of his career. 
FSC will skate without for- 
wards Darin Fridgen and 
Murray Winnicki. Both are 
suffering from collarbone in- juries. Handling the brunt of 
the offense will be the Lowden 
brothers and Rod Schluter. 
Paul Lowden has 59 points 
on 30 goals and 29 assists 
while brother Pete has 
notched 13 goals, 28 assists 
and 41 points. Schluter, a 
thorn in BG's side this season, 
holds 22-30-52 totals for the 
Bulldogs. 
Tankers set sights on championships 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
When the BG women's swim 
team departed north to Ypsi- 
lanti, Mich, on Wednesday 
morning, they had only one ob- jective, to win the Mid-Ameri- 
can conference meet. 
In the three-day event held 
this weekend at Eastern Michi- 
gan, the Bowling Green and 
Miami rivalry is expected to be 
the center of attention. 
The BG women's swim team 
finished the season with a record 
of 4-1, good enough for second 
place in the MAC behind the 50 
Miami Redskins. 
While winning the MAC is 
commonplace for MU, second 
C« seems to be old hat for BG. 
Falcons captured the meet 
in 1981, but have finished second 
to MU in each of the past five 
years. 
This season has been no differ- 
ent. BG's only lose was a one 
point setback earlier this season 
when the Falcons hosted the 
Redskins. Despite the loss, BG 
head swim coach Rich Draper 
said the meet was a confidence 
booster, because the team 
knows MU is not unbeatable. 
"This (their performance 
against MU) definitely has to 
help their confidence going into 
the (MAC) conference meet." 
The BG tankers have been 
waiting a long time to halt the 
Miami reign. The question re- 
mains whether the team will 
have the confidence to perform 
well enough to win the meet or 
will this be another opportunity 
squandered. 
THE QUESTION will be an- 
swered on Saturday night when 
the last event is over and the 
swimmers descend from East- 
ern Michigan's pool. 
MU and BG are well aware 
that they are not the only teams 
in the meet. Every team in the 
MAC will be participating, but 
MU and BG have virtually domi- 
nated the MAC this season. They 
have a combined MAC record of 
9-1; the only loss was BG's 109- 
108 setback against Miami. 
The meet also serves as a 
vechile for qualifying for the 
NCAA Nationals. Last year, 
twoBG tankers qualified for the 
event. Mary Pfeiffer qualified in 
MAC-perfect Falcons clash with OCI 
The Bowling Green women's basketball team will try to put the 
finishing touches on a perfect Mid-American Conference season this 
weekend when they travel to Athens to face Ohio University. 
It seems only fitting the Falcons' -15-0 in the MAC, 24-2 overall - 
final conference game is against OU, last year's conference 
champs. BG will also put their 17-game winning streak on the line 
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MARK'S 
$4. 00 
V 
Large 1 Item Pizza 
In - House Only 
$5.°° Large 1 Item 
Delivery 
Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
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which is the second longest in the nation. 
A Bobcat win, however, would guarantee OU a spot in next week's 
MAC tourney at Toledo's Centennial Hall. OU is coming off an 81-69 
loss to Central Michigan Michigan which dropped their record to 7-8 
in the MAC and 11-14 overall. 
The Falcons have already defeated the Bobcats twice this season. 
In a non-conference game in early December at the Wildcat 
Invitational, BG downed OU 76-59. Then, on Dec. 13. the Falcons set a 
school record for points in a game by tallying 98 in a 98-78 win in 
Anderson Arena. 
OU WILL be led by Nancy Evans, who averages 15.3 ppg, and 
Kathy Detillion, who hasa 12.0 ppg average. Detiluon is also fourth 
in the conference in three-point field goal accuracy (40 percent). The 
Bobcats' Kim Walton is the league's third-leading rebounder with 9.0 
As a sidelight to this weekend's contest, BG's sophomore forward 
Jackie Motycka will get one last chance to surpass CMU's Jody 
Beerman for the 1986-87 MAC scoring title. 
Before Wednesday's game Beerman was averaging 20.1 ppg, 
while Motycka had a 19.9 ppg average. But Motycka had 32 points in 
Wednesday's 86-63 win over Western Michigan, so the title will come 
down to Saturday. 
SOUTH      THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL ™ r^ 
C^ I P|[Z:                 TU °hio uLotteDry Af"' 1 Litre Bottle       99* V^ I L^ d, -^ The Number, Pick 4, Lotto, 
<tar.Mfek.Ml*..** O        Super Lo«o.,ns.o„t Win 352*8639 
CHARLESTOWN 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—Summer 
1987 and 1987-88 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
ADVANCE YOUR NURSING 
CAREER IN THE NAVY 
Navy Nursing means completely equipped medical 
facilities. 
Advanced training, after completion of your first 
tour. Specialization opportunities. Immediate 
supervisory responsibility. 
Plus all the benefits of being an Officer. Travel. 
Adventure. Salary and benefits competitive to 
civilian nursing. 
Call NOW for more information: 
(216)676-0490 
NAVY NURSE. 
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, 
IT'S AN ADVENTURE. 
CCHA PLAYOFFS!! 
FALCONS 
vs. 
FERRIS STATE 
Friday & Saturday 
(Sunday if Necessary) 
7:30 pm 
BGSU Ice Arena 
"THE ROAD TO THE JOE" BEGINS THIS WEEKEND! 
^^T  BACK G 
FALCONS! 
We're the Original YES People 
When it Comes to Your 
Off Campus Housing Needs 
R. E. MANAGEMENT 
Campus Manor 
Thurstin Manor 
615 Second St. 
841 Eighth St. 
Rockledge Manor 
Put Your Housing Needs in Our Hands! 
505 Clough B15 352-9302 
the diving event, and Andrea 
Szekely went as a freestyler. 
This year both Pfeiffer and 
Szekely are back and are ex- 
pected to do well again. Other 
Falcons that should figure in the 
scoring are Shari Williams, 
Sheila Westendorf, Stacey Dies, 
and Kim Manning. 
Swimmers to watch for MU 
are Kelly Davis (1000-yard and 
500-yard freestyle) and Cheryl 
Lubeck (200-yard backstroke). 
Miami's strength doesn't lie in 
individual standouts but in team 
depth. 
Therefore, every Falcon 
tanker must give 100 percent in 
order to curtail the Redskins 
depth and bring the crown to 
Bowling Green instead of Ox- 
ford. 
Revenge a factor 
for BG tumblers 
by Andy Woodard 
sports reporter 
When the Bowling Green 
gymnastics team hosts Pitts- 
burg Saturday, a revenge fac- 
tor will be part of the 
motivator for the Falcons. 
Last year, when BG trav- 
eled to Pitt, the Panthers 
ripped  the  Falcons   176.15- 
But BG coach Charles Sim- 
pson said the score was only 
part of the story. 
"The judges didn't help us 
out last year, (so) they clob- 
bered us a lot like Michigan 
State did (this year)," Simp- 
son said. "We want to avenge 
that and show them we're a 
better team. 
"Of course, it will be easier 
to do at home than up there." 
Falcon junior Kris Byerly 
said BG, 4-2 overall, is not 
thinking about last year's 
meet. 
"We're trying not to think 
about last year, (because) it 
was beyond our control," she 
said. "We just want to con- 
centrate on our performances 
and do well." 
The meet will also be im- 
portant for the NCAA north- 
east regionals as Pitt is 
currently in third place be- 
hind nationally-ranked Ohio 
State and Penn State. BG had 
held third much of the season, 
but dropped out of the top 
seven after their poor score at 
MSU. 
THE REGIONAL standings 
are based upon two home 
scores and two away scores. 
BG will be without senior 
captain Julia Wicks (flu) and junior Maria DiChiara 
(shoulder), while Byerly 
(shoulder), junior Lisa Shul- 
man (back) and freshman 
Vicki Farrar (ankle) will 
compete on a limited basis. 
Pitt, 10-2 overall, reports no 
injuries. The meet will begin 
at 1 pm in Eppler North. 
Sports Cap 
HOCKEY: The Falcons open postseason play tonight with a bestof 
three series against the Ferris State Bulldogs. All games, tonight, 
tomorrow, and Sunday if necessary, will be at the Ice Arena. Game time 
is 7:30 p.m. each night. 
SWIMMING: The women's swimming team continues to compete in the 
Mid-American Conference championships at Eastern Michigan Univer- 
sity. Action begins today at 11:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Finals begin 
tomorrow at the same times in Ypsilanti, Mich. 
TRACK: The women's team is also in Ypsilanti competing in the indoor 
MAC championships. They begin today at 4:00 p.m. The men's indoor 
MAC championships begin at 10:00 a.m. tomorrow at Western Michigan 
University in Kalamazoo, Mich. 
CVMNA8TICS: The tumblers host the Universities of Pittsburgh and 
Michigan tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. in the Eppler North gym. 
BASKETBALL: The basketball teams close out  regular-season play 
tomorrow at Ohio University in Athens. The women play at 1:19 and the 
men play at 3:30 p.m. 
TENNIS: The men's tennis team travels to Purdue Sunday to face the 
Boilermakers at 9:00 a.m. 
RENT-A-CAR 
3- Now you can 
* 
* 
FOR ONLY 
$1 695a day 
plus 16* a mile 
weekend special 
$2990 
plus 16* a mile 
DISHOP FORD 
■it 
■a 
■a 
*    ^"^      353-5271      Toledo 246-9502? 
The dealer outstanding in his held 
Rt.25 Bowling Green, Ohio 
* 
* 
* 
SIGMA 
PHI 
EPSILON 
presents 
MONTE 
CARLO 
NIGHT 
Saturday, Feb. 28 
"The Night To Remember" 
Classifieds BG News/February 27,1M7 9 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
"WICI HMD PANEL" 
MONDAY. MARCH 2ND, MO PM 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNION 
•ELINOR ULMAN. ARI THERAPIST* 
Visaing BGSU on Frt . Fat) 27 
al 7 30 p m In Room 204 Fine Arts 
Al majors are welcome' 
Are you MM ol doing the same 
ttvng day-after-day? 
COME TO THE HUMAN SERVICES 
CLUB MEETINOI 
When March 2. '987 
Time: 8 00 pm 
Place Living Center. Home Economic Building 
Attention French Club 
N'OUBUEZ PAS-Mardi Gias 
A 8 PM a I'Umon 
Alez a la Maison Francaise 
II laut NOUS DIRE 
MERCI et A BIENTOT 
BG News meeting tor volunteers- -writers and 
photographers-every Sunday, e pm, 210 
West Hall For turther inlormation call 
372-2803 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION 
moeting on Monday, March 2 at 8:00 p m  In 
302 Harms Hal  Quest Speaker wf be from 
The   Bureau   ol    Alcohol,    Tobacco,    and 
Flreerms. 
French Coltee Hours Monday, March 2 
2 30-4 30 411 South Hal 
Inter national-Lounge 
Free Food and Drmk 
Sides Irom the country 
Open 10 Al 
Sponsored by WSA 
IMPORTANT INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
ELEMENTARY   EDUCATION   MAJORS   (Dual. 
Triple. ( Undecided) 
FRESHMEN.   SOPHOMORES.   AND 
TRANSFER 
SUNDAY. MARCH 1, INM PM 
115 JENSEN AUDITORIUM 
EDUCATION BUILDINQ 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
Meeting March 3. 1987 
Where Assembly Room at McFal Cetnor (2121 
Speaker Mr Roger Hudkms ol Toledo Trust 
'The World's Business is Our Business' 
National Auomon Tour tor Singers-Dancers latoo 
interviewing lor sound and fcght technicians and 
troupe managers) Positions available lor cruise 
ships, touring ensembles and theme parks 
Come prepared with music or cassette, photo 
and resume. BG Auditions wi be held on Fn- 
day. Fab 27 2 6 pm al Moore Musical Arts 
Center in Rm 2002 For turther inlormation. 
Contact Moloney Productions. P O Bo. 4234 
Auburn Hts . Ml 48057 313-373-4410 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Cotton and Doughnut Shop 
Lobby E   Btdg   7 30- noon M-F 
School ol HPER Sat Recreation Progam lor 
youth with disabilities Director Dolores A 
Black Sat Fab 28. 11 am to 1 pm Group I al 
Rec Center Group II meet at Ice Arena Al 
assigned students to attend Visitors are 
welcome 
LOST cV FOUND 
Found-b*e out tront ol Wesl Oftenhauer Cal 
372-6250 lo identify 
FOUND LG MALE TIGER CAT ON 8TH ST ON 
IUES  2 24  CAll 353-0925 
Looking lor my black, wool Forerua coal with 
npped nghl pocket Lost or switched at Mark s 
Wednesday. Fob 18th I nave yoursl CM Chan 
353-3716 
Lost: A Coat on Saturday night  Keys were in 
the pocket If low), cal 2-5107 
LOST: LONG, BLACK. WOOL COAT AT UP- 
TOWN ON WED. NIQHT 2-1«. PLEASE CON- 
TACT M1CHELE AT 352-2895 NO 7'S ASKED! 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnanf Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, ob- 
jective informeHon By appointment or wa*k-m 
Cal NOW 354-HOPE. 
WOMEN'S CUNIC 
2700 Monroe St , Toledo. Offering 
gynecological services & pregnancy termination 
by ecensed physicavi including prenatal, 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing, Pap test (lor cer- 
vical cancer), VD screening, birth control Info . 
Tubal Ligatton. termination of pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rates for students ) 
By appointment I -241 -2471 
Wordprocessmg--typing done, free disk 
storage, cal Sue in Maumee 693-4186 
PERSONALS 
FERNBALL 
Don't worry she's not a dtshrag 
THE BROTHERS Of ZETA BETA TAU 
WOULD UKl   TO CONGRATULATE JOE 
CONRAD 
ON   HIS   ENGAGEMENT   TO   CHRIS 
MCDONALD 
OF GAMMA PHI BETA 
HEY 02 S AND SAE'SI 
GET   PSYCHED   TO   PJOE   SOME   TASTY 
WAVES AND HAVE A KILLER TIME AT THE DG 
ANCHOR SPLASH' 
- FROM THE MEN OF ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
'Amy Yedlnak' 
You ware super In the Pageant" 
Congrats on your special award! 
Love, Your Kappa Sisters 
'DEBORAH PALMER- 
Thank for being such a great friend! 
Happy 1»lh B-day' 
Looking forward to partying with 
you tonight-Have a great day' 
Love. Vcki 
'Delta Gamma* 
Good Luck with Anchor Sptaah this weekend' 
Love. 
TIM Alpha Xl's 
"Gregg Gascon* 
I have a KAPPA KRUSH on you' 
Oh yes. Its true 
So. Sat be al Potyeyes at 3 00 
For your 1 st clue from me' 
Love, your Kappa Krush 
PS Happy Belated Btrtnoay 
'Kappa Kappa Gamma' 
Congratulalea those selected ss 
RHO-CHISi 
Susy Bergman'Jenny Moser 
Jenny Hom'Meessa Puckett 
•TOMSCHLOEMER* 
II show you what the REAL meaning of a 
KRUSH is' For your first due-go lo Polyeyea at 
3 00 on Sat . find a friend and give your name at 
the bar Love, your BKAPPA KRUSH date 
7?7T7? 
David Stinky. Hokey. Bird. Fern. John McPh 
Who's the Kappa with a crush on you? 
Is she hot? Is aha tun? W« you fka her too? 
As H stands right now. you haven't a due 
Saturday at 3 30 here's what lo do 
Go to Brathaus ALL ol you 
lei them your names and they I give you a brew 
And then youl lind out tusl who's who 
looking forward lo meeting you 
—us— 
nrm 
2nd ANNUAL PIKEFEST 
April 25   1967 
3 00-1 00 AM 
800 HIGH ST 
PIKE HOUSE 
APPLY NOW*" 
Applications   for   UNIVERSITY 
AMBASSADORS 
w* be avertable March 2 March 13 
at Man Alumni Center 
and 406 Student Servicea 
Don't miaa thie opportunity to promote 
BGSU'" 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
PHI KAPPA TAU BEER BLAST 
SATURDAY • PM-N.E. COMMONS 
Al profits go to the 
Wood County Special Olympics 
AGO AGO AGO AGD AGD AGO AGO 
We love our 
Spring Pledges 
AGO AGD AGO AGO AGO AGO AGD 
Glemby al Uhstiana 
50* oft Perm Wave Special 
Special 
Haircut Included 
352-5615 
AGO AGD AGD AGO AGD AGD AGD AGO 
We Love Our V1PS' 
Keep up the Good Work' 
AGO AGD AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO AGD 
ALERT: KAPPA KRUSH DATES 
Brian Petit a Slave Green 
Meet us at Uptown 
4.30 sharp lor. 
SHOTS' -n- SHADES 
YOUR KKG OATES 
Al Winter Merchandise 
iOV-70% OFF 
Jeana N Things 531 Ridge 
AMA HAPPY HOURS 
Friday. Fob 27 5 00 -8 30 al Uptown 
Spring Break Bash 
AMA 50th Anniversary 
ITS HOT! 
Musi be en AMA member 
Andy. Chna. John. Manbeth 
The best thing that can happen to a person is to 
have someone special to talk to and to laugh 
with -to share the littlest adventures and the t>g 
geet eccompeshments-sorneone special to be 
doee to and to love And that's why the beat 
thing that ever happened to me. was you! 
I Love You Al' Karen 
Are you en 
S.O.B.7 
Let the world know' 
ATO CONCLAVE 
Good kick end a good time to those attending 
Your Tau Brothers 
ATTENTION MORTAR BOARD' 
MANDATORY. IMPORTANT 
IMPORTANT MEETING 
ON THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 26! 
BE THERE AT 9 '5 102 BA 
Attention John Callahanlt 
Somebody's watching you" 
Love, someone In one of your classes 
FRED HEEGAN   DEAR MR   HANDS. 
SOME DAY YOU WILL LEARN HOW 
TO TREAT A LADY. UNTIL THEN 
STOP BUGGING ME ABOUT A 
LAVAUER 
LOVE J.L.C 
ATTENTION ALL LAMBDA CHIS AND SIQMU 
NUS: 
GET   PSYCHED   FOR   THE   DO   ANCHOR 
SPLASHIII 
OUR SPIRIT AND SWIM IS WHAT MAKES US 
NO. ONEIII 
(SOMETHIN' FISHY IS GOIN' ON) 
LOVE, THE PI PHIS 
Ann. Chewy t Whttey 
XI BIG CHILL » not lust another dale party, but 
finely, the right date party with the right dates 
It's about time' 
Alpha Xi Delta and Delia Tau Delta what a par'" 
See you m room 202 at 7 30 p m 
Love. Cecils a Shety 
AUORA 
SURPRISE! ROSES ARE RED, VIOLETS ARE 
BLUE, YOU'RE THE AWESOMEST LITTLE. 
AND THISPPERSONAL IS A LITTLE 
SOMETrttNQ FROM YOUR BIG TO Y0UI 
CONGRATS ON FIRESIDE! 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA AND 
DELIA UPSIlON: 
GET READY FOR ANCHOR 
SPLASH THIS SUNDAY. WE 
WILL TAKE IT ALL 
•••DELTS FOR A CHANGE*" 
B.G.S.U. WOMEN GYMNASTS 
Congratulations Km. Use. Elan and al the other 
team members on your excellent performances 
Mat weekend We know you can do It agam this 
Saturday You're the best' 
Your B.G.G Groupies 
BEER BLASTI BEER BLAST! 
BEER BLASTI BEER BLASTI 
SATURDAY t PM-N.E COMMONS 
Best Bodies on Campus! 
Gymnasts Good Luck Sstruday Against Pitt' 
Wa Love Youl 
BGG Groupies 
Betas. 
You guys are the greatest and I love you al 
Thanks lor al the good times 
Love ya Always. Teresa 
Betas Gel psyched for Saturday Night' We're 
reedy to dance the night away' 
Love, the Dee Gees 
Beth Perry 
Congratulations   en    being   accepted   as 
Chapter Coneultant at Florida Slue- 
You'll be greatl 
Love, your Kappa Sisters 
Big Lisa D -Cant wait to see, 
list hew excmng 
These Miami Men wM be' ul Jenny 
BLUTO AND MUZECHUK" 
Planning the evervng is our department 
First youl meet at Bfuto's apartment 
There youl receive your Initial clue- 
It wi lei you precisely what to do 
So gel ready lo party, prepare to get wild. 
Experience an evening that's perfectly styled" 
 your KKG dates  
CHERYL. IJONESY) 
TOMORROW *S THE BIG DAY   LEGAL AND 
LOVING IT   THE FORMAL. 21 YEARS OLD 
AND 4 MONTHS TOGETHER ITS GONNA BE 
A WILD ONE GET PSYCHED. ITS GONNA BE 
SPECIAL 
I LOVE. 
ROB (THE CHURCH LADY) 
WANT TO TRY 
PUS-GRUB' 
OR ENGLISH LAGER?? 
FIND OUT ABOUT ITU 
EVERY WED. EVENINQ al 7:M IN 
411 SOUTH HALL 
Congratulations to MICHELLE MILLER and 
KRAJG MCCUTCHEON on their CHI OMEGA 
THETA CHI lavaesring We're ao happy lor you 
bothi 
Love 
the sisters of Chi Omega 
Congratulation! 
SueMIIek 
Student Court Prosecuting Attorney 
We know youl do great' 
Love. Mare a Al 
CONGRATULATIONS TO CARRIE ROADS 
AND JENNIFER YOUNG FOR YOUR 
OUTSTANDING JOB OF ORGANIZING 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
LOVE, 
YOUR AGO SISTERS 
Congralulations Michelle Miller on your Alpha 
Xl-Sfgma Chi pinning to Steve Rhodes" 
Love. 
Your Alpha Xi Sisters 
CONGRATULATIONS" 
Jamean BuSer 
and 
Bob Sows 
on your engagement 
Congratulations 10 those CHI OMEGAS who 
were selected to be RHO CMS for Fall 1987 
Greet job' 
Love, your Chi Omega sisters 
DAN MCFARLANO 
Hope you enjoyed 'gets night art 
We did1 Thanks lor the pura  pop, and com- 
pany' The Dee Gees 
Dave Edmunds 
Although we won't make it 10 the dale party, 
the poet party wM be just as fun. 
Love, your Kappa Krush date 
P S Any dear squids? 
DEAR BOBBY 
SIX   MONTHS ANO STILL GOING STRONG 
NOTHING CAN STOP US NOW' 
I LOVE YOU' 
YOUR SPECIAL SOMEONE 
Debbie Dolan and Julia Mayer 
Congratulations are extended lo you both on 
your selection as Resxlent Advisors   We're 
very proud of you' 
L 6 L. Your Alpha Oett Sisters 
Delta Gammas congratulato SHEILA ENGLISH, 
MARY STERLING. KAREN FREITAG and 
JULIE SHOTTS lor being chosen to represent 
the Greek System ss 1967 RHO-CHI'S! We're 
proud ol yal 
Delta Gamma VIP S 
Donr be sad. Don t bo blue. 
Cause your DEE GEE SISTERS ALL LOVE 
YOU' 
Dinner Hi London?? 
An evening In Parie?? 
For mor# inlo 
411 South Hall 
Wed nights at 7:10 
Doug. 
Why go with the rest when you can go with the 
bast? UAO Invades Daytona Beach over Spring 
Break' Our Sunproak won't break your walel- 
only $225" I'm staying at the Plaia are you?? 
J J 
Dr. Kim Moore 
Old you say FIVE?? 
Just wondering. Lisa and Tncra 
DU'B * AXO't * DELIS 
Gel psyched lor Sunday cause 
We sure are' 'It you want my body. 
Wee-they'l sure warn yours after we 
Show em our wmrung act! 
Love. Your DG Coaches 
ATTENTION LADIES Of DELTA GAMMA: 
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA 
WOULD LIKE TO WISH YOU THE BEST 
TMI8 SUNDAY AT ANCHOR SPLASH 
* "DELTS FOR A CHANGE" * 
Fire up Phi Celts lor ANCHOR SPLASH BASH 
Dee Gees are ready to have a BLAST' 
TONIGHT-BE THERE' 
Get ready Big Craters" 
Tonight's XI Night' 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
GET READY' 
lor TUCK INS done by the pledge class ol the 
Sigma Alpha Iota sorority' Cal 372-6656 If you 
want to send visitors to tuck in someone you 
know on March 10" 
Good Luck Phi Teus. Alpha Slga, and KO's in 
the Anchor Splash Sunday" 
Oxkrarnmenl Homos Irom J1 |U repot) Dean- 
Quent tax property Repossessions Cal 
805-6876000 Ext GH-9849 lor current repo 
1st 
GRAFFITI WITH THE 
an vs.. 
YOU BET' 
Looking forward to tonight 
Love, the Phi Mu's 
(thank you al again lor me 
beautiful flowers) 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KATHY STANG' 
Wei Marm   its flnaly your day' Another coma 
this  year?  Get ready   lo  party  hut  always 
remember    Stay   sway   Irom   those   sharp 
things'' We love ya- 
Deb. Juke. Mlcheee. Lynn. Doreen. Barb. Dab 1 
Bridget 
Hello Hello Reen and Laurie Hello HeHo 
No. you guys just don t understand that you are 
THE BEST' Thanks for making my B-day so 
specie! This year has been super, but I feel 
THE BEST is yet to come Welch out East 
Merry because we know no moderation 
Love ya both. 
Amy 
HEY ADAM 
I'm so exerted that you're in BG lor Kappa 
Krush" I promise. 'No Etambi on Ice' this time. 
--■Nancl 
Hey Alpha Delta. 
WB you have your boxers on Just right? 
Causa we'l have our bow ties on tight. 
When we get ready lo party down. Friday night' 
TheZebee 
HEY DELTA ZETAS 
Were looking forward to Friday's TOGA TEA 
with you' 
Brothers ol THETA CHI 
Hey M-cheel-- 
What have you done lor me lately? How 'bout 
tatun thai Nasty Girt on UAO s Sunbreak '87 to 
Daytona? Try to control yourself over the price 
of S225 Let's NOT watt awhile lo sign up' 
See you at the Plaza'' 
Al my love-Janet 
Hillary Hossleld 
Happy Birthday buddy' Are you ready lor a wild 
weekend with Tickle Ptntr? 
Love. Sue 
H you axe bong at parties- 
dancsig, onhking and tun' 
It you're crushed by a Kappa- 
you're the luckiest one' 
H you Bra shot shodes-n-she*jng 
And a dance with your date 
Kappa Krush at tomorrow 
Can you stand such s wait? 
IT'S A FORMAL AFFAIR 
PhlMu 
Pink Carnation Formal 
Saturday, February 28,1M7 
Jenny, 
You've been a Greet Pledge and Little Saner* 
Hope you've hod tun and are looking forward to 
activation Keep up the Sp-rit-The Best rs Yet to 
Come' 
Love. 
Ed 
JERRY JOHNSON IS A NEWLY SELECTED 
REC CENTER MANAGER CONGRATULA- 
TIONS JERRY AND GOOO LUCK WITH YOUR 
NEW JOB 
THE BROTHERS Of SO EP 
JIMI MAURI SAYS. I'M LAVAUERED 10 
MAGOA HRABOWY THE BROTHERS OF 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON SAY. CONGRATULA- 
TIONS TO THE BOTH OF YOU' 
Julia, Cong/alijMona with Freaide!" I heart 
Acttvtation' Wei. you've been a great me. end I 
look forward to our cetjratton at Brathaus' 
r-pjsja, 
Continued on p   10 
2 NOMINATED FOR 
ACADEMY AWARDS 
'GREAT ENTERTAINMENT.. 
a wonderful, exciting, heartwarming movie." 
— SISKEL & EBERT 6 THE MOVIES 
r.-SUCH STUFF AS ROCKY BALBOA AND THE 
KARATE KID are madeof..."     - mcha-dSch.ckei.TiMEMAGAztNE 
.SLEEPER OF THE SEASON." - S<»-H.II.-. PEOPLE MAGAZINE 
I 
V. .GENUINELY STIRRING.. ." - David Anstm, NEWSWEEK 
. 
/ \ 
MEADOWVIEW COURT COMPLEX 
214 Napoleon Road 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Phone 352-1195 
1986-1987 
Meoclowvlew Court - Ifcercr '*** **n 
tr*/r*sned carpeted got, cr e*x*rc 'crge retgerTO Japes icrrjcra POYS gos water 4 sewage eecrc 
*raeow/rv3^t»nge«cerxv $210 00 
Moooowvtow Court - cfciencv 
iu-«nsa caoeiea gasoetecc range refgeraw atones .onaaaooysgos «CTer 4 sewage etectc snored 
wf neghnoring efucency $245.00 
Mex>ao>»vle*C»ur1.anef»c»(XYn(a«3ps 94 10) 
unrurrtshed ccrpeveo eiecc ronges 'etrgerencf atapes goroagje dsposat lanctcra pays gas 4 eectc $265.00 
MtoOoiMvuCoijn-OneBeaocm(Bags 04 <0I 
> jrrsned carpe-ed eBc»c 'onges rengeroJo Oapes actooge jsoosa '.onrjord pays gos 4 eecirc $286 00 
UixkMn^K Coun ■ One Beaoom IBOOS '•4 5; 
intjrisnea carpeted gos 'ange 'etrgercnor atapes ggrooge disposal Lanacta pays water 4 sewage vesiden' 
poys eejcix 4 gas $210.00 
Moooowvusw Court - One Beaoary iBOgs 14 5} 
'urn-tea oorpeiea gas range resgetcro otapes gaooge Xooa '.anaoa pays wow 4 sewage Sesoeni 
poys eec»c 4 gas $245.00 
Maxxlowvlow Court ■ Iwo aeoroom 
umu-rMhea corpe*ea drapes gas ranges lefgerao LondOa poys wow 4 sewage Oesdeni pays etecc 4 
got 52*000 
Ueodowvlew Court • '«c Beooom 
fu-r-jnea copeied atapes gos ranges 'etgero-or Lonafcra pays wcrer 4 sewage Uesaer.' pays eextc 4 gas $2*6.00 
me compiei hen i* own tewtory laclmi a pony room wart o kitchen end bar, o louno and twirnming pool. 
All K5MNTS AM SRANTB) IX egn/uOf Of uSNG IX CHrMYWOOO XA1IH S»A wcoted or U6 Wgh Street, lowllng Green Onto. 
»T  r- r—* 
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KAPPA DELTA KAPPA DELTA 
Spelt sister of It* wwk 
"rletln Erltsori 
KD SPIRIT' KD SPIRIT' 
Kappa Krush 
Kappa Kniatl 
Kappa Krueri 
Kappaaga- • 
TUnkPrti 
Think Pi* 
Trunk PmK 
Trie Kappas 
Karan. 
Roses are red. my heart a blue 
I don'l care eooul nan 
I wont quit on you 
Wanna QO out tontght? 
Kan ColUngeraotl. 
XI BIG CMU.' is h.uay here' 
Qet eKClted tor a oreal hme 
See you In room 202 al 7 30 p m ' 
Love. Leslie 
KEVm, OOUQ AND JIM 
MEYSK3 6PS 
CAN YOU IMAGINE A BETTER DATE? 
MONTE CARLO MUST BE FATE 
OFT   READY   TO   GAMBLE     CHINK    AND 
OANCE 
WE LL DO IT BETTER THAN THEY DO IN 
FRANCE 
SO IF YOU PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT. 
SATUROAY WILL TURN OUT TO BE OUITE A 
NWHTI" 
YOUR MK3H ROLLERS. 
ANDREA. JEN AND JULIE 
KIRK 
Your Kappa Krush is sure excited 
and hopes you're olad you've been nvtted. 
to the party ol the year 
we'l dence a* mght and drink lots ol beer. 
and after the whole mow is through 
you'l see that al I've said is true. 
Kappas are the ones for fun 
and for me you're the only one' 
Your Kappa Krush 
ORIENTATION BOARD 
QET PSYCHED FOR TRAININOI 
YOU'VE ALL DONE A GREAT JOB AND I AP- 
PRECIATE   ALL   YOUR   HARD   WORK   AND 
DEDICATION! 
REMEMBER. I CARE. 
TOM 
■NOMMataMl     '    "~~'^" 
Even though you already know who I em. you 
••have to find me on Saturday' For due no 1, 
go to the Kappa house at 3 15 
Get psyched for a great time1" 
Your Kappa Krueri Oate-J 
Phi Gamma Delta 
Would eke to wtari our 
Epaaon and Tau Teams luck 
on the Community Service Protect for 
the City ol Bowang Green 
HI 
PHI KAPPA TAU BEER BLAST 
TOMORROW NtQHT BEGINNING AT B PM 
1 the N.E. COMMONS 
RENE WISE 
Almost   a   sister-in-law   and   now   a 
sa»'GConrjr.tulehorie on ptedgvvj into Kappa 
Delta. 
Love and A O T 
Susan 
PENCE BANK: —"~~"~""~~~~~ 
Monday', peddle hunt was long, but the 
means were wee worth the ends' Thanks for 
making my final semester such a special and 
happy one! I Love My UMar 
Love. 
Heidi 
RIchReey 
The Alpha xrs 
Are at it again. 
Your first experience 
Won't be the end 
You better get ready 
I'm movm in tor the ka 
Cuz tonight ■ the night 
of XI Big CM' 
SUNBREAK '17 
UAO 
DAYTONA BEACH 
$226 
THE PLAZA 
on, 
Maybe We'l Find a Cabin In Boston Mies Tha 
Weekend 
Love. Michael 
LANE. 
You know who I am but until tomorrow you 
won't know that I am the Kappa who crushed 
you 
Get Psyched1 
Your Date 
FEBRUARY 2t, 1917 
HAPPY 20TH BMTHDAY! 
HOPE IT'S A GREAT ONE 
ALL MY LOVE. 
Lrve at Polyeyes 
Sunday   The Uncalled Four 
Monday • John Bradford 
9-1 440 E Court 
LUNCH8RUNCH AND BARNARD'S 
Welcome back to BGSU I've missed you all" 
Love. Nanci 
MARY KAY COSMETICS 
ALWAYS ON SALE 
3629511 
MEN OF ZETA BETA TAU 
Boxers and bowties are tun to see especialy at 
our spring pledge day tee 
We're sure to be there promptly at nine and 
we're looking forward to a reefy great time' 
The Slaters ol Alpha Delta Pi 
Michael. 
Happy 21st Birmdayi 
I LOVE YOU. Cheryl 
MYSTERY BEVERAGE BLAST' 
|l e . BEER BLAST) 
SATURDAY I PM-1 AM 
N.t. COMMONS 
COURTESY OF PHI KAPPA TAU 
P S Can t wait to rut mo Bahamas ' 
RKk stegeman 
Glad to see you're eating good 
See you in the cafeteria' 
Rick. 
Late Saturday afternoon you w* finely see who 
your 'Kappa Kruah' a gong to Del 
We'l dence. and sing, and party-down. 
See ya al Uptown' 
Your anxious Kappa Crush 
Rob Staler, 
I'm looking forward to Krushlng you Saturday 
night To gat your first due be at Potyeyes at 
3:00 and look for a friend 
your Kappa Krush Date 
SOB Sweatsh«ts 
IStudenl ol Business) 
BA Lobby -S12 95 
Shipwrecked wHh a Dee Zee 
SMparactuM with a Dee Zee 
Shipwrecked with e DM Zee 
March 7. 1B87 
Sigma Chi Dave Berry 
I have looked txgh a I have looked low For the 
best hippie' dale for my XI Big ChB show 
Put away mat obnoxious paisley lor just one 
Cut In XI colored he-dye you I look out-a-aightl 
I know thia won't be number 3 
Should I nave He-dyed a lower' 
XI love from your wild nipple date, Chrys 
Spend a special evening 
wtth those who mean the most. 
PhlMu 
Pink Carnation Form.! 
Saturday, February 28.1BI7 
SPRING BREAK SURVIVAL KIT 
On Sato Next Week 
In B A and other selected buddings 
Sponsored by AMA 
Sucy Taylor, 
CongriluKiloni on an outstanding term aa 
President and for being selected aa a 1BI7 
traveling Chapter Consultant tor ALPHA XI 
DELTA! I am so proud of you! 
Loire, 
Laurie P. 
TAMMY 
CONGRATS   ON   YOUR   SUCCESSFUL 
FMESfOfL YOU'RE AWESOME! 
LOVE YA 
KEN 
P.S. AND YOU WON'T ™«vK | WOULD GET A 
PERSONAL IN FOR YOU, DID YOU? 
The brothers of Sigma Nu 
would kke to congratulate Jim Martin 
on being brother of the week 
The brothers of Beta Theta PI ere looking lor 
ward to another exciting tea Saturday night with 
the ladles ol Delta Gamma 
THE DUCKS ARE READY TO REBEL' 
DELTA UPSHON BOXER REBELLION '87 
WHAT THE WORLD IS COMING TOI lor al 
laaaT the prMegM) 
The Satera of Chi Omega would Ike to con. 
gratulata USA ROBINSON on her CHI OMEGA-- 
OHIO UNTV SIGMA CHI avseanng to NICK 
CENCI  
The Sisters ol Alpha Delta Pi extend sincere 
congrstuations to Debby Copen and Mary Jo 
Fresto who lave been selected aa Rush 
Counaakxl Wei miss you during rush! L > L. 
Your Satera 
The eaters ol Phi Mu 
Would eke to congratulate 
Kea Ann Hater 
Wendy Moorman 
GrendaSnyder 
Amy Duerr 
Heather Cralg 
on being chosen 1987 
RhoChis 
The Dutchmen' wll never be the aame' 
Delta Upsaon Boxer Rebelfcon 87 
What the work) a coming to! (or at least the 
pmftogedl 
Think Spring-Only 21 Daye HI Break 
Selected Shorta and Tope-tS.M and up 
ET CETERA-113 Railroad SI. 
Open Sunday 12-4 
TIM MUZECHVK- 
Thai WOULD be a lot of doaast 
Your one-end only Kappa date 
Tits Wiggle 
Happy 19m Blrthdayl l aai .anted you to know 
that I'l love you lorever 
Forever Yours. 
Michael 
To my favorite Republican 
Happy 2lst birtnoay and 
gel reedy to celebrate" 
i'l even drrve ft you want 
a chance to get even 
Yours Forever-- 
SPORT 
ToddDoflosa 
HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY SWEETHEART' I 
HOPE TH6 YEAR 6 THE BEST FOR YOU- 
THANKS FORAN INCREDIBLE 5 MONTHS 
GOOD LUCK PLEDGING SIGMA CHI AND GET 
PSYCHED FOR SATUROAY' 
I 'HEART YOU WITH ALL MY LOVE 
MICHELLE 
TODD GUMBY MILLER 
I've got a Kruah on you 
Ooooooo it 5 true 
Al Bentkry's tomorrow you *H see 
rust who I may be 
So be there by 3 
and we'l begin our evening* 
Your Secret Kappa Krush 
Tuxedo Rentatt 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge 
Two Plua'e-One Price' 
5-9 Monday Night Delivery or pick-up 
Potyeyes Ptta 352-9638 
Typing and Word Processvg Services snd 
Resumes Thesa and dissertations A to Z Data 
across trom unmans. 352 5042 
r- The BG News Classified Information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days m advance by 4 o m    , The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 65" per hne. $1 95 minimum 
501 extra per ad lor bold type 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The BG News win not be responsible lor error due to aiegiblity or incomplete information Please come to 214 
West Hall immediately it there is an error m your ad The BG News wHI not be responsible lor typographical 
errors m classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in The News The 
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management ol The BG News The 
purpose ol this policy is lo discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing to individuals or organizations 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
.Phone# 
Classification in which you with your ad to appear: 
         Campus ft City Events' _ 
        Lost aV Found _ 
        Rides _ 
       Service* Offered _ 
       Personal! 
•Cempus/Clly Event ads are published free of charge lor on* day tor a nonprofit event or meeting only 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Date* ol Insertion 
L 
Mall lo: (On or Off-Campus Mall) 
The 8G News 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling. Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of day* to appear 
Wanted 2 Greek houses with erne artistic 
talent Must supply their own T-shirts spray 
cane, crayons, paint, famous one-liners, and 
turpentine The Slg Ep's and Ptv Mu's era 
CREATE a Qrafntti Tee tonne' 
K*oy aback 
Woman hi Comnvjnlcaltons. Inc Presents 
BGSU Graduate Panel 
Monday. March 2 - 7 30 PM 
Alumni Room. Union 
Open to Al 
WANTED 
'LAST CALL FOR (MANKUN ABSTRACTS' 
Al entries for the Shankln Research Competi- 
tion sponsored by GSS are due In the GSS of- 
fice by 4 p m February 27 
1 or 2 nwvamoklng females to share large apt 
Pel 1987 end Spring 1988 Cei 354-7803 
1 RESPONStBU: TRUSTWORTHY i COM 
PAT1BLE PERSON TO SHARE HOUSE FOR 
YEAR '87-88 OWN ROOM. VERY CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS FOR SI25 PER MO PLUS 
UTILITIES CALL CHRIS 2-1820 OR MOLLY 
2-4665 
Chnetan Male Roommate Warned $135 e. 
month plus hall unties Contact Sam alter 3 00 
pm 353-1803 
COME PARTY WITH USI Female roomie need- 
ed lor 67-88 to avo in 4th Street apartment Call 
us now' 353-3716. 
Desperately Seeking one female roornmete lor 
the 1987-1988 school year VBage Green 
Apartments, very reaaonabte rent Please col 
as soon as possible- 353 1963 
Need 2 female roommates tor Haven House 
1987-88 School Year Can soon 372-4133 
Needed one female, nonsmoking roommate lo 
share a 2-oedroom apartment very close to 
campus For more information, please ceil 
Becky at 2-8086 
Non-smoking Female Needed to share apart 
mentwrrh two seniors 3rd Street Fall & Spring 
87-88 phone 372-6405 
Three dynamic female roommates looking lor e 
lourth apt very dose to campus Preferably 
size 8 dross. 8 shoe, snd prefers Guess leans 
over Leva Cal Lorraine 353-3628 
WANTED. 2 females to sublease lor summer 
Own rooms, great, new furnished apartments 
Cal 353-1406  
WANTED ROOMMATES FOR THE SUMMER' 
I OR 2 FUNLOVTNG GIRLS FOR ENTIRE SUM- 
MER OR AFTER JUNE 22 CALL SOON' 
353-3320 OR 353 0773 
Wanted Umpsee for Summer Baseosl league 
Contact Rob W*a 362-1021 
HELP WANTED 
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer 
Camp in Pocono Mts . PA Contact: Cayuga. 
P.O Box 234BG. Kemlworth. NJ 07033 
I201)-2760106  
Babysitter needed immed for 2 yr old Mustbe 
very  dependable a  responsible    ICam 4pm 
weekdays, m my home-Stadium View Apts Cal 
3b2-209b betore 6pm 
BECOME   A   COMMUNITY    FRIEN0 
VOLUNTEER 
A Community Friend provides emotionei sup 
port, friendship. & independent Irving skea tram- 
mg tor an adult who has experienced emotionei 
or mental difficulties It you wan to share your 
skaa A laients for l hr per week eel Cindy 
Engobose at 352-9459 betore March 6 
CAMP COUNSELOR POSITIONS AT VMCA 
STORER CAMPS ON STONY LAKE NEAR 
JACKSON. MICHIGAN CO-ED. AGES 7-17 
UNIQUE PROGRAMS HORSES. AOUATICS. 
SAILING. WILDERNESS ADVENTURE. INTER- 
NATIONAL EMPHASIS FOR FURTHER IN- 
FORMATION CONTACT CAROL QUINN. 
PHONE 372 5469 
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON 
NANNY? 
Are you a loving, nurturing person who enfoys 
spending time with chsdren? Live in lovely, 
suburban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent 
salaries, benefits, your own kvtng quarters and 
limited working hours Your round-trip transpor- 
labon a provided One year commitment 
necessary Cal or write Mrs. Fisch, ChUdcare 
Placement Service, Inc ICCPS). 149 
Buckminaler Rd . Brookkne. MA 02146 (617) 
5666294 
Hetp Wanted. Energetic, fun-loving people lor 
bartender & floor welter positions si Buttons 
Nightclub Appty after 8 00 pm 
Mld-Am swimming a drying champxjnshipa-- 
HELP NEEDED March 5.647 Cal Student 
Roc Corner, 372-7476. ask tor Tim Stubbs. 
Meet Dir , or leave message 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round Europe. 
S. Amer , Austrsks. Asa Al fields $900-2000 
mo Sxjhtseeing Free Info Write UC, PO Bx 
52-OH3 Carona Del Mar, CA 92625 
Part time Bartender Wanted tor evenings and 
weekends Appty 2-4 deny. 200 Cempoel He 
Rd. EJk'eCtub 325-2149 
ITaapoietya, pleasant senior or graduate stu- 
dent (Fe.) to IVe with cheerful, alert elderly 
woman. Summer a or Fal & Winter terms 
1987-86 Room, partial board, arm* stipend In 
exchange lor minimal duties Cal 352-7943 
btwn 5-7 pm 
SALES MANAGER 
NEED PERSON WITH ENERGETIC PER- 
SONALITY AMD AMBITION TO MAKE SSSS 
AM 680 WFAL IS LOOKING FOR A PERSON 
EXPERIENCED IN THE ART OF SELLING TO 
HEAD SALES STAFF COMMISSION PLUS IN- 
CENTIVES SEND RESUME AND COVER LET- 
TERS TO MICHAEL COONEY. GENERAL 
MANAGER. AM 680 WFAL 121 WEST HALL 
BY FRIDAY MARCH 6 
Somewhere and something different lor Sum- 
mer Employment? Work on tha Downtown 
snoreehe of Keesys Island al the CASINO' Live 
entertainment 7 days a week Needed are 
bartenders, waiters, waitresses and cooks. Ap- 
ply to P.O 26. Kaeeys Island. OH 4343S c-o 
Tom Uartch 419-746-2323 Good pay. 
Suiaeaar Job Opportunities 
We are panning our summer NOWI Maybe you 
should be too! Students interested In gaining 
business experience and earning bove average 
income tha summer con get more information 
by submtrtkig a resume to Permacrafts. Box 
236. Sytvania, OH 43560 
Tefe-Markstmg 5 30-8 pm $4 00 an hour 
Experience required Others need not apply 
Reply. P O Box 695. BG. OH 43402 
FOR SALE 
'•7 OLDS CUTLASS 4 DOOR. RUNS GOOD 
GOOD INTOWN CAR MUST SELL BEST OF 
FER CALL 3530470       
1978 Toyota Ceecn GT Good condition Ex- 
cessnt engine 5-speed many extras $850 
352 1672 Ask tor Bemle 
2 Pr Men's Ski Boots, sue e 1-2 Cal 
353-6912 
Foher cassette deck- Dolby, blackface, soft 
touch controls, $65 or offer- I need to sea this 
ouck 352-2939 
FOR SALE 
1983 Sylvan Rodmaster 22 Fool Boal. good 
lor Lake Erie; comes with 2 swivel seats, holds 
9 people approx. tarp. horn, depth tinder, Fish- 
n-Temp, bettery. nets, ran suit, rope & flares 
first aid kit. wrenches, windshield, safety throw 
buoy, rod holders with mounting brackets for 
down riggers; on a saigje axle Trailer, with 
1985 Johnson Outboard 120-h p Motor Aak- 
«j $9,500 Contact (419) 352-8761 alter 
6 00 p m GOOD FOR FISHING OR SKIING" 
GREEN TAMBOURINE RECORD SALE 
SAT.FE 28TH 9-5 BG FLEA MARKET 
AT FAIRGROUNDS TDKSA90 $2 686-7415 
LG 8-drawer dresser with Ig minor LAe new 
$200 689-4335 after 5 ^^^ 
POSTERS 
Springsteen and other bands 
Sue 4x5 and smaler 
Cal 352-0137 
FOR RENT 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apartments 
For 3-4 students 
Office hours 10 Am.-3 pm 
Located 316 E Merry. No 3 
For more into or appointment 
Phone 352-7365 anytime 
ABO summer rentals 
RENT YOUR SUMMER 
APARTMENTS NOWI 
Special Rates Available 
Cell Newtova Rentals 
152-5*20 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Assortment of many apis and duplexes 
for summer A tall rentals 
CALL NOW for choice spts. 
J 54-2280 
Office Wealed at 919 E. Wooater. 
UVE CLOSE TO CAMPUSi 
605 Second Street 
Free water and sewer 
Cal Newtove Rentals 
382-6820 
Georgetown Manor 
600 Third St 
Two-bedroom futy furnished apts . 
now renting lor 1987-88 snd Summer 
1987  Free heat, water, and sewer 
Reasonable terms A few openings 
st 824 Sixth St also Cal 
362-4966 (between 4pm and 10 p.m.) 
16 2 bedroom furnlahed apts for summer & 
1967-68 school year. S 6 V Rentals. 
3527454  
1 bedroom house and 1 bedroom apt lor sum- 
mer 1967 and 1987-88 school wear 
1-267-3341 
B.O.S. RENTALS 
Apartments 
Houses & 
sleeping rooms 
353-1336 
Yes! We do 
allow pets! 
Heel & Sole 
Shoe 
Repair 
504 Pearl St. 
Bowling Green 
Tues.- Fri. 9 - 5:30 
Sat. 9 - noon 
^RedWIngs 
OBNOXIOUS AL 
1 OtKJfoom. furnishM apirtmont lex sublease. 
MMdfcMtr and-of lor surnmfBf. An-con<*tionW 
•nd dose to campus Can 353-8407 after 
4:00 
2 bedroom, turn. A uiHum. apis, for aummar 
and fall Haat A air corKMItonlng Includod. 
Call Oonnla Marian al 352-3445, Ona apaii- 
mam avoHablo now. 
4 fematos needed to sublease house lor the 
summer 6 bedrooms, very close to campus 
$450 per person, but wiling to negotiate If in- 
terested pteeae cal 372-3878 or 352 3059 
5 students to lorm »ntonbonaJ Christian com- 
munity wtth emphasis on social pjst.ee UCF 
house next to campus Begin rrWd-AuQuat Cal 
352-7534 pays  
BUFF APARTMENTS RENTING FOR FALL- 
SPRING 17-61 AND SUMMER 87. Completely 
furnlahed 2 bedroom apartmema. All ullfrtles 
paid except for electric. Rent la 1530 per 
ntortfh-A month lease, M7S per month--12 
month leaae. For the summer, rent Is 1500 
per apartment. Call Tim at 352-7112 or atop at 
1470 dough St., Apt. F-3 
Buff Apia, now renting tor 87-48 school year 
and summer 87. Completely furnished 2 
rjjedroom apts, rent Is S550 per month during 
school year 87-88. For summer '87, rent la 
S500 per apartment for the summer. Call Tim 
at 352-7182 or slop by at 1470 Clough St, 
Apt F3.  
Clean 2 bedroom apt ctoae lo campus S?80 
per month - utri Open 6-1-87 
Clean 1 bedroom apt $200 per month - util 
Open 5-1-87 
CaB after 6 pm 354-1079 
FALCON PLAW APARTMENTS 
Next to Aspen win. Restaurant 
2 bdrm -fum. A unfum 
Cal Tom 352-4673 days 
35*?-1800 eves 
Fumisned Efficiency 
Complete wtth color T V . Cable and HBO. Al 
uMttes paid Ideal 'or upperclassmen or 
graduates Semester leases BOS finest 
apartment value $320 per month. Phone 
354 3182 or 3521520 
Mouses i Apts close to campus lor Summer 
1987 and 1987-86 school year. 1-267-3341 
Ouwt. specious. 1 bedroom apartment on Clay 
St for summer sublease FREE UTILITIES, rent 
negotiable--must sublease Cal 3535015 
asejflfeksa. 
l^ooms--Male, senior or grad . kitchen private 
entrance, parking Summer or 87 68 school 
year 3 blocks trom university 352*7238 
Steve Smith Apartment Rentals-Houses and 
Duplexes lor 196 7 SB school yen;   352-8911 
Sublease 1 bedroom apartment lor Summer 87 
Atr conditioned and close to campus Cal 
3530223  
Two bedroom, furnished apartments lor the 
87-88 school year 352-2663  
Upstars apt. in house lor summer only 2 
bedroom with living room, kitchen and 
bathroom Set up lor lour people Lower sum- 
mer rate of $90monfh per person CaH 
352-2932 
Here's a tip ... 
a Tax Tip. 
Don't Pass up the 
opportunity to gel free 
information on 
numerous tax subjec is 
IRS has over KM) special 
publications to answer 
tax questions In fact, 
Pub. 910,   Guide to Free 
'Pax Services,"describes 
all of the free tax 
services available. Cal! 
1-800 424 FORM (3676) 
or the IRS Tax Forms 
number in your phone 
book to get a copy. 
U££ilk 
there is 1 
dtutefor; 
expepence. 
Stbsrnbf lo TVV4II Sirwt Journal 
and eiwiv -Juffcm vivinir, of up in (48 Tha: - quite 
a barnin,nprcMlly •rhrn you ron-ader what it 
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Campus Comments 
Frtdoy photos by Mkh«i« Thormiwl Frtdoy lnt«rvtems by D«n«(t« Jon«s 
How do you feel about the United States giving aid to 
other countries? 
B«rti W«sbo senior Flnonce mojor 
from Stockholm Sujeden: "ft depends 
on what they're going to use the 
money for. In the poklcol scene, fight- 
ing countries Is questionable but If It's 
peaceful. It's o good Idea." 
Carlo Joduon senior design tech- 
nology mojor from Toledo: "The U.S. 
should give to countries ujho are In 
need of food and housing. The U.S. 
should stou out of dvt wars." 
Jeff Deel freshman computer sci- 
ence mojor from Dayton: "/ don't like 
what happened with the arms deal. It 
doesn't moke us look too good." 
Cathy UJarnimont freshman elemen- 
tory education major from Perrysburg: 
"If It's helping them Influence social 
welfare of people, yes. If principles of 
democracy, no." 
Drinking-water area concern 
by Kelly Rose 
f ric* ly stall reporter 
A major environmental concern in 
northwest Ohio Is the condition ol the 
drinking water. Not only does Wood 
County have higher than normal leu- 
kemia rates that may stem from con- 
taminated water, but the Bowling 
Green has had its problems with 
keeping drinking water clean. 
Last March, all users ot city water 
received a letter from the Bowling 
Green City Water Department stating 
that "the maximum contaminant 
level lor trihalomethane in drinking 
water was exceeded during Its most 
recent reporting period." Trihalome- 
thane is a cancer-causing substance. 
The letter added that Its Immediate 
health effects are minimal and that 
possible health effects would only 
occur after years ot continuous use. 
Industrial and agricultural pollut- 
ants are being dumped Into the Mau- 
mee River where the city gets Its 
drinking water, said Karl Schurr, bi- 
ology professor. Schurr said farm 
chemicals are unwisely sprayed too 
closely to water and drains into the 
Maumee River. Pollutants such as 
phosphorous, herbicides and pesti- 
cides wash from the soil Into the river. 
According to David Baker, research 
director of the Water Quality Labo- 
ratory at Heidelberg College In Tiffin, 
the levels of all these pollutants In 
northwest Ohio run three or four times 
higher than the national average. 
Farmers believe they need these 
chemicals to control pests and 
weeds, while In reality, as Newsweek 
reported, less than 1 percent of the 
poisons larmers use reach the pests 
and weeds. The rest becomes resi- 
dues on produce, poisonous fallout 
on farmworkers and contaminants In 
water. 
Besides agricultural pollutants, 
there are industrial pollutants being 
dumped into the water supply, 
according to Schurr. These pollutants 
Include organic solvents, chemical 
Industry byproducts, heavy metal tox- 
ins and carcinogens. 
The Lima Petrol Chemical Plant, just 
upstream trom Bowling Green, has a 
notorious record for polluting water, 
according to Schurr. He added, "Peo- 
ple say they don't care what happens 
to people downstream." 
All these pollutants have serious 
effects on the people drinking the 
water. Worldwide, the poisons farmers 
use kill an estimated 10,000 people a 
year, according to Newsweek. Brand 
name farm products such as Lasso, 
Bladex and Atrex are all carcinogens 
and have been found In high levels In 
the Maumee River, Schurr said. 
He added It has not been proven 
how much exposure to carcinogens 
will actually harm humans. If has 
been shown, he added, that mercury, 
which Is dumped by some Industries, 
has severe effects on the human ner- 
vous system and organic solvents 
damage liver tissue. 
These pollutants not only have se- 
rious health effects, but Schurr said 
they have economic effects. If com- 
panies see that northwest Ohio has 
above overage cancer rates they will 
not build In the area. 
Although risk-free water is Impossi- 
ble, according to Merrill, a treatment 
plant can get most of the contami- 
nants out If the proper facilities are 
available. These facilities are expen- 
sive and add fo the economic con- 
cern with keeping water clean. 
Schurr said, "A large segment of 
the public believes that nothing you 
can't see will hurt you." He explained 
that most chemicals are so subtle that 
people cannot see or taste them. 
Schurr Is a member of the Ohio Water 
Advisory Council which Is working to 
clean up the water In Ohio. 
Other members of the University are 
frying to make people more aware of 
the problem. Faculty members are 
consulting and advising in the eco- 
logical area. 
On the federal level, Schurr said 
President Reagan does not under- 
stand the problem with water and 
ecology's are getting no cooperation 
In cleaning up polluted water. The 
government could lower limits on fhe 
amout of toxins companies are per- 
mitted to dump. 
However, this will cost the compa- 
nies money, and the government will 
not force them to spend vast amounts 
ol money because ol the possibility 
that doing so could cause them to 
leave the country to build somewhere 
that does not have strict dumping 
standards, according to Schurr. 
The Environmental Protection 
Agency has recently proposed new 
restrictions on the use ot the herbicide 
cyanazlne because it may cause 
birth detects The herbicide, used un- 
der the trade name Bladex, has been 
found In the Maumee River contin- 
ually, according to Schurr. 
Schurr expressed his concern for 
the deteriorating quality of the drink- 
ing wafer. He and his family buy water 
from stores which they use to drink, 
cook and brush their teeth. He said 
that others concerned with their 
health can find bottled water at most 
grocery stores. 
He sold concerned people should 
become active for water quality. 
"We should demand that new laws 
should severely limit the amount of 
pollutants companies and farmers 
dump Into the water supply," Schurr 
said. 
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Groups aim to influence 
by Donna Scenna 
Friday reporter 
Lobbyists not only influence the 
legislative process but sometimes 
they control It. They can make things 
happen on Capitol Hill. 
Lobbyists pursue a variety ot Items 
from the battle over tax reform to 
decisions on billions in loreign aid. 
according to Susan Selby. secretary 
to Rep. Delbert Latta, R-Bowling 
Green. 
In recent years, lobbying has be- 
come one ot Washington's leading 
growth industries, according to Roger 
Anderson, political science professor 
at the University. Anderson said there 
are approximately 7,200 registered 
domestic lobbyists. 
It is estimated that lobbyists spend 
close to 31 billion a year In an effort to 
try to influence Congress and the 
bureaucracy according to a report 
by the Federal Election Commission. 
A lobbyist's fee can range up to 
$400 an hour, with an extra Incentive 
of "success bonus" money for getting 
a bill Introduced to Congress, tor 
getting a bill through a committee 
and for getting a bill passed on the 
House or Senate floor, according to a 
report by U.S. News and World Report. 
Lobbyists seldom get Congress to 
enact laws tailored exactly to their 
specifications, but their influence In 
drafting bills and shaping legislation 
is substantial, according to Anderson. 
He said lobbyists are more Important 
when the public does not voice Its 
opinion on an Issue and there is 
division within the parties. 
Many interest groups, such as the 
National Rifle Association and the 
American Medical Association, try to 
generate pressure on lawmakers by 
communicating to constituents 
through direct mall, telephone calls, 
press releases, publicity gimmicks or 
paid advertisements, he said. 
The Federal Election Campaign Act 
of 1974 allowed the formation of Politi- 
cal Action Committees, Anderson 
said. 
"The main goal of a PAC Is to raise 
money tor campaigns. They collect 
the money and donate It to tunds for 
political offices," he said. Almost ev- 
ery major political organization has a 
PAC because It Is against the law for 
that organization to give money di- 
rectly to a candidate, Anderson said. 
Today there are more than 4,000 
registered PACs In the United States. 
Special Interest PACs In 1983 and 1984 
pumped nearly 113 million dollars 
Into campaigns for House, Senate 
and presidential candidates, accord- 
ing to a report by U.S. News and World 
Report. 
The PAC donations can make a 
substantial impact on political races, 
especially close ones. "For example, 
it an Incumbent receives S300.000 
from a PAC It means that his/her 
opponent must receive the same 
amount ot money In order to success- 
fully campaign," Anderson said. 
He said the minimum amount of 
money necessary to run for a seat in 
the House of Representatives Is $250,- 
000 and It can range as high as $3.4 
million. 
Some groups, such as Common 
Cause, are worried that lobbyists are 
becoming too powerful. Anderson 
said. Presently, bills are pending In 
Congress to restrict the amount of 
money PACs can give to candidates, 
thereby limiting their Influence on 
candidates, he said. 
However, many lawmakers believe 
political contributions are a tree 
speech right and should not have any 
restrictions. He said Ohio used to limit 
the amount of money individuals and 
groups could contribute to a candi- 
date, but the courts ruled the law 
unconstitutional because It deprived 
candidates of their Individual rights. 
Campus protest in 1970s 
by Keith Cornelius 
f ncxjy iOf/(y\c 
Although Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity's campus has had a reputation lor 
having a passive, near-apathetic atti- 
tude lor several decades, the early 
1970s brought the campus to lite for a 
short period ol time. With U.S. Involve- 
ment In Cambodia, University stu- 
dents suddenly became involved. 
The first ma|or Incident ol activism 
during this era occurred on April 30, 
1970, when nearly 3000 students be- 
gan marching throughout Bowling 
Green. An account of the incident 
was written by KEY staff writer Don 
DILIIIo and Included In the 1970 Issue. 
" 'Hell no — we won't go!' was the 
cry heard when about 1,500 to 2,000 
students turned a simple panty-raid 
into a marching protest1 against the 
placing of troops Into Cambodia ... 
when the girls came outside to join 
the march Instead of throwing pan- 
ties, something had to happen — and 
It did." 
According to his account of this 
Incident, writer Don DiLillo explained 
that the student mob moved uptown, 
blocking traffic on Wooster and Main 
streets. Returning to campus, mem- 
bers ol the group threw rocks at win- 
dows ol the Administration Building 
and then marched on to Memorial 
Hall, home ot ROTC. 
"A lack of organization and coop- 
eration disbanded the crowd and 
everyone returned to their rooms," 
DiLillo wrote. 
This event took place on Thursday, 
April 30, 1970. Four days later, Kent 
State University erupted when tour 
students were killed by the gunfire of 
National Guardsmen during a pro- 
test. During the following two weeks, 
University students became actively 
involved in what had become a na- 
tionwide protest against U.S. involve- 
ment In Cambodia. 
In a calendar of events, the 1970 
KEY outlined what happened during 
early May of that year. 
When news of the Kent State Inci- 
dent reached the University, approxi- 
mately 100 students occupied the 
Administration Building, forcing Uni- 
versity President Jerome to make a 
decision. He announced thai Tuesday 
morning classes would be cancelled 
A memorial service for the dead Kent 
State students was scheduled instead 
On Tuesday. John Scott, a speech 
instructor and the only black faculty 
member, led 400 students in the occu- 
pation of the Administration Building 
to demonstrate support of demands 
by the Black Student Union. The KEY 
explained that soon after, President 
Jerome announced that the University 
would remain open, against the 
wishes ot the Faculty Senate who felt 
that classes should be cancelled. 
Akron and Miami universities an- 
nounced on Wednesday, May 6, that 
their campuses would close lor the 
remainder ol the week. Ohio Slate 
University decided to close "indefi- 
nitely." 
That night, nearly 8,000 students 
participated in a candlelight proc- 
ession along Wooster Street 
Although the University remained 
open throughout the duration of the 
nationwide unrest, pickers at Bowling 
Green and the University of Toledo 
urged students to strike classes Arti- 
cles in the Friday, May 8 issue of the 
BG News reported that the strike on 
classes was "75 percent effective." 
On May 8. the Faculty Senate 
adopted a "Satisfactory/Unsatis- 
factory" grading procedure tor the 
remainder ol the quarter. Similar poli- 
cies were soon passed at OSU and 
Miami University. 
Active Involvement ol University stu- 
dents extended to the peace 
marches in Columbus and Washing- 
ton D.C. 
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Corps offers culture 
by Karln Nevlus 
Fncloy reporter 
Iho Peace Corps offers American citizens the opportunity to experience 
cultures different from their own. Raymond Bradford, graduate student In 
applied philosophy, served In the Peace Corps from July 1984 to July 1986 in 
the Central African Republic town ol Bossongoo. 
"If gave me the opportunity to experience other languages, another culture 
and other ways of thinking," he said. 
Bradford's two-year obligation began with an 11-week training program 
during which French and Sango were the only languages spoken. "We were 
only allowed to speak French, but those who had a command of French spoke 
Sango," he said. 
French Is the official language of the Central African Republic, while Sango, 
a tribal language, Is the national language, according to Bradford. Gbaya Is 
an unwritten tribal language In which Bradford is also fluent. 
"The better one learns to speak the language, the more one Is accepted," 
he said. As a professor of English In the only formal educational system In a 
region with 80 percent illiteracy, fluency In all three languages was essential. 
Most of Bradford's students were 18 or 19 years old, and many had never 
before encountered an American. Familiarizing people of other cultures with 
Americans Is one ot the goals of the Peace Corps. Bradford said the other two 
maior goals of the organization are "to provide Americans with opportunities 
to aid citizens of other nations and to promote world peace and friendship." 
The Peace Corps is considered an apolitical organization and Bradford said 
that his training program discouraged talk about politics. "I feel that the Peace 
Corps Is more than lust a utensil for promoting world peace," he said. "I think 
that It can do that... but It depends upon how well I am received as a citizen 
ol the U.S. by other Individuals." He said that he Initially experienced some 
resentment because he Is white. 
In retrospect, he describes the people as "happy." "They accept one 
another and share what they have." he said. 
The experience has altered his Impressions of American culture. "My 
concept of time and reason changed. People In Central Africa always 
acknowledge what Is apparent... what Is the present." he said. 
He added that his feelings for his family have deepened as well. "My 
concept of family changed. The concept of extended family Is strong there... 
family name Is emphasized rather than the Individualism like In the U.S." 
The fact that he had little contact with his own family and friends in the 
United States increased his longing for home. 
Bradford said that he would recommend the Peace Corps to people who 
have the inclination to leave home and live In another culture. 
Non-violent activists 
by Deborah Gottschalk 
Friday stall reporter 
"When the last tree is cut: the last 
river poisoned: and the last fish Is 
dead, you'll discover you can't eat 
money." These were the words 
printed on the banner carried by 
University student and former Green- 
peace activist Bob Jacksy to the top 
ot an 800-foot smokestack of the Co- 
lumbus and Southern Ohio Electric 
Company's Conesvllle power plant. 
Although the banner was quickly 
torn by harsh winds, to Jacksy those 
words summed up the acid rain prob- 
lem. This Is one of the many ways 
Greenpeace protesters put their bod- 
ies between an environmental prob- 
lem and the cause. 
Greenpeace is a multi-faceted or- 
ganization whose goal Is "to bring to 
public attention environmental atro- 
cities through non-violent disobedi- 
ence," Jacksy said. In order to 
accomplish this, they use the prin- 
ciples of Gandhi and offer alterna- 
tives to the problem. 
The organization originally began 
by protesting nuclear testing; how- 
ever, It gained much publicity 
throughout the world with Its "save the 
whales" and "save the-seals" cam- 
paigns. Currently there are more than 
12 countries with Greenpeace organi- 
zations, according to Jacksy. 
Greenpeace has Its main office In 
England. This office collaborates with 
central offices In Washington D.C. 
and Toronto, allocating "who will do 
what," Jacksy said. 
Phi P»i Raiders    Phi P»i Raidert    Phi P«l Raidert    Phi P«i Raidert    Phi Pii Raiders    Phi Pti Raiders    Phi Psi Raiders 
The Phi Psi Raiders welcome the 
newest Actives to the chapter: 
Congratulations.. • 
Mark Ciriello Tim Maugherman 
Bruce Dawson Kenneth Robert Ballway 
Eric Davies James A. Healy 
Joe Skutt Ken Tietz 
The Brothers welcome the spring pledge class consisting of: 
Bob Brazofsky Mike Lapham 
Ken Faria Scott Larimore 
Arnoldo Hernandez Mark Pohl 
Jeff Roberts 
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With only 60 to 70 people on paid 
staff, Greenpeace activists work 
closely with grass-roots groups, the 
term for neighborhood communities 
ol concerned citizens. As Jacksy 
added, "Greenpeace Is not out to 
protect Its name — the Issue is the 
most Important thing to look at." 
Jacksy, a biology education ma|or, 
joined Greenpeace In the late 1970s. 
He was Inspired by the sight of a herd 
of live whales off the East Coast. "To 
think that the whales were at the 
verge of extinction because of human 
greed angered me," Jacksy said. He 
quoted the philosopher Aquinas: "An- 
ger Is the first step toward action." 
Wanting to vent his anger in a positive 
way. Jacksy |olned Greenpeace. 
The highlight of his Greenpeace 
career came In 1983 when he and six 
colleagues shut down a Allied Chemi- 
cal plant that was dumping toxic 
waste In the James River In Virginia. 
Although It was only forced to cease 
operation for two days, Jacksy said 
that this particular company had "a 
crude way of disposing ol waste, by 
shooting It through lawn sprinklers." 
Birds would come down for a drink, 
resulting In the scattered carcasses ot 
birds and small animals. 
The seven Greenpeace members 
landed in boats on the shore of the 
Chesapeake Bay In moon suits, outfits 
that protect the body from harmful 
chemicals. They then went to the base 
of the sprinklers and turned them off. 
By tying bags over the sprinkler 
heads, this prohibited the sprinklers 
from working even when they were 
turned back on. Jacksy escaped but 
the others Involved were arrested. 
While Jacksy admits that Green- 
peace members "break the law with 
regularity." he adds that, "we don't 
destroy peoples' property, and we 
only put ourselves In jeopardy." 
Although he has been jailed twice, 
he believes that the wrong person 
was put In jail. "The real criminals are 
the polluters, who receive no punish- 
ment at all." He went on to add that 
his only crime was "pointing out that 
the environment is being violated." 
Jacksy made an analogy between 
the organization and the rights of 
women and blacks. Before these two 
minorities had the right to vote, they 
protested by breaking the law. And 
now. as people look back at that time 
In history, they see the unfairness that 
prevailed. When future generations 
look back on pollutions laws, "they 
will seem equally unjust," Jacksy said. 
Currently Jacksy Is not an active 
participant In Greenpeace, although 
his past Includes Informing the media 
on different Issues, participating In 
protests and climbing and camping 
out on smokestacks tor up to 3Vt days. 
Altor me two semesters that Jacksy 
has to complete, ha Is unsure what he 
will pursue. Greenpeace wants him to 
oome back. tut. he added. "Individ- 
uot Involvement Is Important. What 
people de as Individuals 1$ more 
Important than what Ihey do m a 
group. You don't need to align your- 
sett wrrh on aruontkitton to make a 
positive change." 
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Pacifism seen as sign of strength 
by Meg Hanczrlk 
Friday stall reporter 
"All we are saying, Is give peace a 
chance..." That Is what John Lennon 
sang back In 196°. Today people are 
still trying to attain the peace so many 
hoped lor back In the '60s. 
In the (all, students and (acuity from 
universities all around Ohio attended 
the Peace Studies Consortium ol Ohio 
Colleges and Universities. The Consor- 
tium Is an annual conference which 
Was established In 1985 with encour- 
agement and support from the office 
of the Governor ol Ohio. It Is attended 
by students and any Individuals Inter- 
ested In peace studies. 
The goal ol this consortium, accord- 
ing to Tsuneo Akaha, assistant profes- 
sor of International relations. Is to 
promote peace education and 
peace studies throughout Ohio. Par- 
ticipants attended workshops and 
conferences to provide Input In edu- 
cational efforts for peace. 
Akaha said peace researchers all 
have basic reasons for studying 
peace. One Is that there Is too much 
unnecessary violence In the world 
and too much Injustice which breeds 
violence. 
They think the money should be spent 
on feeding the hungry, for economic 
development, In education, or In find- 
ing new job opportunities for the 
jobless. 
Akaha said people may compare 
"More women are opposed to 
war. A mother knows the value 
of a child's life and Is taught to 
comfort others. Men are taught 
to compete and make the best 
of the circumstance for them- 
selves and then they may 
share"— Akaha 
"There are too many coercive ways 
to settle disputes which can be settled 
peacefully." Akaha said. 
Researchers also believe that too 
much money Is spent on destructive 
purposes, such as war, Akaha said. 
pacifism with weakness. "Disarma- 
ment shouldn't be thought of as weak. 
Working for peace is more 'manly' 
than shooting a gun or supresslng 
disadvantaged people. 
"More   women   are   opposed   to 
war," Akaha said. "A mother knows 
the value of a child's life and is taught 
to comfort others. Men are taught to 
compete and make the best of the 
circumstance for themselves and 
then they may share." 
The University offers courses to stu- 
dents who want to learn more about 
peace. Akaha said peace education 
should teach a student about every- 
thing that takes place in the world 
Including the areas of politics, law, 
sociology and psychology. 
"A true peace educator sheds light 
on the causes of injustice, violence 
and war from diverse perspectives of 
many fields. He should educate the 
young so they can apply their under- 
standings to everyday life," he said 
Students can learn about aggres- 
sive behavior In human society and 
what happens In the minds of people, 
and could also study peace and how 
It relates to women, he said. 
"People may be able to learn more 
by studying peace and women be- 
cause women have more peaceful 
resolutions to conflicts," Akaha said. 
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Sister faced arrest to protest arms 
by David Buehler 
She has been arrested twice for 
demonstrating In Washington D.C. 
"Actually, I had a wonderful night 
in jail." said Sister Pat Schnapp. a 
teaching tellow at the University who 
entered religious life In 1954 
In 1983 and 1985, Schnapp traveled 
to the nation's capital to protest arms 
escalation with other members of 
Sojourners. a Christian community 
which links faith with political aware- 
ness. Some 5,000 members came from 
across the country to discuss the issue 
and to pray. 
The lirst time she was arrested, she 
and about 250 others prayed In the 
rotunda of the Capitol building, vio- 
lating a law which prohibited congre- 
gating there, Schnapp said. For this, 
she spent 24 hours in jail, then paid a 
$50 fine to avoid more time In jail — 
only because she would have missed 
a ride back to Bowling Green. 
Schnapp said she enjoyed the time 
spent in prison because of the com- 
pany of fellow protestors and friendly 
guards, despite the lack of privacy 
and having to sleep on the tloor. 
Her next act ol civil disobedience 
involved singing on the sidewalk in 
front ol the White House. Police ar- 
rested the demonstrators for disrupt- 
ing pedestrian traffic on the sidewalk. 
Schnapp said she had intended to 
endure the lull jail sentence this time 
and had expected It to be live days — 
although It was possible to be sen- 
tenced a maximum of six months In 
|all and a fine of $500. 
However, "there was no room at the 
Inn," Schnapp said. She was fined $50 
again. 
"I was prepared to be a hero. What 
a letdown!" she said. She added she 
found It Intriguing to experience first- 
hand the arrest procedures like hand- 
cuffing and fingerprinting. 
"It's sort of Interesting to be aware 
ol the process because you see It so 
often on television," she said. 
Schnapp also participated In the 
demonstration of about a million peo- 
ple In New York City In support of the 
nuclear arms freeze resolution, 
though most of her activism takes 
place In the Toledo area or In Bowling 
Green, such as the protest at the 
Federal Building on Feb. 12 against 
Sister Pat Schnapp Friday photo by SIM Schulz 
Rep.  Delbert Lotto's support of the 
contras. 
She belongs to the Toledo Area 
Committee on Central America and 
the Northwest Ohio Nuclear Freeze 
Campaign. Schnapp also often writes 
letters to congressmen and gives talks 
on the arms race to church groups. 
"There's a strong sense ot there 
being a higher law than civil law — 
and that would be the law of God and 
the need to follow our conscience," 
she said. 
Most ol her activism concerns world 
hunger, the arms race, racism and 
U.S. foreign policy In Central America, 
she said. 
"The older I get, the more I feel less 
like an American and more like a 
citizen pt the world," Schnapp said. 
Schnapp said excess nationalism 
can make Americans see whole na- 
tions of people as the enemy be- 
cause their government Is different 
than ours. She said that half of Nicara- 
gua's national budget goes to light- 
ing u.S -supported contras. 
"And we may see yet another 
dumb war where American men die 
fighting poor people that just want to 
live, love, raise their children, grow 
their crops, get an education, worship 
God, celebrate their holidays without 
the threat of war, without the threat of 
invasion," she said. 
Schnapp said there seems to be a 
growing interest in issues, perhaps 
because people are receiving more 
educallon. 
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Can I just say that ... 
DEBBIE EBERT 
has been selected 
OUTSTANDING YOUNG WOMAN OF AMERICA 
Congratulations, Ebes! 
love, the Sisters of Chi Omega 
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Racial hang-ups grim reality 
by Christopher Smith 
Friday staff reporter 
Hearing Paul McCartney harmoniz- 
ing with Stevle Wonder a lew years 
ago In "Ebony and Ivory" certainly 
didn't remove all prejudicial atti- 
tudes. Songs may soothe the savage 
soul, but they fall to purge It of racial 
hang-ups. 
Such Is the frustrating reality tor 
sophomore ethnic studies major Pam 
Boehm. Racial tensions on campus 
concern Boehm, a member ot the 
Peace Coalition. 
"The problem, I think, between 
blacks and whites on this campus Is 
because they don't Interact, and that 
can be because there aren't that 
many blacks on the campus. But 
there's a lot ot tension there, and 
there really shouldn't need to be." 
Boehm sold. 
Ethnic studies associate professor 
Rolando Andrade Is wary of placing 
all the blame on minorities. "Very 
often people think that blacks and 
Hlspanlcs stay away from the main- 
stream. I would suggest that that prob- 
lem is not |usl a Hispanic and a black 
problem. If the white community does 
not want to be apart from them, why 
don't they go on and loin them? It's a 
two-way street," Andrade said. 
Boehm agreed that the problem 
runs both ways. "II shouldn't have to 
be, 'everyone do this lor us because 
we're black,' attitude. But whites 
shouldn't leel like they should have to 
do anything because they're white 
either," she said. 
Despite the presence of organiza- 
tions that work lor causes (like the 
Progressive Student Organization, 
Peace Coalition and Women tor 
Women) Boehm said that organiza- 
tions are a double-edged sword. 
"There's a  Black  Student  Union. 
There's not a white student union. Why 
can't there |ust be a student union? 
Why do they have to have black 
fraternities or sororities? Why can't 
there lust be sororities and fraterni- 
ties? Those kind of internal Institutions 
don't help the situation much," 
Boehm said. 
Both Boehm and Andrade worry 
that the situation may reach the dan- 
ger point. 
Andrade explained, "I am sur- 
prised that we have not had riots but 
sometimes I think that we are very 
close to a blowup (comparable) to 
the '60s, if not worse. Sometimes I think 
people are getting better but then... 
I've thought, we're getting worse. I see 
the national press, what's happening 
In Georgia, In New York City, Cleve- 
land. Now, what's going on? Some- 
times It Is the mood ot the nation — 
conservative, going more conserva- 
tive. Why?" 
While the problem constantly pre- 
sents itself, the solution remains hid- 
den. Adequate education of 
minorities, Andrade said, is the key. 
He believes that minorities are dis- 
couraged by teachers early In their 
schooling and therefore they are un- 
able to smoothly and confidently 
Interact with society. 
"We don't want any special tavors, 
but sometimes we need to look a little 
bit beyond to see the real nature ot 
these people (minorities). It's not that 
they're dumb. Minorities have lust as 
much Intelligence as anybody else 
but they lack opportunities... There Is 
prejudice. I don't think that there's 
any question that there is. How are we 
going to solve It?" he asked. 
The solution may be harder to 
grasp because It Is lodged In peo- 
ples' ideals and lacks concrete form. 
Boehm said, "We want to get every- 
body together. I mean, It's such a 
stupid thing to want, it you think about 
It, just to have two people talk. That's 
Pam Boehm 
what they are, they're people. They're 
not colors. It's Oust) two people and It 
shouldn't be something that we have 
to get so frustrated over" 
Andrade added, "I'm an eternal 
Friday photo by Michelle Thomewell 
optimist so I have to say it has to (get 
belter). It It (the tuture) does not look 
optimistic, we are In such big trouble 
that life is not going to be very pleas- 
ant." 
Student defies racism's odds 
by Olanna L. Borsl 
F rioay reporter 
President ot the Black Student 
Union, political activist, feminist, part- 
time worker, scholarship winner, pub- 
lic speaker: all ot these titles describe 
Cassle Madden. And yet they don't. 
The labels may bring to mind 
Images of unreasonable angry peo- 
ple. Then there Is Cassle Madden, 
junior interpersonal and public com- 
munications major She quietly ex- 
plains her Identity as a black woman 
In America and discusses racism, 
apartheid and politics. No raised fists 
for Madden as she represents the BSU, 
and yet her soft tone conveys the 
sadness ot racism without anger or 
bitterness. 
However, she firmly states that rac- 
ism has always been a part of her life, 
from the ghettos ot east Cleveland to 
the Unlvertrty. ©rowing up tf> on aH    • 
Dlack neighborhood, racism was 
never discussed. "But I was told to 
never go to certain places In Cleve- 
land." Madden said. Since then Mad- 
den said she has realized "racism is 
so common It's normal. It's part of 
everyday life for all of u»." 
Her first shock of racism came In 
high school. She received an award 
and their culture were cost aside. "I'm 
told to shut up and just let things be." 
Madden said. However, Madden 
wasn't content to let things "be." So 
when she experienced overt racism 
from the BGSU Forensic Team she 
again began to question why. 
"I was feeling that being black had 
no significance," Madden said. With 
"You'd be surprised how much male chauvinism exists 
around holding a presidential office on this campus and 
being a female and then on top ot that a black female" 
— Madden 
for her efforts on the debating team. 
As the award picture was snapped 
her teammate leaned over and gave 
her a kiss on the cheek. Then he 
commented, "My God. I hope my 
dad never sees this - he'll kill me." 
This drove racism home for Madden. 
Maddens feeling were hurt and 
she began to osk why block people 
o determined attitude. Madden 
joined the Black Student Union and 
ran lor president. "I wanted to make a 
statement that I'm black and I have a 
place to go." Madden said. 
Once In the BSU, Madden learned 
a great deal ond her political views 
expanded. "First ot all, I met women 
who   participated    In   Women   for 
Women," Madden said. "Seeing their 
strength, their power and together- 
ness, that Is one aspect I grew at — 
feminism," Madden said. 
This proved especially helpful when 
people began to make "crazy, in- 
sane" statements telling Madden she 
couldn't do things because she was a 
woman. "You'd be surprised how 
much male chauvinism exists around 
holding a presidential office on this 
campus and being a female and 
then on top ot that a black lemale," 
Madden said, chuckling. 
More controversially. Madden be- 
gan to support gay rights. "I got to 
meet members ot LAGA (Lesbian and 
Gay Alliance) and learned that gay 
people are people too," Madden 
sold. She has found LAGA members 
liberal and supportive of black issues 
"They're minorities too In a sense. 
They know how this great society can 
easily cast someone out who doesn't 
SeeBaclsrn page TO 
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Crux: invest or divest? 
by Betsy Smith 
.   lu't reporter 
The Issue ot divestment In U.S. cor- 
porations In South Africa has grown 
into a great debate over the entire 
country. The problem with the Issue is 
that many people do not know what 
divestment means and why people 
want U.S. companies to pull out of 
South Africa. 
U.S. companies, such as the Ford 
Motor Company and Champion 
Spark Plug, have Investments and 
factories In South Africa. Because 
individuals in the United States have 
invested money in these companies, 
they also have investments In South 
Atrica. A great concern exists about 
the effects that U.S. Investments have 
on blacks in South Africa. 
U.S. investments In South Africa and 
their effects have been linked to the 
issue ot apartheid, the political sys- 
tem of white minority rule over the 
black majority. Racism In South Africa 
is legal, and the consequences of 
crimes and opportunities are different 
for the different races. The color of an 
individual's skin can determine If a 
person lives or dies. 
University students and others as 
well have a general concern about 
the future and people ot South Africa. 
There are many Ideas that support 
divestment, but In contrast there are 
also ideas that state divestment Is 
unnecessary. Issues of politics, eco- 
nomics and morality all play a big 
role In the decision to divest or not 
divest. 
The University Is Indirectly Invested 
In companies In South Atrlca. Accord- 
ing to Owlght Burllngame, vice presi- 
dent of University Relations, the 
investments are made through the 
Bowling Green State University Foun- 
dation. The money Invested does not 
come from student tuition or fees; It 
comes trom private funds. 
Burllngame said the Idea of divest- 
ing Is a complex issue because when 
one supports divestment, does that 
mean In the U.S. Treasury as well? "I 
believe If you hold stock In U.S. Trea- 
sury, then in fact you have interest In 
South Africa," Burllngame said. 
Friday photo by SIM Schulz 
One example Is Huntington Bank. II 
citizens Invest In the Huntington Bank, 
they are indirectly Investing In South 
Africa. Huntington invests money In 
Champion Spark Plugs, which in turn 
does direct business In South Africa. 
Members ot the Progressive Student 
Organization believe divestment Is a 
moral Issue. The members believe the 
word "racism" In the Atrlcan country 
is too nice a term. If a person is black 
In South Africa, he or she is not al- 
lowed to live In the same city as white 
people. 
"I want pride In my University. I 
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don't want my University Involved In 
something that supports legal rac- 
ism," said Jennifer Flnlay, junior radio- 
/felevlslon/fllm major and member of 
the PSO Beth Cox, senior political 
science/Spanish major, said divest- 
ment is definitely a moral Issue. "It Is 
not an economic Issue — we don't 
need South Africa (financially)," Cox 
said. 
Burllngame said that it the United 
States divests In South Africa, another 
moral Issue may arise. The number of 
unemployed blacks In South Africa 
will Increase and their lifestyles could 
be even more detrimental. 
According to Burllngame, the edu- 
cation levels ot South African blacks 
should be improved. He also said that 
with high levels of Influence, change 
canbe created. "If we pull out ot 
South Africa and take out influence, 
you don't maintain leverage. People 
could act in a worse manner," Bur- 
llngame said. 
Tim Jurkovac, a sociology teaching 
fellow and member of the PSO, said It 
would be good foreign policy to get 
out of South Africa. If there Is a revolu- 
tion In the country, the black popula- 
tion "will know who their friends ore," 
Jurkovac said. 
South Africa is also a good strategic 
military area. According to Rev. Bill 
Thompson, associate director ol 
United Christian Fellowship. "There Is 
a real fear of Communist takeover In 
South Africa. U.S. corporations keep 
the United States over there." Al- 
though this might be true, Thompson 
believes It Is an excuse for the compa- 
nies and investors to hide behind. 
Food pantry 
provides aid 
to needy 
Donations stock shelves 
by Jenny Hudson 
Fridoy reporter 
In these days of skyrocketing food 
prices, It's not always easy to make 
ends meet. For some people In the 
Wood County area, making what's 
available stretch Is not only difficult, 
It's almost Impossible. But there Is help 
available, and It's right here In Bowl- 
ing Green. 
The Bowling Green Christian Food 
Pantry is an organization located at 
525 Pike St., In the basement of The 
Link. As one of at least 15 food pan- 
tries In the Wood County area, the 
Bowling Green Christian Pantry is the 
only outlet that serves all of Wood 
County, and not just one specific 
area, said Barb Applebaum, who has 
been the pantry's director for the past 
14 months. 
According to Applebaum, the 
Bowling Green Christian Food Pantry 
has been In existence since January 
1984 It was an idea developed by the 
Bowling Green Ministerial Association 
In conjunction with The Link to provide 
tood and some paper products to the 
needy In Wood County. Although It 
has no formal affiliation with The Link 
and The Link charges no rent, the 
Food Pantry gives The Link a small 
monthly donation for the use of Its 
facility, said Applebaum. 
The pantry will provide people with 
See Food page 10 
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Music conveys peace message 
by Jeff Ingle 
1-nday reporter 
People can protest In many differ- 
ent ways: rallies, demonstrations, vio- 
lence and even In song. 
Many people associate protest 
songs with the sixties. However, what 
many people fall to realize Is that 
there are words of protest In the songs 
of many singers now, In 1987. 
In fhe sixties, the lyrics ot Bob Dylan 
and Pete Seeger represented a spirit 
of rebellion that embodied the civil 
unrest and political consciousness of 
the times. 
When Pete Seeger sang of peace 
and love in "If I had a Hammer," he 
wanted to make people realize the 
importance of the survival of the hu- 
man race during hostile times. Bob 
Dylan accomplished the same mes- 
sage In his song "Blowln' In the Wind." 
In this song. Dylan questions, "How 
many times must the cannon balls fly 
before they're forever banned? ... 
and, how many years will It fake til'he 
knows that too many people have 
died?" 
The lyrics of songs like this tell the 
public that a conscious effort must be 
made to stamp out war and destruc- 
tion and that peace must be Instilled 
In the world If the human race Is to 
continue. 
In the eighties, a different array of 
singers have added a new dimension 
behind protest songs. Today's society 
has changed technologically, but 
our problems of war and nuclear 
devastation    still    remain    constant 
threats to mankind's existence. 
In the song "Gonna put my face on 
a Nuclear bomb." Mojo Nixon and 
Skid Roper, a current two-man grass- 
roots folk-rock duo, Inform listeners ot 
their protest. Nixon , the duo's singer, 
shouts out his dislikes against nuclear 
buildup in this way: 
"I don't want to slop llvin' just be- 
cause the President's fibbing. I don't 
want to be murderlzed! Them Wash- 
ington D.C. folks must be cooks with 
all their nukesl Pretty soon we'll all be 
vaporized. Well down In Moscow they 
had a pow-wowl They said that the 
time was really now for the bombs to 
fill the alrl Them Ruskles must be as 
stupid as us. everybody's head is full 
of pus ..." 
Artists as well-known cs pop-maln- 
streamist Bruce Springsteen, or west 
coast wonders such as Olngo Bolngo 
warn against the detriments ot war. 
While Springsteen questions "War, 
what Is it good for ... absolutely 
nothing," Olngo Bolngo chants "We 
can blow the whole world apart, but 
we can't do the simple things, like 
living together." 
These contemporaries ot protest 
music. |ust like Pete Seeger and Bob 
Dylan, have made It their point to tell 
listeners of the absurdity of war and Its 
Impact on society. 
Pete Seeger reminds us that there is 
only, "one blue sky above us, one 
blue ocean lapping on our shore, 
one earth so green and round," so 
shouldn't the world realize what it has, 
and plea to the leaders of the world, 
as Mo|o Nixon does, "Lord Mr. Presi- 
dent! Hey Mr. Ruskle Presldentl Don't 
be pushing the button, cuz' I don't 
wanna die!" 
J 
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Food cont. from page 8 
lour clays' worth ol food, which is the 
equivalent ot three meals pet day pet 
person, accotdlng to Applebaum. 
This was Initially meant to aid people 
during the period while they were 
applying lor assistance. 
Because ol food shortages, peo- 
ple must be in need ot the lood and 
they cannot come In more than once 
every three or lour months, she said. 
This rationing is necessary since a 
1986 summary report showed sharp 
Increases Irom 1985 to 1986 In the 
number ol meals distributed. For ex- 
ample, according to the report, In 
June 1985, 773 meals were distrib- 
uted. In June 1986, 4,595 meals were 
distributed. 
Much ol this Increase was 
caused by the larger number of mi- 
grant workers heading north when 
crops In the South failed, said Apple- 
baum. 
The pantry is funded generally by 
area churches, including ones In 
Pemberville and Perrysburg. Private 
donations are also a source of In- 
come, said Applebaum. 
The shelves In the pantry are 
stocked with such Items as soup, fruit. 
vegetables, dry milk, rice, potatoes 
and other essentials such as toilet 
paper and soap. 
Once a month, the area 
churches supply the pantry with do- 
nated food items but, according to 
Applebaum, this must be supple- 
mented by monthly shopping excur- 
sions to United Wholesale, a market In 
Toledo, or to Kroger. 
During Christmas, Applebaum 
said several University oganlzations 
donated tood.These organizations in- 
clude the Commute! Off-Campus Or- 
ganization, Alpha Phi Alpha, BG 
Marketing Association, Zeta Beta Tau, 
Conklln Hall, McDonald West, PI 
Kappa Alpha and Dunbar Hall. 
There are no regular volunteers 
at the Bowling Green Christian Food 
Pantry, said Applebaum, but area 
residents Leslie Moore, Bill Brummett 
and George Kolan help In passing 
out food and fixing the structures at 
the pantry. 
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Racism cont. from page 7 
lit Into the suggested norm," Madden 
said. 
Since racism is mostly due to 
Ignorance, the BSU encourages ra- 
cial Interaction. 
"Those who hate Black Ameri- 
cans don't even know them because 
if you knew them you could not hate 
Idem." Madden said. "We should 
share of the differences of our culture 
and heritage. II you hear of a black 
party, attend. Sure, when you first get 
there, you'll be a minority but that's 
how we feel every day." 
Another way to combat racism Is 
to speak out, Madden said. "Some- 
one has to take a stand," she said. So 
she speaks at rallies and classes 
telling people the truth about racism. 
"Racism  is  everywhere,   In  our 
cities. In our town," Madden said. 
Along with speaking out, students 
must become more critical thinkers, 
rlcan Investments) and was told 'No.' 
We believed this," Madden said. 
"Why didn't we question this?" she 
asked, disappointed with this lack of 
investigation. 
Madden's interests Include pov- 
erty and Its connection to politics. 
Rather than welfare Madden advo- 
cates training and educational pro- 
grams and work. She sees the wellare 
system as "crippling more than any- 
thing else because It blocks aware- 
ness." 
"There could be power within 
these ghettos — these people don't 
realize the power that they could 
have," Madden said. 
"We're too much a part ol each 
other. We still have our differences, 
but American Is black and white," she 
said. 
i 
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* * Critic's Corner   • * 
Paul Simon, Graceland 
by Mark A. Zimmerman 
Friday reporter 
When the Grammy lor album of the 
year was awarded, few people could 
choose the winner. Paul Simon 
walked away from the ceremony with 
the Grammy for a record that should 
be considered "sleeper of the year." 
Graceland Is the sort of album that 
Is quietly released and sneaks up the 
charts until a few million copies are 
sold. Most people were surprised that 
the LP was nominated, and practi- 
cally all were surprised that It won. 
The critics love Graceland and the 
radio Industry is uncommitted. Only 
two singles have gotten considerable 
airplay. 
On Graceland. there Is a pleasant 
mix of acoustic and electric Instru- 
ments. The mix Is generally tight and 
accessible. All parts are easily heard 
and recognized. 
Most of the instrumentation was 
recorded In South Africa by black 
South African musicians. The result is 
South African rhythms and styles 
breathing life Into Simon's white- 
bread vocals. 
The first hit, "You Can Call Me Al," is 
a track that Simon calls a "South 
African funkldance groove." It fea- 
tures Adrian Belew on the guitar syn- 
thesizer and Paul Simon on the 
coolest bass solo since the Rolling 
Stones' "Jumpin' Jack Flash." The 
lyrics tell of a man that knows not who 
he is nor where he Is. He only wants to 
be with someone, and to be called Al. 
The current single, "The Boy In the 
Bubble," is pushed along with a me- 
dium-paced groove. The bass gulfar 
carries the melody and harmonic 
structure Is held together by the 
accordion. Simon describes the pre- 
sent as the "days of miracles and 
wonder," yet brings up topics such as 
terrorist bombings, famine and high- 
tech weapons. In the refrain, he fells 
his baby not to cry, but gives no 
reason why he should not. 
The title track will inevitably be the 
third single. "Graceland" Is the least 
characteristic track on the album. 
The song sounds more American 
than It does African, thanks to a minor 
chord on guitar, which is very seldom 
heard In South African music. 
This song Is allegedly about Elvis' 
Graceland, but the connection Is 
tenuous at best. Simon writes. "For 
reasons I cannot explain I there's 
some part ol me that wants to see 
/ Graceland." He thinks that every- 
one will be welcomed at Graceland. 
Perhaps he Is equating Elvis' home 
with everything else from his past. To 
go back would be to make every- 
thing simple again. 
Paul Simon has sometimes (alien 
Into the trap of being too Intellectual 
for his own good. At limes, his audi- 
ence is unable to follow the message 
In his lyrics. 
This Is a problem on Graceland. 
Some tracks border on information 
overload, where too much Informa- 
tion Is presented too quickly. The 
images fly by so quickly that the mind 
Is still digesting the last bit when the 
next arrives. 
The music on Graceland Is never 
less than fascinating. The combina- 
tion of Simon's middle ot the road pop 
and the South African rhythm and 
blues Is one that works better each 
lime It Is heard. The music pulls the 
listener Into the mix and does not 
easily let go. Graceland Is a record 
that gels better each lime It Is played. 
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OMAM*   aPORTB   MAOA- 
ZINC irai) 
■BPRI ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS BOROB CTUEI 
•BP1II SPORTSLOOK (THU) 
(TMO MOVW man 
•ill 
(TMCI MOVIE IPRI) 
MO 
•JAG DAY 
IISPW AEROBICS 
MO 
SOS MORNING NEWS 
PATCHCS   AND   POCK- 
ETS IWEO. FBI) 
■    THREE    CHEEKS    FOR 
LIFE IMON) 
8 ONE ON ONE (TUEI 
ALL THINGS NEW (THU) 
! 09 CNN NEWS 
JIM AND 1AMMV 
IESPNI GETTING FIT 
S:SO 
09 09 TODAY'S BUSINESS 
09 CSS MORNINO NEWS 
09 NSC NEWS 
O IE FARM OAV 
09    CHALLENGE    OF    THE 
GOBOTS 
IESPNI     NATIONS     BUSI- 
NESS TODAY 
ITMCI MOVIE (TUt. WEDI 
0 46 
09 FARM REPORT 
■ 09AM. WEATHER 
7:00 
fCBS MORNING NEWS 
TODAY 
GOOO      MORNING 
AMERICA 
S 02 NIGHTLY BUSINESS 
REPORT 
03 DENNIS THE MENACE 
09 FLINTSTONES 
fTMCI   MOVIE   IMON.   THU, 
FRI) 
7:30 
09    09    MORNING    PRO- 
GRAM 
■ 09    CAPTAIN     KAN- 
GAROO IR) 
09 SHE-RA:   PRINCESS OF 
POWER 
OALVINSHOW 
MO 
I 03 SESAME STREET IRI 
On I INSPECTOR GADGET 
IB THUNDERCATS tg 
MO 
09 • MY Lrmjs PONY N- 
FRIENDS 
IESPNI SPOR-SCENTER 
(TMC) SHORT FILM   SHOW- 
CASE (TUEI 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED. THU) 
MO 
■ VALUETELE VISION 
09 OPRAH WINFREY 
8 DONAHUE 
HOUR MAGAZINE 
• EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING 
S DALLAS 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
MPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL IMON. TUE. PHI) 
IESPNI TOP RANK   BOXING 
(WED) 
ttSPN) SKI WORLD (THU) 
s< 
(TMCI   MOVIE   IMON.   TUE, 
FRI) 
MO 
•9 MORNING STRETCH 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL (THU) 
1O:O0 
■ • S2B.0OO PVRAMID 
Q FRED PENNIRS PLACE 
• SALE OF THE CENTURY 
■ SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
09 700 CLUB 
■ HAPPY DAYS 
(TMCI MOVE (WED) 
10:IB 
O FRIENDLY GIANT IMON 
WED. FRI) 
• CURIOUS     GEORGE 
(TUC. THU) 
HMO 
■ S1.0CO.0O0    CHANCE 
OF A LIFETIME 
IMfl. DRE88UP 
CARD SHARKS 
J BLOCKBUSTERS 
! LOVE CONNECTION 
MORNING BREAK 
IESPNI     BIO      LEAGUE 
DREAMS        MAGAZINE 
(WED) 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
11:O0 
«• PRICE IS RIGHT 
SESAME STREET 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
O FAME FORTUNE ft RO- 
MANCE 
■ • 3-2-1 CONTACT CJ 
S BEWITCHED 
7ooa.ua 
IESPNI SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
(ESPN)     JIMMY     BALLARD 
GOLF CONNECTION (MON) 
(ESPN) LPGA GOLF (TUEI 
(ESPN) NBA TODAY (WED) 
(TMC)   MOVIE    (TUE.   THU. 
FRI) 
IllOO 
I SCRABBLE 
WEBSTER (R) 
■ ■ READING RAINBOW 
(FRI) 
■ MADAME.    MERCI   ET 
MOU (MON) 
■ EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUE. WED) 
■ O NOVA (THU) 
O   COMPUTER    APPLICA- 
TIONS (MON) 
O     EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUE) 
■ DEUTSCH      OIREKT 
(WED) 
■ MISTER ED 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
AFTERNOON 
12:O0 
OB 09 NEWS 
O MIDDAY 
■ RYAN'S HOPE 
■ TO    BE    ANNOUNCED 
(FRII 
•    ■    EDUCATING    THE 
SPECIAL CHID (MON) 
■ THIS OLD HOUSE (TUE) 
■ BOOYWATCH (WED) 
Q GED (FRI) 
■ EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING (TUE) 
■ EDUCATIONAL    COM- 
PUTING (WED) 
■ ASK OR   RUTH 
O BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 
(ESPN) AEROBICS 
ItiSO 
■ ■   YOUNG   ANO   THE 
RESTLESS 
1 = 
V 
S, 
S WORDPLAY 
LOVING 
EDUCATIONAL       PRO- 
GRAMMING 
■ EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING IMON. WED 
FRII 
(MOVIE 
I LOVE LUCY 
(E8PNI GETTING FIT 
(TMCI MOVIE IWED-FRII 
1:00 
Q MARKETPLACE (FRI) 
O WILD WORLD (MONI 
■ WILD KINGDOM (TUEI 
Q FIFTH ESTATE (WEDI 
•   NATURE    OF    THINGS 
(THU) 
I DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
I All MY CHK.DRE N 
I DUKES OF HAZZARD 
IESPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL (FRI) 
(ESPN) TENNIS IMON-THU) 
(TMCI MOVIE IMON. TUE) 
1:30 
■ ■ AS THE WORLD 
TURNS 
O MAN ALIVE (FRI) 
O VENTURE IMON) 
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
(TUEI 
2:00 
O HAWAII FIVE O 
■ ANOTHER WORLD 
{ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
LAVERNE ft SHIRLEY 
(TMCI MOVIE (WEO) 
2:30 
*■ CAPITOL 
HIGH FEATHER (MON) 
O HISTORICALLY   SPEAK- 
ING (TUE) 
O I DREAM OF JEANNIE 
O BRADY BUNCH 
(TMCI MOVIE (THUI 
3:00 
■ ■ GUIDING LIGHT 
OWn FOR   YOURSELF 
(FRI) 
O CORONATION STREET 
(MON. TUE) 
B TO BE ANNOUNCED 
IWED. THU) 
■ SANTA BARBARA 
S GENERAL HOSPITAL 
NEW      SOUTHERN 
COOKING (FRI) 
■ THIS OLD HOUSE 
(MONI 
S    FRUGAL     GOURMET 
(TUE) 
FRENCH CHEF (WEO) 
MOTORWEEK (THU) 
A   VOUS   LA   FRANCE 
(FRI) 
■ FROM JUMPSTREET 
IMON) 
■ MADAME MERCI ET 
MOU (TUE) 
■ VOYAGE OF THE MIMI 
(WEO) 
■ READING RAINBOW 
(THU) 
O HEATHCLIFF 
■ GHOeTBUSTERS 
If SPNI KICK BOXING (FRII 
IESPNI     SWIMWEAR      87 
(MON) 
(ESPN) TRUCK ANO TRAC- 
TOR PULL (TUE) 
(ESPN) SKIING (WEO) 
(ESPN) TENNIS (THU) 
(TMCI   MOVIE   (MON.   TUE. 
*M 
3:30 
O   EDWARD   AND    MRS. 
SIMPSON (FRI) I 
s 
■ UPSTAIRS, DOWN 
STAIRS (MONI 
(FORSYTE SAGA (TUB) 
COUNTRY    MATTERS 
(WEO) 
■ GEORGE ft MLDRED 
(THU) 
■ SQUARE ONE TELEVI- 
BKJNQ 
3 2   1 CONTACT C3 
■COOBVOOO 
SMURFS   ADVENTURES 
(ESPN) LPGA GOLF IMON) 
4:O0 
iLOVE CONNECTION 
ROSIN'S NEST (THUI 
MAGNUM. PI 
DIVORCE COURT 
TRANSFORMERS 
■ SESAME STREET (R) 
B THUNDERCATS Q 
■ SE.VERHAWKS 
IESPNI ROLLERMANIA (FRI) 
IESPNI    CSA    BASKETBALL 
(MON) 
■SPNI FISHIN' HOLE (TUf) 
(SPN)   WRESTLING   (WED. 
THU) 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED) 
4 30 
■ DIVORCE COURT 
O FOCUS NORTH (FRI) 
0 SHARON. LOIS ft 
BRAM'S ELEPHANT SHOW 
(MON) 
gVIO KIDS (TUE) 
WONOERSTRUCK 
(WED) 
8 WHAT'S NEW? (THU) 
PEOPLE'S COURT 
■ HE-MAN ANO MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
■ M AS.K.Cp 
■ Gl   JOE 
(TMCI MOVIE (THU) 
4:38 
(TMCI MOVIE (FRI) 
•lOO 
S PEOPLE'S COURT 
NEWFOUNDLAND OUT- 
DOORS (FRI! 
VIDEO HITS IMON-THU) 
BENSON 
FACTS OF LIFE 
HOLLYWOOO SOUARES 
B MISTER ROGERS (R) 
SILVERHAWKS 
WHAT'S HAPPf NINGII 
(ESPN) WATERSKIING (FRI) 
(ESPN) NBA TODAY (TUE) 
■SPN)   WINNER'S   CIRCLE 
HORSE RACING MAGAZINE 
(WEO) 
(ESPN)     MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER     FISHING 
JOURNAL (THU) 
(TMC) SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE (TUEI 
6 30 
B JEFFERSONS 
SB NEWS 
5 THREE S COMPANY 
BM'A-S-H 
B THIS OLD HOUSE (FRII 
O OHO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK (MON) 
6 BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
RUM (TUE) 
I ART BEAT (WEO) 
TIME OUT (THU) 
SQUARE   ONE TELEVI- 
SION CJ 
I BRADY BUNCH 
GOOO TIMES 
(ESPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA (TUE) 
H K 
r 
«VNI    INS*0€    THf    PGA 
TOO" (WF.Or 
SSPN1   TOM   MANN   OUT- 
DOORS (THOI 
(TMC. MOVW (MON. TUt) 
HMOAV 
FEaWUAftY27, 1M7 
• 00 
JOSCtNEWS 
PM   MAGAZINE   Tho rc- 
wtn of  | OOi on tho  upcoming 
Ae-jKtKTIy ».»« 
m «CAL ADVENTUP.ES OF 
SHERLOCK JONES ANO 
PROCTOR WATSON Tha 
pro: treat ■»•• that «Vyan •"d **■ 
ooMr Lynn play on on» anotho 
iota on i mom MpocT after MV 
oral myaianoua phono co*t Q 
0 MACNEH. / LEHRER 
NEWSMOOR 
C © DIFF  RENT STROKES 
■SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
fJB CBS NEWS 
8) NBC NEWS 
W ABC NEWS ty 
S NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE 
PORT 
I GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPK) SPORTSC6NTER 
fTMCI   MOVIE   *#**     Tha 
Cmp*«    Stnfcaa    Sac* '    (1980) 
Molt Hams* Han-raon Ford Pooo' 
hohto luke SfeywaMr antarrupta 
hat  uoamng  M   ■  Jadi  Krttghl   lo 
raacua ho fronda bom  *.lla»noue 
DarthVadar tnatoao   PG Q 
7:0O 
O CBS NEWS 
8 VIDEO HITS 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT intor.1 w with comadon 
Jonathan   Winters    a   rapon   on 
Hoarywood'a MIOII man   In star 
9 NEWLYWED GAME 
FJ.    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■)   CONGRESS    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
(D GIMME A BREAK1 
©M-A-S^H 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL Sun Baft Confoonc* Som-- 
fSnO   llnol (Suboci to blackout) 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE Faaturad 
a look at   TH Taka Manhattan   . 
Vol.    Co-orado     chal    Bamod. 
Cleveaend noma and flow* aho* 
(JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
f£ DATING GAME 
© MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
CE TOO CLOSE FOR COM 
FONT Manry'a J 6 year -o-d tathar 
wont* to atari a row Ha aflar 
ha a bootad out ol a raat homo lor 
cavo/tvtg wtth tha lado*. 
CD THREES COMPANY 
8:00 
O   O   SCARECROW   ANO 
MRS. KINO A maniacal tormo 
•oant hokH an outapokan tamoua 
pool captrva an the Vagrnaa coon- 
O TOMMY HUNTER Guaata 
Nacokttta Laraon   Lacy J   Oar*on. 
Roy Cart and Daborah Lauran. 
Muoical aotoclioni inclwda; 
BuPkfcryg Pk-JgM "You Can I 
Run Away From Your Haari." 
■W* Got Lo-a" and 1 Oon't 
IMad What You An t Got (HI 
0 STINGRAY A myatary »<mt- 
or arKkjdaa Strngroy « a raatVMa 
enmaj ■dvonrura knakarao. 
« DUKES OF HAZZARD 
9     WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREVIEWp 
«GUNSMOKE 
MOVIE •** Shaft 
11971) Ftadwd n^undaraa. Mom 
Gunn VWhaa a^»«9atigatrr>q a ort a 
ludruippang a nHofc datactiwa b«> 
comaa anvofvad in a wo batwaan 
tha whrta Mana and tha black 
mob 
8:30 
• m WALL STREET WEEK 
"Vontunng (or Capital" Guott: 
Baoonw Roaan Savart Roaon 
Ma^ogsKTwii 
9:00 
• 9 DALLAS CHI a dodo- 
aura atuna tha Ewnrvga. Apnl aaafe* 
com*or( from ino nun in nor wta> 
Q PROFESSIONALS 
• MIAMI VICE An akKtronaca 
««hu work! on both »daa ol lha 
■aw In atarao 
B LOVE BOAT A rockorva, ba- 
aonaaro (Palo GravM) daodaa to 
aand aovaral paopka on a Lowa 
Boat cruoa to Acapulco Guoat 
otoa ifKiudn Juka Hano. Floronoa 
Hondaraon. Am Johnaon John 
Rubmataan and AkinThacka  Q 
« DOCTOR WHO 
PLANET EARTH Sconiota 
wort to uralook tha aun'o myato- 
oa aracluoVig uinouakoo aun- 
apota. tha aolo wind and aurora 
boraaba (fl)Q 
tO MOVtC *** '. "Tha 
Magrwhoant Savan (I960) Vul 
•JVynnar. Stava McOuaan A band 
o* gunhghtora O haiod to protact a 
Mancan town ham outlawt 
(ESPN) TRACK ANO FIELD 
USA/Mob-I Chomo-anthiC bom 
Madaaon Squara Gardan m Now 
York In-al 
(TMCI MOVIE #* Ruattara 
Rhapaody" (198B) Tom 
Barangor GW Baaoy With hoi 
truatad horae. a bujuring x* gun 
and a knvtiaaa aupply o* btnoad 
aharta. a oroonang cowboy IM 
lorwa paaoa to a n ouOOd town. In 
otoao   PG'g 
10:00 
0 0 FALCON CREST Rf> 
od Nackmo*. Kit and uaaa har - 
ho plan to hop ham tight Angola. 
Maradrrh aavaa Tony Horn Kobn- 
(NATIONAL Q 
CRIME STORY Luca a do 
lomafwnion to add anothar eaamo 
to ho gambling organaiation 
brnga ho ampira to tha brink of 
ooaoparfyg In atarao 
0 BOMBING OF OSAGE 
AVENUE Novabat Ton. Cada 
Bamboa narrataa tho a«amina- 
bon of avanta kiadng to tha dav- 
aatafMm of tha Oaaga P«o natgh- 
bOThood an Phaa)OBapta« by hro 
rtBulnng from Mayor W VWaon 
Gooda'a May 13 (1986) attompt 
to fkrah out nijamboe of tha radi- 
cal group MOVE. Q 
©NEWS 
10:28 
O JOURNAL 
10:90 
■f^HONEYMOONERS 
(mQ MOVaE *• Young 
Worr«i (1883) RaEhod Round 
arao. Ernaot Borgrwo A group of 
young yigabntoa goaa on a ram- 
poo* aamtg out to avanga tha 
daofh of tha iaan-aoa aotw of 
ana of rta rrombars. 'R' 
11:00 
(••••NEWS 
SNEAK PREVIEWS Hoata 
Joffray    Lyona    and    Michaal 
Maidvad look at what a row at tha 
rnouoa m itaa-oo 
(OARKSHAOOWS 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11 SO 
• MOVIE *** "Carm 
(1970) Soay Spaoak. Pipar Lau- 
ro. A imvd Mon-ogor bacomaa 
tha butt of a aual pronvnaght 
prank and ratabataa aokwot ho 
claiaomotaa with a davaatamg. 
■ajparnatural fury 
0 TONIGHT SHOW Hoat 
Johnny Caraon Schadulad com» 
don Bob SagoL comae actraaa 
VVhoopi Goaflborg rook group 
Wang Chung In atoao 
SNIGHTLINE Cp 
MYSTERYI Tha Raturn of 
Sharfodi Hobnaa Tha Socond 
Sum Whan Hobnaa o aakad to 
hnd a alokm govornmant docu- 
rnoni bafora rta publication can 
htad to wo. a por of riixiadaniico' 
Moodatamo provnda Sharlock 
HobraN with a vital duo. g 
fj NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
• • LATE SHOW hoat 
Joan Rnpsra SchttdukKt actor Maf 
Gabaon In atoao 
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER 
11:38 
O GOOD ROCKIN- TONlTE 
hrtarvowa with Bon Jovi. Bmoa 
Horroby and Varorwqua Bakavoau. 
wadaoa by Arotha Frankhn and 
Gaorgo Machaol. Staianap. To* 
Turnaf and Oava Edmunda 
wmno of tha Bruca Horroby tnvo 
contoat (Nota: Canada Gamaa 
87 Roport wJl prooada Good 
Roohin' TonrU 1 
0 MOV* **vi Bordarkna 
(19801 CharkM Bronaon Bruno 
■Caby A bordo patrol ofhco> 
hunts omuggkara and a ruthtaaa 
kaor along mat Maiucan bordo. 
12:00 
8 DUKES OF HAZZARD 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
m FRIDAY NrOHT VIDEOS 
"Tho Graatoat Hrta of tha Sum- 
mar of '88' Moon Mo»c«m- 
Jonal Worn* Ahmad Raahad 
Yrdaoa by Huoy Lawo 8 tha 
htawra. S-nph/ Had. Janat Jack 
•on. Baty Joot. Run-DMC. Patar 
Gafanal and Madonna. In atarao 
S) MOVaE ** Amm/vata 
Tho Damon' (1983) Tony Rob- 
•rta. Taaa Harpo 
• THE JUDGE 
(ESPN) TENNIS Upton Intarna- 
tional Playart Champtonalapa. 
[■ofcrnrioi round day fno. bom 
Kay Bocavro, Flo (Rl 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Ninia 
Wars" 11984) Sonny Chaba. Han- 
ry Sanada 
12:38 
0   MOVIE    **Vl      i-voa-x. 
Earth 2160 AD'   (1988) Pato 
, LII I U 1 I 1 \±L1± 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION 
INBG! 
OVER 5000 MOVIES! 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
NOW SHOWING: 
H i IIS 
• Ruthless People      • Manhunter 
• Halfmoon Street      • Radioactive Dreams 
| ionr q V^To7£N~f^cTreni 2 J 
movies at regular prlcel 
I Good Sun-Thurs (expires 3/6/87) I 
112E WASTHNGTON    iSZftyi 
11 I I I 11111 lllllll 
L
'
p
^rhiuiprluiuBP 
irnj^-iro'ji rseeeec 
Daffodils 
5 for $.."> 
Cash & Carry 
428 East Wooster Street 
Store Front On Wooster 3 5 3" 104 5 
BSes-fr?*: .J«3n(aM.« Jkrf li'l/". iraMljaU 
Fridov/februorv 87, 1987 11 
Cuerw>g. KudOMn 
liOO 
I JIMMY SWAGOART 
COMEOV CLASSICS 
• MOVtt *# DtMMd TO 
«'■ M946I B«l Rathbone Mftf 
1:30 
• MOV* * * i "Women At 
Wm Pant 11979) Law* Purl. 
Andrew Stewjne 
1:46 
0 MOVIE **   Ooubto N«*- 
et*      (19771   Jack    Vn*.    Ed 
Mmm 
2:00 
• NEWS 
2:90 
6S6PNI SPORTSCENTER 
2:36 ■ NEWS 
tATUROAV 
FEBRUARY 26   1*67 
Can-*/** WMv DM *C 
ATORNOON 
12:00 
0 MOVIE    Man ftorn Atiani.i 
Hawk Of Mo   (No Data) 
SREAL FISHING SHOW 
LIFT EVERY VOICE 
LAZLR TAG ACADEMY 
In atarao 
0 WEEKEND SPECIAL 
0 KEN MOM'S CHINESE 
COOKERY Braated aprcy aubar 
gvwa and a Buddhni ceaeeroki 
0 MOOERN MATURITY 
0 MOVIE * * B*.«. Beach 
11964) Frank* Avaton. Annette 
RflMM 
0 MOVIE #* Tartan And 
The Leopard Woman (1946) 
Johnny Weisamuller Branda 
Joyce. 
(E6PNI SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
12:30 
QSK1 BASE 
0 KIDO VIDEO 
0 PU TTIN   ON THE KIDS 
0 VICTORY   GAROEN 
0 OHIO OUTDOORS 
(ESPN)  TENNIS Ivton  interne 
bonat    Ptayera    Charnpaonehipa. 
prefcmanery round day an. horn 
Kay SaKayne Fia Crvel 
1:00 
0BOOYTALK 
0WLD KINGDOM 
0 YOUNG PEOPLES   SPE- 
CIAL 
0     AMERICAN      BAND 
STAND   Gueeta    tha   Cornmo- 
doree I Take It From Ma' 1 
0   FRUGAL   GOURMET 
0 WERE COOKING NOW 
1:30 
0   PGA   GOLF   St 000000 
Dor*  Opan.   horn   Blue   Monatar 
COUTM «teaam In*) 
(DATELINE ONTARIO 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC    Soprtaracaied    photography 
reveeJB   how   tha   human   body 
funcoona 
J MUSIC CITY USA 
AMERICAS TOP TIN 
0   THIS   OLD   HOUSE 
Damobtwn « begun on tha 60- 
ya«-old home; a repreaentaiive 
from tha Phoanv (Am.) HMKoncP) 
rVeeervanon Society conducta a 
Bur Of • aanaar larrrtoriat-atyta 
homa Q 
0 MOVIE * * 1 Myetary 01 
Tha Waa Muaaum" (1933) Lranal 
Atwfl, Fay Wray. 
MO 
0 SPORTSWEEKENO 
GchadUad    Work)   Cup    Sfcang 
laama-day tepel men'e downhal. 
from Furano. japan Canada 
Gamaa '17 taemedey tape) from 
Sydnay. N.S | "Reed Bapori" on 
World Cup S*«ng Championihc 
!> Pm 8owkng from Toronto. 
0 BAM WINKELMAN'S 
GOOO FISHING 
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
0 0 LAP OUN-TING P«c*ng 
and reparang featured qurti 
Craneea lantama. baby oueta m- 
dudng T * Oog and Bow Cat 
0 MOVIE **» How To 
Baat Tha High Coat Of Living 
(19791 Suaan Saint Jamaa. Jsae> 
caLange 
(TatCI MOVIE *** v» Atlan- 
tic City" (i960) Bun Lancaatar 
Suaan Sarandon 
2:30 
0 NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC An aapttration of tha noh ven- 
aty ol plant and ananal We m the 
ram loraata of Coau R«a IB pre- 
•an tad 
0 COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Regional covaraga of Michigan at 
Iowa or Louttvaaa at UCLA (L<va> 
0 COUNTRY EXPRESS Faa 
lurad: Ehne Praaiav. vVefca Na*eon 
and Maria Haggard Carl Pertm* 
Kathy Mattaa and tha Nrtty Gritty 
Dei Band 
0 YAN CAN COOK 
3:00 
0 PBA BOWLING Si60.000 
Trua Value Opan from Landmark 
Raaaation   Plata   in   Paona.   M 
ILrval 
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Chat Attune a) fomao by gurtariati 
Larry Canton and Thorn Braah 
aui ptanujt 6uteh Thompaon hd- 
dk> Johnny Gwnbla and oompoa 
or-tnatrurnantafcat Patar Oatroueh- 
ko lor tfm parlormanca In stereo 
0 FRUGAL GOURMET Prap- 
arahon of aguHl m muaiard aauca 
aafrnon m graan aauca. and 
prawn* tautaad -n garac and 
wane Inatarao 
0 MOVIE *#« Eyea Of 
Laura Mara (1979) Faya Oune- 
way. Tommy i« Jonai 
3:30 
0     NBA     BASKETBALL 
Mihvaukaa 8ucka at Chicago Buba 
I ILrval 
1
 0   GUNS   OF   WILL   SON 
NETT 
0 GREAT CHEFS OF CHI- 
CAGO Roland Licoom praparaa 
™ght and day cat ■ and aaaitta of 
squab wrth w*d mkjahrooma 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
4:00 
0 COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
Ohio Start at Purdua ILwe) 
(OOEANUS 
MAGIC OF OB. PAINT- 
ING 
0 STAR TREK 
C9PMI   TRACK   AND   FIELD 
USA/Moo.   Champ«naha>    from 
Meokeon Square Garden n Naw 
York. (HI 
(TMC) MOVIE ****    Baok- 
at" (19641 rtohard Burton. Patar 
flPlBBBi 
4 30 
0 LPGA GOLF Kampar Opan. 
Tterd Round from Pnnooveaa Go* 
Couraa at RBBM riewaa. U-hre) 
0 WIDE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Sohadulad; World Cup 
Gymnaatica Championahipa 
(lapadl -oman * "W*v.rJual fine*. 
from Suing. Cbava. 68th running 
of tha Flartengo Siakee (kva) a 
major prap-raca for ma Kentucky 
Darby, run at I 1/6 maaa. from 
Huaaah Park m Hiekaeh. Fie 
«OC£ANUS 
TONY BROWNS JOUR- 
NAL 
6>00 
SBIX LIVES 
GED 
DREAM GIRL USA. 
0 STAR SEARCH 
I 8:30 SNEAK PREVIEWS GED 
8:00 
S00 NEWS 
SATURDAY REPORT 
PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
0 ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
0   NOVA Suantiats   naval to 
Antarctica to study tha racantly 
■bacovarad hola   «»   tha   aarth a 
Otona lay* m an attampt to idan- 
tify tha phanomanon a cauaa Q 
0 THROB Sandy hghta for bar 
Wa aftar aha a m a car acodant 
O STAR TREK 
(ESPN)     SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
8:30 
8 CBS NEWS 
THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
0 HEE HAW Cohoat tha Oaa. 
Ridga 6oya Guaati Janat Fncfca 
BalMonroa 
« NBC NEWS 
RUNAWAY WITH   THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Actroaa 
Barbara Carrara « tha Far Eaai 
actor Edward Albart m Mam. Ha- 
waa.   an undaraaa hotaf m Kay 
Largo. Fla Hoat Robm laach 
0 US A LIVING 
(ESPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA 
(TMC) SHORT FILM   SHOW- 
CASE 
7:00 
0   MUPPETS Guaat    Johnny 
Caah 
0 COUNTRY WEST Guam 
Edith Buiw Tarry CaraMa and 
Snaaty Watari Muarcaf aabx- 
twna atduda   "Diggv Oiggy lo. ' 
Lova Swaat Lova" and Taar 
StaaiadLafMr 
f MUPPETS 
SOLID GOLD Schadulad 
Survivor. Kna Kriatofaraon Kan- 
ny Logo™ tha Jata. Bob Oaldof 
Samantha Fo. ("Tetch Ma I 
Want Your Body I   Carl Parkna 
1 aaua Suadb Shooa I. CynA 
Laupar Itntarvaawl In atarao. 
0 NATURE Tha Nat of a 
aVaapart aaptoration of aba con- 
aarvation prabiam faong Japan 
uiofaai tha fafM to aava tha ma- 
S' 
oaqua. a monfcay aviiganoua to 
■aa Aaron country tnaivao Q 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE "Loci Ernpaaa" Juba 
Bian* bwvaa both tha tour and 
RKhffd: amgar lily F*na (Pamabt 
Staphanaon) and bar amattar ac- 
companiat a>n tha company 
(Pan 6 of 7) g 
0 MAMA'S FAMR.Y Mama 
compataa    wi    Raytown a    arm 
*raar>ng champtonahai 
0     WHAT8     HAPPENING 
NOW11 
(ESPNI COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Sun Bart Confaranca 
ChanvjMonaha] Gama ILrval (Sub- 
act to blackout) 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Baby 8» 
orat Of Tha loot Lagentf (1966) 
Wabam Katt Saan Young In Rftt- 
ca. a aaantwt and har lournaaoi 
huaband attampi to raumta an as- 
lant rbnoaaur with na capturad 
mothar. In atarao   P G 
7:30 
0   0    SMALL    WONDER 
Jamaa   atarti   a   computar   dataig 
aarvca to raraa caah lor a ba.a 
0 DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Goaat Don Eowarda 
I OHIO LOTTERY 
ONE BIG FAMILY Brian ■ 
gradaa improva with tha halp of 
an attractive tutor 
0 WHAT A COUNTRYI 
8:O0 
O 0 OUTLAWS A man aant 
to ptiaon with tha »Kl of tha Out 
law*, vow* ravanga againti ihan- 
wban ha • raktaaad 
O NHL HOCKEY Vancouvar 
Canuck* at Toronto Mapkt Laata 
ILrval 
0 FACTS OF LIFE BavaH, 
Ann uaVaa maaauraa to adopt 
Andy In atarao Q 
0 SIDEKICKS Errva and hra 
Inanda coma aoroaa a kay that 
gata tham in troubM with a pan of 
hoo.ii :; 
0 PLANET EARTH Soantata 
work to unkxS tha aim • myatar 
an wiclucang aunguakaa. *un 
ipoii. tha aolar wmd and aurora 
boraaba IR)Q 
0 MOVIE * * Monfcay a Un- 
da (1965) Tommy Kak Annatta 
Furaoaao A campu* whit-kid >* 
cabad upon to aava tha coHaga 
footoal taam and to mvani a 
man-powarad   rhnng  machma    A 
Wondarful    World   ol    Ortnay 
praaamatKW 
« STAR TREK 
FAME   irw^phcabk*   come, 
dancaa raka placa aftar Shorofaky 
racanraa a macacal vc*n 
8:30 
0 2 2 7 Tha pofcea aak Sandra to 
halp   anara   har   larcanoua   boy- 
fcamd. In atarao. 
0 SLEDGE HAMMERI 
SktdQB takaa rafuga m an Armah 
commumfy lo aacapa an hrtman'a 
bubal inatarao. (RIO 
BOO 
0 0 MOVIE Pakt (Pram- 
ara) Gaorga C. Scott. Don 
Amacha Thraa aama crtuana and 
a runaway laan-agar hnd tham- 
aahaa plungad mto a world ol foot 
iivmg naw Kkantmaa and danger 
whan two of tham rfracovar S3 
rnabon m tha trunk of a daaartad 
Maroadaa Q 
0 GOLDEN GIRLS m atarao 
0 MOVIE ** V)   "Supargri 
(1964) Hafcm Skafcar. Faya Ouna- 
way Si©wn»an • couaKi comaa t , 
Earth to racovar a pniooua atona 
tha kfa-forca of har planat whxh 
haa faban mio tha dutohaa of a 
abekad. powar mad aorcaraaa IJ 
0 ASK OR. SCIENCE In tha) 
apoof. Or Scamca lOan CoNay) 
poaaa quaatama on tha wemdara 
of naturo. afrrny vagaiabiaa and 
tmaN craapa«g craaturao 
0 MOVIE * * * tbgh Plan* 
Onfwr*' 41973) Cknt Eaatwood 
Varna 6loom A namalaai atrang- 
ar rabaM tha (Owardh/ raaidanta ol 
a Waatarn town lo chakanga lha 
ruthtaaa gang wtn,-h haa baan tar- 
rorung lham 
0 RUNAWAY WITH THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS Actraaa 
Barbara Carrara m tha far Eaat 
actor Edward Albart m Mam. Ha 
waa. an undaraaa hoial m Kay 
Largo. Fla HoaiRoban Laach 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL Nova Dama at Marquane 
ILrvat ISubjact lo bbjokout) 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * - Aden 
M City'' (I960) Burt Lancaatar 
Suaan Sarandon Tha aatrangad 
huaband of . wam-aaa anrvaa m 
AWant* Crty with har pragnani 
youngar amtar and aoma atotan 
haro-i which ha want* an aging 
hood lo aa* lor h.m   R 
9 30 
0 AMEN Frya arronaoutfy tarila 
a ckant thai har huaband haa baan 
unfaithful in aiarao 
0 MOVIE  * * 1     O-va Bomb 
ar   119411 (not Flynri. Frad Mac- 
Murray A Navy doctor taam* up 
with a fkghi instructor to lackla 
tha   machcai   probtam   of     paot 
bkadkout ' which « plaguing fhar* 
0 PUTTIN' ON   THE   HITS 
La>-«yncad   aonga   tnduOt    Mid- 
raght Star i    Midaa Touch    and 
Gkann Fray i    Smuggkar • BhaM 
In aiarao 
10:00 
0 HUNTER A man aakad for 
tha atiamptad murdar ol a worn 
an vowa to complata tha daadry 
taak whan baa rabiaaad from 
pnaon In aiarao " J 
0 COMEDY TONIGHT 
Stand up comady by  Jimmy Bro 
S. Bob Sagai and Gaoff Hoylo 
WHAT'S    HAPPENING 
NOWII NadMie and Raj hopa lo 
raunrta a lovaaMk rruad with har 
boyhood 
10:30 
0 FACES OF   JAPAN    Tha 
SaoradLand' 
0 SANFORD ANO SON 
11:00 
NEWS 
NATIONAL C3 
TOP    20   VIOEO 
COUNTDOWN 
0 COUNTRY EXPRESS Faa 
turad   Anna Murray   tha Gatkn 
Brothara     lha   Nitty    Gntty    D*t 
Band. Alabama Mafchuk 6 Ruok- 
ar   Gala Naat Door aitarviaw and 
vidao I Baby I Warn It 'I 
0 DANCIN    TO THE HITS 
Muarcal    guaal     Mafca    Mont 
( "Tbara   I   Go   Fakkng   ai   Lova 
Agam i in atarao 
09 TO 6 
(ESPNI   1B77   NCAA   FINAL 
FOUR HIGHLIGHTS 
(TMCI      MOVIE      •*# 
Woodaioa    (1970) Documan- 
tary   Oacar-wavang ovarwaw of 
lha bgandary rhraa-day rook faati 
I f 
MTV 
M haU at Bathal. NY. durmg tha 
■ aummar of 1969. with parform- 
(anoa footaga of Jan Handna. Tha 
Who and Sanian, among othara 
Inatarao   fl 
11:18 
0NEWS 
11:30 
0 MOVIE **** Butch 
Caaardy And Tha Sundanca Kid 
(19691 Paul Nawman Robart 
Radford Tha kagandary outlaw* 
purauad rak*ntta*ary by a myalan 
oua poaaa nm to South Amanca 
m tha 1690a 
0 MOVIE*** - ThaShm- 
mg 119601 Jack Ntchotaon 
Shaba( Ouva* A wmtar caratakar 
for a ramota. and apparantty 
hauntad Colorado hoial w anow 
bound lhara with rua wife and 
ckmoyani young aon 
0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
In atarao 
0   AUSTIN    CITY    LIMITS 
Otggm    Up   Bonaa. 1982 
and On tha Omar Hand arapar- 
'or mad by amgar Randy Travra. 
Kathy Mattaa amga Wa» tha 
Way tha Wind Blow* \Q*% at 
tha Frva and Dima   and   Do You 
Plant Your F«Mi      In atarao 
0 WRESTLING 
0 MOVIE   *    Swamp Thmg 
119821 Adnanna Barbaau   Iowa 
Jourdan   A brahani raaaarch ao- 
annat concocta a ramarkabkt po 
tion that  turns turn  into a harcac 
monaiar 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
11:48 
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Chat Arkm* ia pomad by gutam* 
Larry Cation and Thorn Braah 
aiu p*armi Butch Thompaon lid 
dkar Johnny Cvrnbai and compoa- 
■r mitrumantaliil Paiar Oatrouah- 
ko for ihn parformanca In itarao 
12:O0 
O FAFAOUS KNOCKOUTS 
0 SOUL TRAIN 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
12:30 
O WRESTLING 
1:00 
0 HART TO HART 
ESPN) WOMEN'S   VOLLEY- 
BALL Naw York LtMrttaa at Chi- 
cago Braa» (Tapad) 
1:30 
0 CHRISTIAN CHILDREN S 
FUNO 
0 MOVIE ** Tha Oaadh/ 
Gama H976) Uav-l B-nay Al 
kanGarfaad 
SUNDAY 
MARCH 1. IBB7 
I 
0 NOVA Scaantatta w aval to 
Ajitarcbca to atudy fba raoantly 
|dkwovarad hola «i ma aWi'a 
otona lavar m an attampt to rdan- 
tity tha phanomanon'a cauaa.: j 
0 THIRTY GOOD MIN- 
UTES 
0 MOVIE **'! Tha Af char 
Fwgrtrwi From Tha Empaa'' 
(1981) Lana Caudal. Gaorga Kan- 
raxjy 
0 FAME Chna gat. a ahot at a 
racorcang caraar 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
SUNDAY 
12SO 
MEET THE PRESS 
PORTRAITS 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLO 
(ESPN) 1978 NCAA BAS- 
KETBALL FINAL FOUR 
HIGHLIGHTS 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Ruartara 
Rhapaody (19851      Tom 
Barangar GW Baaav 
1:00 
O    COUNTRY     CANADA 
Schadulad     a   loo*     at    two    a' 
(ampii   to oftaai tha impact o* 
abandonad rail knaa uaad to haul 
B* 
0 COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
North Carokna at Gaorgia Tach 
ILrval 
SREAL PEOPLE OF GOO 
©       WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW Q 
©   MOVIE   * * R      Might To 
Holocauat       11977)    Patrick 
Wayna. Chna Mnchum 
(ESPN) TENNIS Lipton Intarna 
tionat      Ptaywi     Champ-onahip* 
Ojuartarbnal round from Kay Bia 
cayna  Fla   (Lno) 
1:30 
0 HYMN SING Muaical aakac 
bona inctuda     0 Lord. Support 
ui        Tha City   la   Akva     and 
Bktaa Thai Houaa    (R) 
I COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP 
0 WALL STREET WEEK 
Venturing lor Capital" Guaat 
Banatmrn Roaan Savin Roaan 
Managamani 
2:00 
O   0   NBA   BASKETBALL 
Phaadalphta   76ara   at   Houston 
Rocketa (Lrval 
O MUSK ON A SUNDAY 
AFTERNOON (Pramaara) MUM 
production* from around tha 
world wnh compoaar / muaioan 
Harry Fraadman aa hoai Today 
Nataaha' From Switorland 
danoar / aca-aaa Naiaba Makarova 
parlorme aoanaa from vanoua pro- 
ducfrona mduomg Broadway's 
On Your Toaa and tha babata 
Carman'' and    Romao and Ju- 
12 0O 
0 0 COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Oklahoma at Kentucky 
Lrval 
0 MEETING PLACE Jaan 
Ftfday and Ranaa Fortm offrcrata 
at aarvKas from St Paula Roman 
' Cathobc Church m Hub. Qua . ai 
an aoumaracat oaksbratKin markaig 
tha cantanraal of tha World Day of 
Prayer 
0 HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ 
0     IN-FI8HERMAN     '87 
SPECIAL   Hoat Al Lmdnar and 
hra ataff otter fraah water fiarHng 
bpa. aquajmant updataa and at- 
a*da atformatain on tha baat ipota 
ai North Amanca 
0     GREAT     PERFORM 
ANCES     lauranca   Obvav:    A 
l*e    From ha> homa «> ' 
Engkand.    the    ect« 
about haa chadhood. aarty meatn 
cat ■uccaaeaa. bat marnagea to J* 
Eamond and Vnaan Laafh and hat 
daactonei   dabut    wth    1t44's 
'laanrv V." fPart 1 of 21«) g 
0   AMERICAN    MASTERS 
Eugana O'Naal   -   A   Gory   of 
The Arrangement 
352-4101 
352-4143 
Darcy 
181 |B) S. Nan 
beta] Graa 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, 
highlghting 
expiree 3-6-87 
Churchill's 
Video 
Monday - Thursday 
$1.89 Overnight Rental 
VCR Rentals $4.95 
1141 S. Mala St. 364-2526 
tfeadsl Foliage . . . 
VVBJ rsoBMBiejcMi 
333-S3S1 
Hours: Fri. 6 8pm 
Sot. 8-4pm 
Sun. noon-4pm 
frWou/Februo«v «7,1987 14 
Ghosts Playwright Eugene 
ONall Ha and wort <* umwiM 
through rare home movies mier 
vto.m with fuende and coHeeguet. 
and eutobrographrcei scenes from 
rw plays rncfudrng a performance 
of 'long Day a Journey into 
Night'* whKh teeturee Jaaon Ho 
bards. GaraMma fitigeratd Tom 
Hutce and Jairwa Naught on g 
Q MOVIE ** >4 The Laat 
Safari 0967) Stewart Granger 
Kar Geres 
(TMC) MOVIE #* LrfeOnTha 
M-M.it.pp. 119841 Robarl I mi 
■ng   David Kn*H 
3:00 
B   SPOflTSWORLD   Sched- 
uled     NMRA   Wmtar    Nationals 
Oag Racing, horn Pomona. Can 
(Taped) 
ffl WiLUt NELSON WITH 
RAY CMAIW.ES from Auihn 
Teses IN» concert features the 
song* To All the C~ls I ve Loved 
Before VVhisaev River. Sev 
en Spanish Angels Gaorg-a on 
My Mind and more 
© MOVIE »*'i FrreballFor 
*erd   (1972) Ban Carrara Eddre 
Mb*. 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING iMSA 
GTP Grand Pr>» of M.emi diva) 
330 
O   CANADA   GAMES    87 
Closing ceremonies   lio"> Sydney 
N S   ILnn») 
CD BOWLING GREEN FO- 
RUM 
4:00 
0 LPGA GOLF Kempai Opan 
hnal  round    from   Prmcev-Ha  Golf 
COUTH m Kauai Hawaii Hive) 
SI STAR SEARCH 
CD     GREAT      DECISIONS 
Egypt and in* U S    Uneasy fie 
latrons   Former U S Ambassador 
to Egypt 179   83) Alfred Leroy 
Atharton Jr   debates Washington 
Pott    diplomatic    correspondent 
David Ottaway 
(D MOVIE * * H The Return 
Of MaiweH Smart 11980) Don 
Adama. Sylvia Knstel 
(TMC) MOVIE *•## Tha 
Imp.. StrAes Back (1980) 
Mark MamiM Harmon Ford 
4:30 
O 0 PGA GOLF D.V.H Rydar 
Open     final   round    from   Miami 
ILrve) 
ffl MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
S3 TOLEDO SCRAPBOOK 
6:00 
Q     OEGRASSI     JUNIOR 
HIGH Friends gat tha wrong idaa 
whan Stephania aaka Whaala out 
on a data 
Si S3 LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RhCH ANO FAMOUS Sched 
uled the Beverly Hills Hotel (Pan 
4 of 41. luiury living in the 21*1 
century, actress Jane Seymour. 
John Davidson and his lam*, 
■ FIRING LINE 
QD EYES ON THE PRIZE: 
AMERICA S CIVIL RIGHTS 
YEARS. 1964-1906 Tha Civil 
Rights movement begins to 
spenter desoite tha success ol the 
196S march in Alabama from Sal- 
ma to Montgomery. [J 
6:30 
O EDISON TWINS Tom and 
Anna use the* knowledge of 
cwhanng to decode the secrei 
messages which Tom has been 
receiving • 
EVENING 
6:00 
S 00 NEWS 
RIVALS OF   SHERLOCK 
HOLMES 
0FAME 
0 COUSTEAU OOYSSEY 
0   FRENCH   CHEF   "Orange 
Bavarian Cream   (R| 
0 TED KNIGHT SHOW Get 
held the cat end h-s creator Jrm 
Davis Stop by Henry s office 
HD STAR  t HI K 
(ESPN)     LOS .   ANGELES 
MARATHON HIGHLIGHTS 
6:30 
O CBS NEWS 
0 HOTLINE 
0 NBC NEWS 
CD FLOYD ON FISH 
B   CHECK   n   OUTI   Ednas 
outraged    when    en    attractive 
health      food      representative 
expresses mteresi m Howard Ifll 
(TMC)    MOVIE    »*#V9       Re 
turn 0) The Jeck    U9B3) Mark 
Hem-ll.   Harrison  Ford    This  third 
installment   in   the     Star   Wars 
sege reunites Luke SfcywaAer and 
his comrades for a hnai bailie 
with the ev>l Galactic Empire   In 
stereo   PG CJ 
7:00 
§0 6f MINUTES 
FRAGGLE ROCK Mokey 
Wembley and Boob*, are liens 
parted beck m time, when frag- 
gfeswerebeld IRICJ 
0 OUR HOUSE Gus contro-.ts 
a used-car salesmen who sold 
him and Jessie a lemon   In ttei*o 
0 DISNEY SUNDAY MOV- 
IE Disney Goes to the Aeadem* 
Awards Hosl Tony Denis pre 
sents ckps from Oscar nominated 
Disney features mcfcidmg Snow 
Whrte. Fantasia and 20 000 
Leagues Under the See IR) Q 
0 WONDERWORKS A l«l 
tie Pimcess' When Sara s new 
circumstances relegate her to the 
anrc she befriends Becky the 
scullery maid Mr Carrrsford be- 
gins search-rig for the daughter ol 
his old friend and business part- 
ner (Part 2 of 3) g 
0 BOOYWATCH Fat hidden 
sources m food, diffeiancet 
among types and a suggested 
low tat diet   C"J 
0 NEW GIDGET Grdget helps 
Danni s tomboy friend IK>mberly 
MiHer) who S preparing to attend 
a school dent* IRI 
0 MOVIE *** -Ke-Ys He- 
roes (19701 Cknt Eastwood 
lety Sevales Durmg World War 
II an improbeble team of aoKaers 
makes a wed dash behind enemy 
knes 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
SUNDAY 
7:30 
O BEACHCOMBERS A care 
fee outmg on Crown Mountain 
turns ail© e dangerous expedition 
(or Pat and Nick (R) CJ 
0 WILO. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
0 CHARLES IN CHARGE 
(ESPN) SKI WORLD 
BOO 
0     0     MURDER.     SHE 
WROTE Jessica   .*estigetes the 
murder of one ol Cabot Cove's 
most illustrious otuens Q 
0 MOVIE    Heaven On Earth 
(Premeve) R H Thomson. Feme 
Read Five Engkah orphans face 
uncertain futures after emigrating 
to Canada at the turn-of-the-oan- 
tun/ 
0 EASY STREET Buffy <fcs 
plays his cerd-pUymg tkAs at the 
country club In stereo 
0 MOVIE Casanova (Prem 
■era I Richard Chansberukn. Ftye 
Ounawey A recounting of the Me 
end exploits of the legendary 
17th-century I taken lover Q 
0 0 NATURE A porneii of 
the crane (Pen 2 of 31 In stereo 
0 LIMELIGHT 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL      Southern      Conference 
Championship Game (Live) 
8 30 
0 VALERIE m stereo. CJ 
9:00 
O 0 ' LL TAKE MANHAT- 
TAN Based on the Judith Krenu 
novel In post-World War n New 
York, self made m-aionaee Zech 
Amber vise makes e garment in 
dustry publication the cornerstone 
of a mega/irv* empae and ro- 
mences an editor but merries an 
espaing be»Wma Stars VakMie 
Bertmell Perry Kmg and Fiances 
caArws (Part lol4)Q 
0 MOVIE The Duty Ooien 
Th* Deadly MIIIKX. IP>em«e> 
Tetty Savelas Ernest Borgnme As 
World War II intensifies A Europe 
an American major assembles a 
group Of miktary convicts to un 
derteke a dangerous rruss>on m 
tended to destroy Nan plena to 
develop and use chemical <veap- 
ons in stereo Q 
Q) fB MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE lost Empees A corp'e 
A found wnhei the Palace The- 
atii. Cissw receives a shock 
Dorm Tmgley (Patricia Ouinn) IO- 
pleces nar m the Gangs Oun act 
(Part 6 of 717) 
0 MOVIE ** Monstroids 
119801 >m Mitchum Jj^p Cerre- 
dhne A loathsome monster sut- 
jects a small Cofombuin wiege to 
tour days of hen 
(TMC) MOVIE #** v» 
"Jews (1976) Roy Sctvayiar. 
Robert Shaw Based on Pater 
Benchley s novel A great white 
shark terrorizes the waters oft a 
coastal resort though tounsm- 
conscmus town othoals refuse to 
Pofceve any real danger ensts 
PG 
10:00 
QCBC NEWSQ 
0 WAR AND PEACE    The 
Fortunes   0*   Wat      Napoleon s 
army takes Bald H4s and Pr-xe 
BoAonsky ekes Of a stroke 
0 PALACE OF DREAMS 
09 WASHINGTON REPORT 
(ESPN)    BOXING    SPECIAL: 
MIKE TYSON 
10:26 
O VENTURE 
10:30 
0 KENNETH COPELAND 
11:00 
0O00NEWS 
ffi SISKEL & EBERT ft THE 
MOVIES Scheduled reviews 
Tin Man (Richard Dreyfus* 
Danny DeVrto): 'Some KawJ of 
Wondartuj' (Eric Stotu. Mary 
Stuart Maatarsonl. Beyond 
Therapy       (Juke     Hagerly      Jeff 
GoMNum) 
0   EYES   ON    THE    PRIZE: 
AMERICA'S   CIVIL   RIGHTS 
YEARS. 1B64-1B66 TheCml 
Rights    movement    begins    lo 
apkntar despite the success of the 
1965 march in Alabama from Sel- 
me IO Montgomery  CJ 
0 PALACE OF DREAMS 
O    TALES    FROM     THE 
DARKSIOE    Two    feudmg 
witches tight lor owners***) of a 
megxal cat S paw 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
SUNDAY 
MONDAY 
MARCH 2.  198 7 
Oev^eW •«»•»* v Oeu. «< 
EVENING 
600 
OO00NEWS 
0 PM MAGAZINE .ii- Mec 
pherson. the model who appeared 
on the cover of tfui year's Sports 
Illustrated twimsml issue: senior 
cnuen (owboet enthusiasts 
0 ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 0 DIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
0NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE 
PORT 
0 GET SMART 
0 FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
O MONITOR Featured Are the 
books dosed on the Trensporte 
hon Development Corporation? 
Ontario seed the transit company 
last year but Oniarm taipayers 
will be paying for that sale for 
years to come 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Interview with actor Mel 
Gibson,  the  making of a    "Night 
Court    episode   In stereo 
0 NEWLYWED GAME 
0    MACNEIL     .'    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF DISNEY 
g GIMME A BREAK! 
M"A*S-H 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL    VAenova   at    Providence 
(I. vel (Subject to blackout) 
ITMCI   MOVIE    ***      Ram- 
bow"   (1978)   Andrea   McArdle. 
Piper Laurie  A portrait of the early 
We of Judy Garland (1922-69). 
tracing her career from her days m 
vaudewlle through her rise lo star- 
dom in   The Wirard Of Ol 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE Featured 
Mela Tyson, tiger magic   dating 
game 
O RACCOONS Bert Raccoon 
reports that mange incidents are 
occurring m the Evergreen Forest. 
but no one bekeves his stones (Rl 
0 JEOPARDY 
0 TAXI 
0 DATING GAME 
0 TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Muriel takes a stand for in- 
dependence when Henry obajcts 
to her photographing a mate 
centerfold 
0 THREE SCOMPANY 
8:00 
0 0   KATE   ft   ALL'S AH* 
fees aaksep watching old situation 
comedies   and   wnsgevas   herseft 
and Kate pleymg the iceas of the 
O FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE 
0 ALF ALF goes through a 24- 
hour period of extremely buarre 
behavior In stereo 
0 MACGYVER An sssessm 
traps Thornton and MecGyve* m 
Srtti a bla/mg-hot metal container 
0   PLANET   EARTH   Earths 
past man s rots m its luture and 
tha possibility of a nuclear win 
ter areeumined iRICJ 
0 WONDERWORKS A Lit 
tie Princess When Sara s new 
cecumstences relegate her to the 
attic she befriends Becky the 
scueery maid. Mr Carmford be- 
geis searching lo. the daughter of 
his old friend and business part 
net (Part 2 of 31 Q 
0 GUNSMOKE 
© MOVIE ** (.posed 
119831 Nastassia Kmski Harvey 
Keitei A fashion models ■ove' 
uses her as bait to trap an >merna 
tional killer 
8 30 
Q 0 MY SISTER SAM Sam 
invites one of Patti s girltnends 
hom Oregon to visit Q 
Q AIRWAVES (Season Prem 
■ere) Roberta Me.well stars as 
Jean Lejton a raoX> talk show 
host with a penchant lor gritty so- 
cial .ssues Tonrght Jean's 16- 
year-old nephew Matt (Chtis Bol- 
ton) moves into the lip ton 
household end e new mterwewer 
IPatric Rose) arrives at the red* 
station   Q 
0 MOVIE * * 4 The Karate 
Kid" (1984) Ralph MaccfMo. Nori- 
yuki Pal Monta After several 
violent clashes with has Cekforme 
schoolmates, a reluctantly trans 
planted New Jersey teen-ager 
seeks help from fws apartment 
bmkfcng's merfitenance man. a 
karate master g 
•too 
Q 0 I'LL TAKE MANHAT- 
TAN Zech reconciles with Nina 
but Lily thwarts his drvo.ee plans 
by announcing her pregnancy 
Cutter moves to San Frencraco 
and marries his boss's pareh/red 
daughter Stars Lynne Gnftm. 
Jack Scel.e and Adam Lefevre 
(Part 2 of 4) Q 
Q VICTORIAN SCANDALS 
Beloved 
0 MOVIE The Betty Ford Sto- 
ry" (Premiere) Gens Rowlands. 
Josef Summer The former fast 
lady s physical and emotional bat- 
tles with breast cancer, alcohol- 
ism and prescript-cm drug depend- 
ency ere recounted in this 
adaptation of her autobiography 
0 0 AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Dim Sum A little Bit 
of Heart A young Chmeaa Amer- 
■cen woman hods herself torn be- 
tween her responsibwties to her 
widowed mother and her own de- 
s>e to break away Released 
theavicafv m 198B thra drama 
stars laureen Chew and Kan 
Chew, g 
tB MOVIE Iceman (No Date) 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Metro Atlantic Conference 
Championship Game (Live) 
(TMC) MOVIE *•* • Beck- 
el" 11964) Richard Burton Peter 
O look. Kmg Henry II of England 
cle.hu with fws former chancel 
lor. now the Archbrahop of 
Canterbury durmg the 12th cen- 
tury 
10:00 
O NATIONAL Q 
0NEWS 
10:26 
O JOURNAL 
10:30 
0 0 OSSIE ft RUBY This 
comic fantasy recounts a black 
salesmen s pitch to en elderly 
white South African woman and 
he. Week maid in the midst of a 
revolution Q 
® HONEYMOONERS 
11:00 
SQ000NEWS 
OHIO   BUSINESS OUT 
LOOK 
8 DARK SHADOWS 
LATE   SHOW Host   Joen 
Rivers   Scheduled   actress   Jane 
Ate.ander In stereo 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN)     MAJOR     LEAGUE 
BASEBALL FILMS 
TUESDAY 
MARCH 3. 19B7 
Creve— • 'SB" v D». -* 
EVENING 
6 0O 
QQ00NEWS 
0 PM MAGAZINE Michael J 
FrM ( Fanwry Tat"), celebrities 
child/en who aren t «n show busi 
SOCEANUS 
Q)    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© ffl DIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6.30 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
8 GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:CO 
O CBS NEWS 
O COUNTRY REPORT 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Interview with actor-co- 
median Howie Mendel   tha mak- 
ing of a "Night Court" episode. In 
stereo. 
0 NEWLYWED GAME 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF DISNEY 
S GIMME A 6REAKI 
M^A^S^H 
(ESPN)    COl I FOE    BASKET- 
BALL   Adenbc   Ten Conference 
Semifinal   (live) 
7:30 
0 PM MAGAZINE Featured 
Mighty    mouth,    relabve    fame. 
sweet 17. ..ds reft 
O   SHELLEY    Slaughterhouse 
Skng 
0 JEOPARDY 
0 TAXI 
0 DATING GAME 
0 TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT  Jackie continues her rala- 
tronaha? with a married man da- 
spite opposition from the famay 
©THREE'S COMPANY 
(TMC)   MOVIE   **   "Ruattars 
Rhapsody (1985)      Tom 
Berenger. G W Barley With hra 
trusted horse a bfenng Sia-gun 
end a limitless supply of frmgad 
shirts e croonmg cowboy res 
ices peace to a troubled town m 
stereo   PG g 
8:00 
O 0 SPIES (Premiere) A leg 
endary spy (George Hamilton) and 
his idealistic partner (Gary 
Kroeger) light crime Tor>ghi 
Stone and Smythe try to recover 
stolen government m^rohlm from 
en international master spy 
8 FIFTH ESTATE 
MATLOCK A Hollywood se> 
symbol is accused of murdering 
h.s inrtscreet therapist In stereo 
0 WHO'S THE BOSS? 
Angela feels old when she takes 
an account with a trendy fashion 
designer whose staff consists of 
young women g 
0 Gj) NOVA Filmed shortly be- 
fore his death m 1983 Russan 
emigre George Kistiekowsky 
OVscusses designing the atomic 
bomb, serving as science adviser 
to President Eisenhower and. m 
later years becoming an anti-nu- 
clear ectrvist Author-astronomer 
Carl  Segan  conducted  the  inter 
wew g 
8 GUNSMOKE 
MOVIE * * 't iceman 
(1984) Timothy Hutton. Lindsay 
Crouse Members of an espedrtion 
team discover and defrost a fro- 
zen 40.000 year old creature 
and one member wants to keep 
tha iceman afcve 
6:30 
0   GROWING   PAINS Carol 
considers   using   the   money   she 
won m a radio contest to gat a 
noeeiob  g 
9:00 
0 0 ill TAKE MANHAT- 
TAN Angry over Ma.is unweV 
mgness to endure poverty. Rocco 
leaves Zach fires to Canada to 
sort out h» life Stare Barry 
BoetwKk. Brett Cuien and Robert 
Adcke (Part 3 of 4) g 
O SEEING THINGS Tragedy 
str Aes whan Lome meets a beau- 
tiful modal whom he bekeves as m 
danger from he- designer hus- 
band, g 
0 HUNTER McCetl teems up 
with a handsome new partner to 
fmd Hunter, who seems to have 
fallen prey to the mob lo stereo 
MOONLIGHTING C? 
0 FRONTLINE Thw look 
ms.de the adoption system fo- 
cuses on private deeta arranged 
by lawyers and counselors Q 
O MOVIE ** H Gray lady 
Down" (1978) Chartton Heeton. 
Dewd Carradass. A nuclear sub- 
treat yourself to a 
NOT IJUNCSN 
Dining room open 
to the public 
daily from 
11 am-1:30pm 
Banquet Catering & 
Meeting Rooms Available 
THE ELK'S CLUB 
352-2149 
200 Campbell Hill Rd 
^V5 
c°:<^ 
• Priming 
• Type«;iiinn 
Word Proces»inu 
• Screen Priming 
* Trophies • Plaques 
Wedding Stationery ° Flyers 
• Raffle Tickets ° Booklets 
° Photocopies 5<   " Programs 
Brochures ■ Envelopes 
■ Labels' Postcards 
° Ad Specialties • Business Cards" Posters 
117 EAST COURT STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO . VH)2 
Hours 9:30-5:30 Monday-Frida) 
Phone (119) 352-1068 
OPEN: 
Mon.-Thurs 6*am-9pm 
Fri. 6*aml0pm 
Sal 8am 10pm 
Sun. Bam-9pm 
WIS. Main 
lto.tojr.tMO.0nl. 
352-0123 
(not to Vustty Laoei) 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp    S6.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo    S5.95 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Buffet 
plus choice of potato 
Call us about our 
0aWT'9|>eclal9-9««-01«»-- 
Mdov/Mxvorv 27,1987 15 
marine, rammed by ■ wayward   ' 
frerghsar. aw*! and bacomaa tha 
object of a danng raacoa attempt 
(ESPN) NHL HOCKEY Montraal 
Cenedetns    at    Calgary    Flames 
(IMC) MOVIE *#*Vr 
N.ghi* Ol Caba* (19671 GV 
uketta Mesmo Franco* Penar. 
fader ico Freer*'■ Oacar - winning 
tala of an Italian prostitute who 
dreams of fintkng toccata and 
happeiee* tn a world unfcfcety lo 
provide them 
10:00 
8 NATIONAL Q 
HHL    STREET    BLUES 
GotdUuma liana lo a young in- 
formant for halp m hnoVtg a maaa 
murderer 
0 JACK AND MIKE An aa> 
Yppre throwi a coatuma party to 
celebrate tha turbulent 60* m 
Cheapo g 
B LEGACY IN LIMBO Facing 
inadequate funds and facilities at 
if* currant location, the Muaaum 
of fha American ir>4an in Naw 
York City is caught baiwaan peo- 
pta who want to keep tha muaa- 
um m tha Big Apple and thoaa 
who favor ecceptmg a Teres bil- 
konewe's $70 rmlhon offer to tup- 
port ma muaaum if it relocates tu 
Oaaaa Host Buffy Semte Maria 
ffi AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Chat At* mi >■ jomed by guitarists 
Larry Car lion and Thorn Brash 
jau pianiat Butch Thompton. fid- 
dMr Johnny Gimole and compos 
ermBfrumeniehst Peter Ostroustv 
ko tor mis parformanca In stereo 
03 NtWS 
10:26 
Q JOURNAL 
10:30 
ffi HONEYMOONERS 
11:00 
OOQKDO NEWS 
ffl BOWLING GREEN FO- 
RUM 
GD OARK SHADOWS 
ID   LATE   SHOW Hot!   Joan 
Rivara    Scheduled   actor   Jamaa 
Broknl "Hotel I   In stereo 
flj) WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * v»    Atlan- 
hc City    (19B0I Burt Lancattar 
Suaan Sarandon   Tha aatrangad 
husband of a waitress arrival m 
Atlantic   City   with   hat   pragnant 
younger   antar and toma atolan 
hero*),  wttoch ha wantt an aging 
hood to aal for hen    R 
WE ONE SO AY 
MARCH4   1997 
Cwfvii • !M» ' V Oau V» 
EVENING 
BOO 
ooans NEWS 
8) PM MAGAZINE Comic ac- 
tor Danny Da Vito an unueuel 
chrmperuee 
6 PERKINS FAMILY Matt 
confronts Chria. Tracy compatoa 
lot tha school play a femakt Mad 
a hght with har boyftiand upaatt 
Grandma, tha day before tha tatt 
Chna hnda a copy of tha e>em 
O MACNEM. / LEHRER 
NtWSHOUR 
6 B DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
I CSS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
SABC NEWS Q 
NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
S GET SMART 
FACTS Of LIFE 
ItSPN)    INStOE    THE     PGA 
TOUR 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
O DATELINE ONTARIO 
■ WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
8   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   Intarviaw   with   actraaa 
Liaa Bonet (The Coaby Show I 
In stereo 
SNEWLYWED GAME 
MACNFIL       '      LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
6   WONDERFUL    WORLO 
OF DISNEY 
B GIMME A BREAK! 
©M'A-S'H 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC) MOVIE**    LilaOnTha 
MitMMppi    (19841 Robert Laos 
■ng    David   Kne"    Author   Mark 
Twam recalla hit early de-ye aa a 
nver boat pilot on tha Mississippi 
730 
O PM MAGAZINE Featured 
Eaa Yea. great Scott Senm on tha 
town 
Q DANGER BAY B*y ia aided 
by a chimpanzee to overcome hn 
frustration with hrs inability to 
communicate normally Guest 
start Belinda Montgomery. Q 
B JEOPARDY 
STAXI 
DATING GAME 
B TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Hanry lee's tha perns of 
unemployment after he's feed for 
satirizing the President m a car 
© THREE'S COMPANY 
(ISPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL I".r on at M.rhigen (l -vel 
8:00 
O B NEW MIKE HAMMER 
A    tunny    money    case    la ads 
Hammer to an attractive woman 
(Caryn   Richman)   who s   e-so   a 
computsrve gambhar 
Q NATURE OF   THINGS A 
ooa at tha uncariaw^ future of the 
3ueen Charlotte Islands of   tha 
:oest of British Columbia  Q 
B HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Eli Watech and Anna Jackson star 
as tha parents of a comatose son 
and a gurlt-ridden   daughter    In 
stereo : J 
B PERFECT STRANGERS 
Bafti and Larry qmt the' jobs et 
the store and find work m a small 
cftner cj 
S ffi LIVE FROM THE MET 
' An Evening With Joan Suther 
land and Luciano Paver on i 
Scenes from two Verdi works. 
Rigoietio and "la Tievujte. aa 
wel aa Oonmtti s "Lucia Q< Lam- 
mermoor. are performed by 
soprano Joan Sutherland and 
tenor Luciano Peverotti Richerd 
Bonynga conducts the Metropok- 
tan Opera Orchestra and Chorus 
English Subtitle* In Stereo 
B COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Florida International at Ohio State 
(live) 
B MOVIE * * v. The Honor 
Guard" 1(9791 Damd Huffman 
Rod Stetger A pacrfiat Army de- 
serter   must   struggle   with   his 
'commitment to non-violence 
when has gatmend is eseeutted by 
La sad< si K Manna sergeant' 
B:30 
8 HARRY (Premiere! Comedy 
Alan Artrfi stars as Marry Por- 
aehak the schemrng head of the 
purcheemg department m e met 
ropoMan hoaprtal Tonight H.tOer 
I (Thorn Bray) goes to Nuraa Duck- 
ett (Hoaand Taykx) with evidence 
that Harry s been seHeig hospital 
tuppkea p 
BOO 
B B I LL TAKE MANHAT- 
TAN Cutter and lay announce 
thee marriage at a meeting of the 
Ambervele board of oVectors: 
Juatm'e anestad on trumped-up 
drug charges Lily discovers the 
truth about Zach s death. Stars 
franceaca Annia Barry Boatwick 
and Velar* Bert-**. (Part 4 of 4) 
O MARKET PLACE A look at 
the potential dangers caused by 
mutt«)u>pose vehKkM on tha high- 
ways 
B GIMME A BREAKI Nell 
mutt decide whether to encou* 
age Sam s marriage plans or MM 
that site stay m coeage (**•" ? "* 
21 in stereo Q 
ffi DYNASTY Neal McVane 
threatens Adam with blackmail 
Blake and Krystte learn that Sarah 
Curtis has changed her m.nd 
about Krystma's heart transplant 
Q 
fTMCl MOVIE **** The 
Empee StrAea Back" M980r 
Mark Ham* Harrison Ford Rebel 
fighter luke Skywafker aiterrupts 
IHS training aa a Jedi Kmght to 
rescue his friends from v4le*nous 
Darth Vadar In stereo   PG' Q 
9:30 
Q   MAN   ALIVE   The  story  of 
how    the      Mothers    of   May' 
searched for the* surviving grand 
children   despite the unsuccessful 
attempts tn locate thaw impris 
oned offspring after Argentina s 
miMery dicta'orm* ended 
B   THE   TORTELLIS Loretta 
and Annie catch N*fc and Antho- 
ny at the pool with two gorgeous 
women in stereo 
(ESPN)   COLIEGE    BASKET- 
BALL Missouri Valley Conference 
Championship Game (Live) 
10:00 
8 NATIONAL Q 
ST. ELSEWHERE Sh-ley 
Deruels (EOen Bry) returns to St 
Ehgrus thrs time as a patient 
with a peiwc disorder who s 
accused o* yet another   murder 
B HOTEL At Christmas 15- 
year high-school reunion e former 
wallflower emerges as the most 
successful graduate and the e>- 
daas hero shows interest in Chris 
tine Guest stars include Jeff 
Conewey and Stephanie Faracy 
B B ON STAGE AT WOLF 
TRAP A diverse repertoae which 
includes to* music and Beatles 
tongs sung a cappeHe is per- 
formed by tha su-member British 
vocal aneembla the King's Smg 
era In stereo 
S KEYS TO SUCCESS 
NEWS 
10:26 
OJOURNAL 
10:30 
B     STUDIO     34    VIDEO 
MAGAZINE 
© HONEYMOONERS 
11:00 
SB B 8 O NEWS 
ART BEAT 
8 DARK SHADOWS 
LATE   SHOW Hos'   Joan 
Rivers Scheduled Michael J FOB. 
Whoop* Goldberg. Oavid Copper 
held In stereo 
0WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11:06 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * Beyond 
The VVefte I19B4I Arnon ?* 
dock. Muhamad Baku Violence 
erupts when Israeli and Arab pris- 
oners are housed together m a 
merimum security pruon 
(Oubbedl « 
11:30 
O TAXI 
B AODERLY Addarly reluc 
tanily agrees to help a tetaed 
agent ada<st to civilian Mfe IRI 
OJJ BEST Of CARSON From 
January 1986 comedian Oon 
Rckles. clarinetist Pete Founteei 
Gwen Peterson (races p-gsl and 
cowbny poet Wadcke Mitchell join 
host Johnny Carson I" stereo IRI 
B NIGHTLINE L? 
Q) SECOND TYPE Cerebral 
palsy victim Bath Shapiro and 'our 
hanrfceapped ft tends are (allowed 
as they navel horn Bergenfieid 
N J . to Washmglon OC.o this 
look at how the henovapped pos 
itively confiont and overcome 
physical and emotional barriers 
Bel Cosby narrates 
fli) NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
ffi   LATE   SHOW Host    Joan 
Rivers Scheduled M«neel J For. 
VVhoopi Goldberg   David Copper- 
held In stereo 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:36 
Q MOVIE * * Almost Sum- 
mer (1978) 0>* Conn Tan 
Matheson Migh-tp-rned high 
school students prepare 'or grad- 
uation, to be followed by fun and 
12O0 
0KOJAK 
B OUKES OF HA2ZARD 
S DO YOU HEAR THE 
RAIN 7 A profile of teacher Ma 
nan AAen a deaf woman avho 
adopted three boys suffering from 
cerebral palsy 
(Q MOVIE   *     Deadly Sl'Ae 
(1980)HoTzongTe© 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
B LATE NIGHT WITH OA- 
I VID   LETTERMAN Scheduled 
comeAan Spakkng Gray   In tier 
© THE JUDGE 
(ESPN)     MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER     FISHING 
JOURNA1 
THURSDAY 
MARCH 6. 1967 
C<*™»if" * '•*' * V Bin *w 
•too 
SO IB CD NEWS 
PM MAGAZINE Swgfned 
and Roy. entertainers with an am 
mel magic act. m* an studio that 
oreetea commercial* featuring 
bvar-rjcuon and aremation 
t OCEANUS 
MACNEL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ID ffi) OIFFRENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
O CBS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
S ABC NEWS Q 
5 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PO«T 
B GET SMART 
ffi FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN) ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS BOROS 
(TMC)      MOVIE      ***". 
Jews     (19751   Roy   Scheider 
Robert    Shaw     Based   on   Peter 
Benchhry s novel   A greet white 
shark tarronie* ihe wetert off a 
coastal retort though tounsm- 
consoous town officials refuee to 
batorve   any   ree1   danger    entts 
PG 
70O 
O CBS NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
S WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT    interview    with    tingar- 
songyvriter    Jackson   Browne     In 
.  stereo 
I ffl NEWLYWEO GAME 
Ifi)     MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
I NEWSHOUR 
1
 ffi    WONDtRFUl    WORLD 
Of DISNEY 
Q3 GiMME A BREAKI 
ffiM-A'S^H 
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER 
7 30 
O PM MAGAZINE Featured 
Gloria's Marilyn Alan Tlncke <ce 
pr nicest chef Bernard 
O GZOWSKI A CO. A profile 
of the Cape Breton hddW who 
has made a comebaca m his ca 
rear (Rl 
B JEOPARDY 
Hi TAXI 
ffl DATING GAME 
(Q TOO CLOSE   FOR COM- 
FORT    When   Mildred    Refkm 
come*   back   searching   for   her 
mother s brooch Jackie suggests 
tivmg e merkum for help 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN!   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL    Atlantic   Tan   Conference 
Championship Game (Live) 
BOO 
Q   B   WIZARD A prophetic 
dream prompts Simon to ember* 
on a rescue mission in Ttoet   IRI 
Q     SMALL     MIRACLES 
Warner  Troyer narrates ires four 
part series on health care m the 
Th-ii World (Part 2 ol 41 
0 COSBY SHOW Theo eeks 
hra lather for permission to take 
tying lessons in stereo (R)Q 
ffl    MUSIC   Of    COMPAS- 
SION 
6 WILD AMERICA A portrait 
of the nvar otter famed *i New 
York State's Adrondeck Moun 
terns Q 
B THIS OLD HOUSE Demoti 
tion is begun on the 50 veer old 
home, a representative from the 
Phoemi (An* I Historical Preser- 
vation Society conducts a tour of 
a samaar tern tonal sty» home C3 
8GUNSMOKE 
MOVIE ***    Theer,dge 
1
 At    Remegen'    (1949)   George 
Segal    Robert   Vaughn    A   fajroa 
[ beftst ragaa between the Amen- 
' Can Army and the Nene for con- 
trol of the laat remerfung bridge 
i  across the Rhme 
a 3o 
B FAMILY TIES Sfc«py fkftt m 
love with one ol Maaory t friends 
In stereo g 
B ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S 
WORLD OF STRANGE 
POWERS Topic wfA-ngunf-e 
© WHO AMERICA A lor* at 
the varied weffhfe w-thm the si» 
drtferent ecosystems found m the 
stale of leiaa Q 
9:0O 
O B SIMON   ft SIMON A 
friend who saved flick's Irfe m 
Vietnam is hMTed by members ol a 
street gang 
Q RED SERGE Ruby decides 
to visit "er son David to protect 
h*m from the huts** at the 
Inn 
S CHEERS tn stereo Q 
THE COLBYS Franceaca 
hnda herself, once again attract 
ed to Prnrkp CoBjy Mites learns 
abuui Channmg s secret regarding 
ihe Cotiy hrarri Q 
B MYSTERY! Ihe Return of 
Sherlock Holmes The Man With 
the Twsied lip' Holmes refuses 
to believe that a cringing on*ig 
ured beggar is the murderer of a 
mnuung businessman IChve Fran 
crsl whose wife (Eleanor Oavid! 
last saw him at the window of an 
opium den CJ 
ffi AMERICAN CAESAR Wri 
ham Manchester s biography it 
brought to Ma as film footage, m- 
terviewi and narration by John 
Huston and John Cohcos docu- 
ment Gen Dougle* MecArthur * 
leadarslH) m post-World War II 
Japan and hi* command of U N 
force* in Korea (Part 4 of 51 CJ 
B MOVIE * The Seduction 
(19821 Morgan Ferchird Michael 
Sarrazm A glamorou* TV news 
anchorwoman is wlimi/ed by a 
menlal^ cksturbod admrar 
ITMC) MOVIE ***H 
Woodstock 4)970) Documen 
tary Oscar warning overview ol 
the legendary three day rock festi- 
val held m Bethel N Y durmg Ihe 
summer of 1969 with parform- 
anca footage of >mi Hendru. The 
Who and Samana among others 
In stereo   R 
9:30 
8 COUNTRY CANADA 
NIGHT COURT Oan saves 
Christine s Irfe and then asks her 
to sleep with f*m as a return fa- 
vor IR) 
(ESPN! TOP RANK BOXING 
Tommy Avars vs Lies Santana for 
tha NABF welterweight title 
scheduled for 12 rounds from 
Las Vegas (Lrval 
10:00 
Q 8 KNOTS LANDING 
Vekyne bekevmg that Jean Hack- 
ney has had her husband killed 
seeks revenge Gary miasee hit 
RitMnq D 
8 NATIONAL i; 
LA. LAW Keteey represents 
an independent toy manufacturer 
who wants to fend off a takeover 
bid In stereo IR) 
fi 20 / 20 Scheduled a report 
on possible problems withm the 
San Antomo   Taut, pokoa force 
h LAST    WALTZ    ON    A 
TKaHTROPE in thra one-act parry 
an eccentric actreae iLowte 
Hatcher)  confronts an eggreeeive 
author (Tony Muaantel who 
wants to uncover the orcum- 
stances aunounrkng her hua- 
faands death 
B MYSTERY1 The Return of 
Snerlo.* Holmes The Man With 
the Twisted Le>" Holme* refuses 
to bekeve that a cringing. OVahg- 
ured beggar is the murderer of a 
rmssmg businessman IChve Fran- 
call whose wife (Eleanor Oavid) 
laat saw hen at the window of an 
opium dart Q 
©NEWS 
1026 
Q JOURNAL 
10)90 
ffi HONEYMOONERS 
11:00 
O O B 8 8 NEWS 
(H TIME OUT 
© DARK SHADOWS 
ffl LATE   SHOW Host   Joan 
Rivers Scheduled Andy Wrlhams 
in stereo 
8 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11:30 
QTAXI 
8 NIGHT HEAT While wetV 
■ng alone Nicole is accoated by 
three thugs (Rl 
8 BEST Of CARSON From 
January     1986     acior    Oabney 
Cofemen and scientist Or   Carl Se- 
pan |oei nost Johnny Carton   In 
stereo (Rl 
8 NIGHTLINE ' J 
8   FRONTLINE   TNs look m 
s"fc« the adopton system focuses 
on private deals arranged by law 
yen and counselors. Q 
© NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
8   lATE   SHOW Host   Joan 
Rivers Scheduled Andy Wrihams 
In stereo 
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER 
11:36 
O MOVK * * Pkaasura Pal- 
ace 119801 Omar Sharif Victoria 
Principal An mternttionarry re- 
nowned rjambMr aids a beautiful 
La* Vega* caamo owner whose 
establishment is threatened by a 
syndicate takeover 
12 OO 
OKOJAK 
8DUKES Of HAZZARD 
MOVIE    **v,       Omar 
Khayyam" (1957) Cornel Wilde. 
DebrePaget 
IESPNI COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Pac (0 Conlerenee Frrai 
Round Game (Live! 
12:16 
(TMC) MOVIE ****    Beck 
et     11964) Rchard Bi*lon  Peter 
O'Tooks 
12;SO 
B l*TE NKJHT WITH DA- 
VIO LETTERMAN Scheduled 
rock singer Bob Gefdof. come r*u- 
sionists Perm ft Taker In stereo 
B THE JUDGE 
Mov-eRaoneje 
Outatandmg       ....    **** 
furafm ***H 
VaryGood *** 
Ooed **» 
NotBarJ  ** 
ffaT * .-, 
Poor * 
FALCON HOUSE 
MM i Spout*—r awejresn. I" 10. 
Com* to Falcon HOUM 
for all your BGSU T- 
fhlrtf, Sweotthlrtf and 
all othar accasiorlat 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
MINI MALL SALON 
PERMS 
$20. to $75. 
HAIRCUTS 
$6. 
SBlCTIONOf OKEDKEN HAIR CARE PRODUCTS 
AND HAIR ACCESSORIES 
MINI MALL SALON 
190 S. Main thru the Brick Walkway 
352-7658 
' miii 
STEREO SPECIALS 
STATE OF THE ART BARGAINS BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE BOYS DOWN TOWN 
maxell 
IIIHM!ll UK I 90 
UDS II C90 HIGH BIAS 
90 MINUTES 
BLANK TAPE GRAB BAG 
YOUR CHOICE 
»1.99 
EACH 
NO 
QUANITIY 
LIMIT 
©TDK AD 
IP *r ¥5 "i 
ttwr^v. 90 
SA C90 HIGH BIAS 
90 MINUTES 
UFtllMl OVtR JHC COUNIIR EXCHANGl WARRANTY 
OUR BEST SELLING CAR AM/FM CASSETTE 
KENWOOD NOW ON SALE! KENWOOD 
KRC-2000 
sl 99.95 
SN„ HH^^M «C 260.00 
0IGITAI READOUT WtfH ( LOCK, PRFSfT STATiON MEMORY   BASS/TRF81E CONTROLS. AUTO- 
REVERSE. 4 SPEAKER EADER AND MORE 
Will INSTAll IN YOUR CAR FOR •15 00 
COMPLETE RACK SYSTEM 
SIMT>V<MMI SS-2050 
•449.95 
DIGITAL AM/FM TUNER 
50   WATT    AMP   WITH   5   BAND 
EQUALIZER DUAL  CASSETTE   DECK 
TURNTABLE. RACK AND SPEAKERS 
COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES AGAIN 
MAGNAVOX 
CDB-560 
»299.95 
TAKE A OUALITY CD PLAYER WITH f ULI PROGRAMMABI1ITY AND REMOTE CONTROL. THEN ADD 
4 TIMES OVER SAMPLING. DUAI DIGITAL CONVERTER. AND 16 BIT PROCESSING. THE CROK S 
NOTICED THE DIFFERENCE AND SO WILL YOU 
FM RECEPTION BREAK THROUGH 
CARVER ASYMMETRICAL FM DETECTOR 
MODEL 900 
$599.95 
THE CARVER WO HAS INCREDIBLE RECEPTION AND PLENTY OF INPUTS FOR TAPE. CD. VIDEO AND 
MORE PLUS 90 WATTS OF POWER TO PROVIDE LIVE MUSIC LISTENING LEVELS 
MOVING MUSIC 
(IN STEREO) AKAI   $49.95 
TOSHIBA 
KT 4016 
•36.95 
AM/FM PERSONAL 
CASSETTE WITH 
HEADPHONES 
AJ-J01 AM/FM CASSETTE WITH FOUR 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 
CO PIONEER 
SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKERS TSX20 
$89.95 
PAIR 
HIGH POWERED SPEAKER PERFECT FOR VANS.  JEEPS.  TRUCKS AND HATCHBACKS   90 WATT 
POWER HANDLING 
GENESIS SPEAKERS SPECIAL PURCHASE 
MODEL 20 
$299.95 
PAIR 
100 WAITS LIST 50000 PAIR 
HANDLING ? WAY SYSTEM. 
PASSIVE RADIATOR. 
LIFETIME WARRANTY FREE SPEAKER CABIE 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
WITH BUILT-IN ANALYZER 
$18G9X^ NOT AS OA-1 
PICTURED 
YOU MIGHT NOT HAVE HEARD OF AZDEN BUTTHIS PROCESSOR COMPANY IS VERY HIGH 
QUALIIY THIS MODEL FEATURES 10 BAND EQUALIZER WITH DUAL CHANNEL LEVEL CONTROL. 
ADJUSTABLE ANALYZER, FULL 15 db CUT OR BOOST AND TWO TAPE DECK DUBBING CAPABILITY 
HIGH TECH CASSETTE DECK 
BY HARMON /KARDON OF COURSE 
TD-102 
$249.95 
WIDE BAND IRIUUENCY RESPONSE (?0 HZ TO 50 KHZ). PRECISION TRANSPORT FOR SMOOTH 
TAPE HANDLING AND UNCLUTTERED COSMETICS MAKE THIS LINE A WINNERI 
FREE DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION 
OF ANY HOME STEREO SYSTEM 
QUALITY CAR STEREO INSTALLATION 
AT REASONABLE RATES 
HART AUDIO EXTRAS 
HART AUDIO HAS ITS 
OWN SERVICE DEPT. AND A 
LOANER PROGRAM TOO 
WE TAKE TRADES 
BANK CARDS WELCOME 
FREE LAYAWAYS 
FINANCING AVAILABLE INCLUDING 
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH, 
ASK FOR DETAILS 
OPEN 
MON. - FRI. 
10:00 am - 7:00 pm 
SAT. 10:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Hart Audio 
THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
248 S. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
PHONE: 352-3595 
